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The 17-boat danger
is the greatest we
face.
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Raider Commander Tells Strategy For Beating Japanese
Soldiers
Enemy

Surprise Element

Caught Huddling
Out Of The Rain

Leads Carlson's
Men To Victories

emy palli until reinforcements in
the form nf other patrols came to
again close the trap.
Chuckling at the incident, he
said, "one of these supporting patrols, led by Maj. Dick Washburn,
literally caught the Japs with their
pants down a short time later.
"Washburn found two companies
of enemy soldiers swimming ami
wading— with their clothes off-in
the Metapona river. Ho killed
many of them before they were
able lo got ashore and start

U.S. NAVAL HOSPITAL, San

Diego. The strategy of complete
surprise and .doing the seemingly
impossible is prescribed by Lt. Col.

Evans F. Carlson of the famed
Carlson Marine Raiders as the dosage that leads to victory in battles

against tin; Japs.
Lt. Col. Carlson, who has just
returned from the South Pacific
battle zones, is resting here before
returning to aeiivc duty,
"Doing the daring and unexpected
might keynote the forthcoming Al-

shooting.

lied offensive in the Pacific." he

OUTSMARTED .NII'S

pointed out.
■Enlarging on

these tactics, the

colonel said:
"If a mountain ridge is considered
inaccessible, climb it.and surprise
the enemy. If a frontal attack is

the expected thing, envelop the opponent by outflanking him or movChinese
ing around to the rear.
guerrillas have won many battles
In this way. The hazards arc sometimes great, but the profits are

tremendous.

"The merit of initiative and resourcefulness, as well as that of an
unexpected attack, was proved
many times while our Raiders were
on Guadback of the Japanese lines
alcanal last November and December," Carlson said.
"My men stayed in the 'bush,'
separated from our base for more
than a month. During that time
times
we surprised the enemy 30

"Greatly outnumbered, he feigned
a retreat, and the Japs resumed
their swimming. He returned and
surprised them again before they
left, the river, killing many more.
My son, IHIT,t. TCvans C Carlson,
was with Washburn on that patrol.
He is still on active duty In the
South l'acifie."
Deciding that the Japs would
rendezvous nt a place called Asamana, he took his raiders to the
spot and sat in wait for two days
for the enemy al the edge of a
at
USNH.
Lt. Col. Evans F. Carlson looks at son's picture
meadow. lie said "it was like
ducks from a blind."
the patrol discovered about 700 enemyY shooting
and killed W* .Tapanesa, losing only time we had made contact,
had slipped out of a! About. 2,1 Jap messengers were
adwho
enemy
by
had
heen
surrounded
soldiers
a
18 men ourselves.
escaping through killed as they came in one at
"We started by making a spear- vance troops from Henderson field," pocket and were
time before the. troops started comAlthough outwoods.
a
patch
of
said,
head landing east of the main force he
r ins hi from the woods in scattered
The colonel said that the first numbered many times, the Raider
of Japanese and Marines. We were
(Continued on page 21
effectively
the
enwhen
blocked
patrol
on
Nov.
a
11
to altack lr>oO men, but by the action came

,

.

Allotment Campaign
For Bonds Started

War Heros
TalkAndHere
Flyer

Three

Marine Aboard
'San Francisco'
Gets Navy Cross

Colonels Tell
Tales Of Battle

Three Marine lieutenant colonels
whose men outfoxed the Japs on
Tulagi, Tanambogo and Florida Islands, Saturday night matched
Bl.ories with Marine Air Ace Capt.
Joseph Voss, the pilot, who has a
World War II batting record of 2(3
enemy planes shot down with only
one narrow squeak.
Capt. Foss told about that brush
with death and of other battle incidents in a cyclonic week-end visit
which featured a round table discussion with tbe Marine colonels
on the "Halls of .Montezuma"
Leatherneck broadcast over Mutual

LT. COL. DEANE C. ROBERTS lines up a clay pigeon at
the formal opening of the new NAAS skeet-shooting range
at Camp Kearney. The sport is used to teach Marine gunnery
network Saturday night.
"My motor got. lead poisoning," students leading and timing in firing at flying targets. Capt.
Foss said, describing the air tussle Robert M. Stevens and Corp. Arthur F. Knudtson, gunnery
last October in which he got too instructor, look on while the colonel tries his skill.
close to the tail Runner of a Jap
plane, "so I turned homeward,
gliding in. But the ship dropped
and I bailed out into the sea. The
(Continued on Page 3)

What's Cookin'
SATURDAY, 5 JUNK
Halls of Montezuma broadcast, Station KGB studio, no
audience, 2030,
Palist Broadcast, Grouch"
Marx, Carole Laiidis. Base
auditorium, 19(H).
SI

NDAV, H JT'NK

Church services, all camps.
Sec page 4.
FRIDAY, 11 JUNK
liS<) "Crazy Show," Camp
Gillespie, 1900.
Sew pages 26-27 for sports.

Bandsmen Warming Up To
Blow The Blues In Tokyo

j victory.

Unlike its predecessors, this
group has a 12-piece swing section
specializing in popular melody on
the solid side. A "band within a
band." several of its members stem
from big name orchestras.

Campbell,

,

:

t

,

:

in

who

Itobcrt
heads the unit, declares official reports show that a band will add 30
per cent to the spirit and fighting
efficiency of men in the field.
Principally bandsmen, the- Marines
will have their Roising guns handy
in case the going gets tough.
While on their temporary stay
with the Service Group, the band is
appearing in formal guard mounts
and impromptu musical concerts.
MTSgt.

.

ttvery olTicer and top kick on
the Base turned-to this week in
tin' Corps-wide effort to put
money in Ilie Siinday-go-to-meetin' greens of everyone in the crew
Corp. Howard P. McCarsl.le, Ist
by encouraging him to survey a
Gd. Co., Thursday was presented
pinch of his lighting salary for
the Navy Cross "for extraordinary
a choice hunk of America.
heroism while, serving aboard the; I
They were conducting the war
USS. San Francisco during action
against enemy Japanese forces In j bond salary allotment campaign
the Solomon Islands area on No- ; which began last Tuesday, I June.
j There was no flag-waving or
vcmber 12 and 13, 1912."
Lt. Col. W. E. Maxwell, com- ; bugle tootling when Capt. Melvin
mantling Gd. Rn.. presented the! Haas pulled the firing pin on this
payroll allotment program last Sataward.
Wounded 13 Nov., Corp. Mc- urday before a group of Rase ofCarstle returned for treatment 12 ficers and personnel in War Bond
Dec. The citation stales in part:; security purchases.
"When the 20-mm. storage room
Importance of the effort, was
adjacent
to his battle station j emphasized by Col, William C.
caught fire shortly after the action James, commanding MCB. A3 he
began, I'FC. Mc.C'arslle, with cool presented Capt. Haas and
ancourage and utter disregard for his nounced that no one on the Base
own personal safety, unhesitating- would be omitted when the War
ly flung open the door and rushed Bond crew completes its canvass.
into the midst of exploding ammuorder to remove boxes HIGH GOAL SET
nition

:

MCAB, KEARNEY MESA.—With a Reising gun in one
hand and a musical instrument in the other, 29 Leathernecks who constitute a Marine Hand are warming: up here
to "blow the blues" for Tokyo.

Although tho tenth such unit<
made up during the past year, this
will be the first attached to a Marine air wing. Its purpose, like the
others, will be to provide musical
entertainment, officiate at military
! functions, and spark the drive for

Investment Of
10 Per Cent
Asked Of All

and magazines to a safe position."
By his act, the citation said, McCarstle was "successful in preventing a disastrous spread of fire."
Writo Home

—

New Command Given
General Larsen
WASHINGTON.

—

Brig.

Gen.

Henry L. Larsen, recently relieved
from duty in the South Pacific, has
been assigned to the commanding
general's post, Camp Lejcune, N.

C.

Meanwhile, two other officers

The Naval Department has asked
90 per cent participation of all personnel for allotment of 10 per cent
of salaries to War Bond purchases.
The Base aims to go the Naval Department 10 per cent better.
"If," Capt. Haas said, "every
Marine on the Base allots 10 per
cent of his salary to W ar Bonds,
the figure invested by our men
would be very impressive. Who
could impress and encourage the
nation with War Bond investments
more than a Marine."

r

Canvassers will explain the
returned from the South Pacific
have gone to the Naval hospital at soundness of War Bonds, when
San Diego- They are Brig. Gen. they will mature, how much or
Alphoiise DeCarre and Col, Gilder how little each Marine could allot
(Continued on Page 3)
D. Jackson jr.

Raider Leader

War Prisoners

Tells Strategy
Of Victories

(Continued from last week)

ILLINOIS
PFC. Roshido
Carl Wtrtz.

CContinued from Page One)
groups. "Each time," the colonel
reported, "we held fire until they
were so close we could not miss
and then let them have it."

A.

Tiritllli, PFC.

SURPRISE PARTY

Once a group of cleverly-camouflaged Japs were spotted coming
lOWA
toward the area, moving about 50
FdCk. Lloyd G, Andersen. Pvt.
PFC. Gleuu
yards en masse and then stopping. Marshall J. Appenzcller,
C. Bellows, PFC. Harvey H. Bocck,
The Raiders waited until the ad- l'l''C.
Frank Cardamon, Pvt, Ktiward
VV. Carr, FdCk. Homer K. Drinncn.
vance guard was within 100 yards PFC.
Wilfred Kernes. Pvt, Russell
and then fired, breaking up the J. Krupp, Capt. Robert B. Moore,
Corp. John L. Morris. PFC. ClurO W.
rendezvous party.
Nielsen, PFC. Donald W. M, NieCapt. Oscar Patross, one of the inoth, t'KC. James T. O'Connor, rFC.
P. Bccd, I'FC. Milo W. Robimen who created such havoc at Robert
fion, Sgt. Joseph M, nomanelli, PFC.
Makin Island, was the real one- Conrad G. Russell, Pvt. Herbert j\.
man battalion of the raider outfit. Schrader, PFC George H. Smith Jr.,
I'FC. Ttobert. B. Taylor, PFC. Darrell
Sent on a scouting mission one E. Tornlinsnn, PFC. Iludolph E.
day, he killed 14 Japs before noon, Zagar.
KANSAS
radioed to Carlson for orders and FM. Franklin E. Abrahams, Corp.
was told to return at once. An Edwin It. Adams. Corp. Harold K.
Corp. T.oster C Bennett, Sfft.
hour later, he radioed "have killed Beaver,
Jason S. Bronston, PFC. James T.
seven more Japs, am returning."
Dunning;. PFC. Louis M. Filton. PFC.
Robert L. Hale. PFC. Penny 1,. LohThe colonel recalled that unex- -1 man, Corp.
Itayniond C. McQulUiam,
Edward E. Middleton. Corp.
pectedly an advance squad came PFC.
Wesley
Nevans, I'FC. Donald A.
upon a Japanese camp with more Peters, P.
William E. P.cbcnPFC.
P. Tliodel, Corp.
than 100 men In it. The enemy schieil. PFC. FrankCorp.
Robert
S.
A. Sprowlp,
soldiers, huddled in huts out of the .1.
Wright.
rain, were completely surprised.
KENTUCKY
Corp. John Yancey, in charge of
SupSet. Richard Cooley, lstl.t.
Albert W. Alnfrett, Corp. Eart W.
the squad, knew what to do with- Pence,
PFC. James L. Robertson,
out waiting for orders and charged
LOUISIANA
into the camp with his men shootI'FC. Frank P. AU'anu. Corp. Louis
Tt. Ballard, PFC. Lionel A. lierlhing in every direction.
t'aud, Sift. Claude L, Brent, PFC.
Karl A. BUKbee. Pvt. Sam J, Tlyall,
WON HIGH AWARD
PFC. Chnrles TC. Carter, Pvt. Aflrian
I'. Chandler, PFC. Edward B. CliiyPFC. Charles A- Colvin, I'vt.
"It was like a wild west show pool,
Wiltsrd J. Coiirville, AsstCk. Culver
as they spent the rest of the after- L. Fischer, I'FC. Oliver C. Gilbert,
Karl Y. Gould, Tvt. Freddie J.
noon running up and down the Pvt.
Grlrfln, PHI. Philip 11. Haley, PFC.
slope, shouting Tli Raider 1 to iden- Phillon J. Hebert. PFC. Thomas Hebert, Pvt. Hardy J. Hutchinson. PFC.
tify themselves, and shooting Japs Sylvestre
r. Manccaux. Corp. Paul J.
wherever they found them. We Martin. FdCk. Ralph T. Mason, Pvt.
Grover F,. Monton Jr.. FFC. James D.
didn't lose a single man in that -Nixon,
Corp. Edwin J. Offccrrm, PFC.
attack. Yancey won a Navy Cross tVilti.'im Tt. Porohc. PFC. Joseph J.
IliisnelL J. Kedmuhcl.
for his work. He had shown initia- Itebnwe. PFC.Keciiia.
PFC. Willie
PFC. T.enard K.
tive and resourcefulness," Carlson Pico. PFC- Don. P. Ilnane, I'vt. Mat-

thew J. Vlvan Jr.. I'FC. Donald J.
.Sclianzbach. PFC. Jnclt TV. Smith.

reported.
Reflecting on the weeks behind
enemy lines, Col, Carlson said:
"The spirit of the men was wonderful. I think it can best be
typified by a Chicago hoy named
Styversant Van Buren. He was
shot in the abdomen during our
last battle on the top of ML. Austin.
We carried him down in a stretcher,
and he was grinning and kidding

Receive Awards Fight For U. S.
At Camp Elliott

PFC. Kdwin P. Steadttian.

MARYLAND
Louis E. Duncan, Lt.
Samuel "W. Froony.
Sgt.

Col.

Citation and Medal
The historic name "frigate" has
been given a new type of twinCAMP ELLIOTT.
Seven Ma- screw corvette, scores of which Three Marines who served aboard
rines, ranging in rank from
will be built for the Navy to com- tho ill-fated aircraft carrier Hornet
lieutenant colonel to private first bat the submarine menace in the have been awarded Silver Star
class, have been honored at im- Atlantic, according to recent Navy Medals for their part in fighting
pressive ceremonies here with mili- Department announcements.
tho Japs, despite their own wounds.
tary awards "for conspicuous galThe new ships are somewhat ' Awards were given to John S.
lantry and intrepidity in action."
similar to gunboats and are pri- Stoklosa, Corp. Elias J, Kokotovich,
Silver Stars were awarded Capt. marily heavy duty
vessels. They and PFC. John A. Mieskoski,
Albert Y. Gary, MarGun. George have an overall length of 303
feet
"Jolted from the seat of his antiRoyce,
A.
Corp. Earl R. DcLong, and a beam of 37
6 Inches. aircraft gun by concussion of an
Corp. Ernest T. Dobbins and PFC. Durability, detectingfeet,
devices and exploding bomb, Corp. Stoklosa, alLawrence M. Ferguson jr.
ordnance arc the prime factors of though severely wounded, continued
Lt.Col. Robert E. Hill received their effectiveness.
his fire throughout the attacks,"
a letter of commendation and Sgt.
the citation read. A brother, Peter,
John Zborill was presented with
——Silence Is Golden
was killed on Guadalcanal one
the Navy and Marine Medal.
week before the Hornet engageAfter presentation, made by
ment.
Brig.Gen. Matthew H. Kingman,
The citation to Corp. Kokotovich
the heroes of the South Pacific
disclosed how the young Marino
reviewed massed troops who parad"with cool courage and utter dised in their honor.
regard for his own personal safety,
SERVED ON HORNET
stood gamely by his battle station
By Sgt. Robert W. Kirby
The presentation revived memon board the carrier and manned
ories for Royce and DcLong of the MB, BALBOA, C, Z. Marines an anti-aircraft gun throughout th«
USS. Hornet upon which they served down here recently have had to action,"
during the Battle of Santa Cruz. 'make an addition to the multitude
! Mieskoski, who has four brothers
Though both were wounded severe- of cemmands which constitute in the Marines, "with cool courage
!
ly they stuck to their stations until Leatherneck oratory on the drill and utter disregard for his own
end of the action.
I field.
personal safety, stood gamely by
Capt. Gary, commanding an ad—It's "right flank, heel!"
his battle station," as the Jap
vance guard of a raider company,
planes swooped close by In several
group
of
Marines
from
this
A
reached an advanced position with
waves.
J
to
to
going
post
are
school
learn
"complete disregard for personal i
safety while under intense enemy how to handle dogs on patrol duty.
fire. He directed his men so sueAn Innovation as far as Marines
cessfully that another Jap detachSERVICE
ment was badly beaten."
j jon the isthmus are concerned, the,
WHILE -U WAIT
Ferguson won his award for dis- course which they are being put
tinguished service in Aug., 1942, through will enable them to handle
when Jap bombs caused fires to huskies, German police dogs,
colbreak out in the regimental muni,
lies and setters on lonely outposts.
Crystal
lions dump. "Without hesitation,
and upon his own Initiative, he At the end of the two-week train110 Granger Bldg.
risked his life in tho midst of ex- ing period, they will walk posts
964 Fifth Aye.
ploding shells and burning gasoline with
the dogs, and when not on
to fight and control the conflagra(
ROCK STYLES CRYSTALS
tion. His action saved many lives duty will train other Marines to
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR
and helped protect materials which handle these new guardians of law
were essential.
and order.

—

Marines Learn

Dog Handling

—

(Conturned

Rumor of the week began making
the rounds last Friday when contractors broke ground for a series
of "six-foot" holes In the park area
east of Gate 3.
Some said they were "graves of
unknown soldiers of Guadalcanal,
Tulagi and Tanambogo battles."
Others bslieved them.
Wilton E. Gardener, workman,
said the "graves" were merely
large post holes. No more rumor.
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Buy Boaos Tor TrMdon

Guantanamo Marines
Join Bond Drive

—

Willing
GUANTANAMO, Cuba.
to do double duty for victory, enlisted men and officers of the base
here subscribed 12 per cent of their
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total payroll for War Bonds.
They pledged $223,625 in allot-
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Corporal Continues Firing
After Being Jolted From
Gun Seat By Concussion

country.

MASSACHUSETTS

I'FC. Henry 1.. Caron, lstl.t. I,Hon
F. Chabot, Corp. Joseph H.
Sgl. .Mitchell Cohen. SRt. John P.
FiUKtrald. Corp. Frank It. Forwjtb.
Corp. Francis <.:. Hooker. I'FC. Georirc
It. lanuzzo. fc>gt. Julian Jordan,
Alan S. Manning. Corp. P.oyer M..
\nrcrps!>, Corp. Cluster A. Porter.
Corp. Itayniond J. Provenoher, Asst
all the way.
CI;. John F. Hay. Corp. Martin F.
"When he got on the operating Welch. Corp. Albert .T. "Vy molnvich.
table at the base he asked the
MICHIGAN
doctor if he could talk, and was
Corp. Wood row W. Bciinio, Corp.
Pvt. Nelson A.
Joseph
told it would be better if he did not. Tiuseh, W. Black.
PFC. Dunne ,T. Clark, PFC.
John C.
"'I just want to say that I'm Orval J. Corrivoau. PFC.
W. DnyoEh.
proud of my wound and proud of Dolsen. PFC. Harold
Furftuson, ChCk.
PFC.
Knberl A.
my outfit,' he said.
Corp. Kalpb H.
William C. Gambill, E.
Honor, PFC.
Corp. ltobert
'Gosh, but wo killed a lot of TTnle,
Thomas E. Harvey, Corp. Jams M.
KappTinfter, Corp. Dean E. Keiser,
Japs back there.'
Pvt Harold E. Kinney. PFC. Fred E.
"Van Burcn died on the operating Koeuig Jr., Pvt. Allen It. Lucas,
Philip C. Marsh. Pvt. John 11.
Corn.
table, but his spirit will not be A. Mafon,
PFC. Steve A. Molenda.
forgotten by our men."
MGySeL James N. Olmsted. PlSst..
Y.
Mlchnel A. Oss, Pvt. Matthews
Peplinski, PFC. John F. Pnmnielsky,
Boy XOT« Bonds—
Corp. Kenneth Y. Pice. PFC. David
Tl. Spooner, PFC. Byron T>. StockFloyd 1.. Tcbo. PFC.
well. Sgt. Tmplano.
Corp. Feter J.
Michael A.
Trupiano, TFC. Fred S. Vinton.

'Straight Dope'
Is Wrong Again

Awards For Trio

Once more frigates, the original
designation of ships used to combat the Barbary pirates, will help
protect the sea lanes of this

Gen. Kingman Presents
Five Silver Stars,

INDIANA

Pvt. Jack F, Bailey. TPC. Wayne
W. Brouse, PFC. Wilbur D. Brown,
PFC. GcorKe B. Clboch, PFC. Robert
M. Clubine, I'FC, Donald M, Cra.fi-0,
PFC. Kermit S. Cul'l'le, PFC. Loren
P. Davis, PFC. Warren W. McTutyie.
I'vt. Claude A. Mef't'ord, I'FC. Joseph
C. Murphy. PFC. William C. Murphy,
Fit!. Junior 11. Newman, PFC. Kdwurd Al. Itlc.hwa.lski, Corp. Kae 11.
.Soice. Corp. WalLer T. Spicer, Pvt.
Dana P. Todd, Sgt, Gerald T, Turner.

Combat Heroism
On Carrier Earns

Frigates Again

j:

Combat Drill
To Include New

Capt. Joe Foss,
Three Colonels
Tell Of Battles
(Continued

from Page

Judo Exercises

A mild form of Judo, a honebreaking game originated by Japanese and improved upon by
Americans, will be added next week
to the combat conditioning courses
now being given MCB enlisted personnel, 2dLt. Earl H. See, OlnC of

One)

parachute nearly tugged me under
Water before I cut loose and got in
a life jacket.

RESCUED FROM WATER
"Sharks frightened me and I
don't know how many hours I was
in the water before being rescued,
but it was a long time," he said.
Capt. Foss, who was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor, said
he lost four of his eight original
fliers off Guadalcanal. His personal record is 20 Zeros, four bombers and two biplanes. The eightplane flight was credited with 72
Jap planes.
"Our ground crews were literally
With us every minute for they
worked around tho clock to keep
our planes in the air," Capt. Foss
said in emphasizing his praise for
the ground forces.
Earlier in the day, the ace addressed a group of U. S. Army
ground forces attached to a San
Diego training center near here,
Illustrating that "you are the men
on whom we depend to win our
battles."

-

the program, said yesterday.
Lt. See said he is confident MCB
men are rounding into such good
condition after taking the courses
five times weekly since 20 Apr.

that

Chollas Heights
and Tt. Loma this week began taking the combat conditioningcourses
under direction of Lt. See.
Buy War Bonds

Bond Campaign
Starts At MCB

CAPT. JOSEPH FOSS, (left) who has a record bag of 26 Jap planes shot down, is shown
conferring with three lieutenant colonels, whose units defeated the Japs in South Pacific
battles, at a round table discussion in the MCB theater. Mediator of the discussion, 1stLt.
(Continued from Page One)
Larry Hayes stands next to Capt. Foss. Others are (left to right) Lt. Cols. Robert G.
from bis monthly salary and
Hunt, Robert E. Hill and P. A. McDonald. (Photo by Corp. John Jolokai)

Pendleton Marine Makes.
Combat Knives As Hobby

Red Cross Branch

Serves Three Forces

—

'The sergeant's

detail covered

Dea.d Wound'd Miss'ff ments of at least 10 per cent of
Mavy
2,2:14
9,!I04
b.Sfi
base pay.
Marine thorps.. J,590 2,444
l,0ik>
The largest single cash purchase
i'oasu (Juanl....
78
22
138
was made by Col. Cyril W. Martyr
7.207
4.700 11,127 of Hq, Bn,, according to 2dLt. Ford
DEAD
E. Wilkins, adjutant.
MarGim. Boyd of the Rifle Range
Ist I.ls. James F.. Davis jr. and
William C. Kprfuliinir; 2dl.t. Ttern.iril Detachment reported indications
C. Jensen. l'l.S[;ts. Raymond H. notion and Merle F. T.urvey: Corps. Jlax toward a 100 per cent signup. A
X. isHK.i.rabH., Kenneth F. TTcijii. Vicbond contest between ranges Is
tor C. Bauer, .lames J. Dc Ziitel and
.Tolin F. Cench: l'FCs. Virgil S. Ilunn, now in progress.
Tternardy,
1,.
l>onald
I'eler
J.
In the band section of Hq. Bn.,
Matuzevicius, Archie. C, Patterson.
Charles K. IteeKH, l<'rpde.rick J. Tleok, all 25 members all privates have
William C. Strubbc. Charles 11. Whitalready made allotments, one for
aker, Arthur W. Mdrclinnl ja. and
Ashion T. (,'t-ipel; TVts. Frederick ,1. f>o per cent of his pay.
"Rupert, William Sle.idpr and Parrel
Capt. William Cort has reported
J. Slacey.
that the Marine Detachment, Point
WOUNDBTt
Loma Naval Fuel Depot, 2d Gd.
Corps. "William A., walker jr. and
Wayne W. Todd; rt'C. William TT. Co., has signed up 100 per cent in
Xorthup jr.; Fl\tlc. F.UKene K. Clenn. the drive.

MISSING
Majs. Charles li Parker and William K. (Use; Kf>,t. John !•'. Kazendln.
Buy Bonds

for Freedom

Island Dandy
Tho title, "Best Dressed Man of
Guadalcanal," was bestowed on
PFC. William Moran when his
laundry, left months before in a
San Diego laundry, was delivered
at that far-flung island and he
strutted around in clean, pressed

khaki.
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ground."
Capt.

and Mrs. Foss

prepared

Sunday to continue the final phase
of a cross-country tour. Upon completion of the trip, which is taking
him to many defense plants and
military centers, the pilot plans to
spend a quiet 30-day leave, visiting
his Sioux Falls, S. D., home.

Your Checks Cashed

_

..

li ANNOUNCING

emplacement, lighted a fuse and
escaped before the dynamite destroyed several score Japs under-

AND LIQUOR.

9

organization on MCB will equal or
exceed the goals of 90 per cent of
all personnel signed up for allot-

down while he ran. He climbed the

UNITED
CIGAR STORE ,^K£25»
3RD AND BROADWAY
UWI � fiHwrnl*I IfNIVFItCAI
CUsf%DCS
Hffl DWA
IX A4V11 &mMMT9

Iditc returns indicate that every

Casualties

'

him with fire a few inches above
his head and directed at the top
of the pillbox to keep the Japs

In

whose names the Bonds may be

registered.

—

malic rifle fire.

milder

Marines at outlying stations of

Flyer Wins Navy
Cross In Action
On Guadalcanal

a pillbox which was the single remaining obstacle after the landing
on Tanambogo Island.
Sgt. Bergncr demonstrated faith
in the marksmanship of his men
by running with a box of dynamite
to the pillbox under cover of auto-

for

Imperial Beach,

GROUND MEN PItAISED
Foss told of a sergeant who
worked through bombings, strafing
and shellfire from both sea and
ground forces to keep the planes
CAMI* PENDLFJTON.—-Production of battle knives from
in the air. "His work was really scrap materials is the bobby of GySgt. Asa Daniels.
heroic!" The pilot gave a 20Sgt. Daniels, who was cited for action during the Jap
--minute talk before night shift
raid
on Pearl Harbor, became interested in knife-making
workers at Consolidwled-Vultee air(during the blackouts which followed
craft plant.
the infamous Jap attack.
At the radio round-table, he disIn his spare time, the Leathercussed the warfare in the Pacific
neck learned how to turn out a
with Lt. Cols. Robert G. Hunt, who
substantial and useful knife from
commanded the 3rd Bn., 2d Masuch scrap materials as old files
rines, in their landing on Gavutu
for the blades, and poker chips,
Island; Robert FJ. Hill, who comIncite, leather and masonite for the
manded the Ist Bn., 2d Marines, in
handles.
landings on Florida and Tulagi IsMore than 25 of his knives allands, and P. A. McDonald, now in
ready
have seen service in the
(jg)
Lt.
Earnest
A.
K.
charge of schools at Camp Elliott
South Pacific. He can make one In
Presented Award At
TC, whose mission was to occupy
from six to eight hours.
Tuluila Island where Marines fresh
Marine Air Station
An instructor at the Fleet Mafrom the states were trained for
chine Gun School at Pearl Harbor,
(jgl
MCAS,
EL CENTRO.
the hew type of warfare they were I
Lt.
Sgt, Daniels was cited "for conduct
to face in the South Pacific.
A. K. Earnest was awarded the during and
after the Japanese atNavy Cross for action on Guadal- tack on the IT. S. Fleet at Pearl
JAPS U?iHAPPY
canal shortly before tho departure Harbor."
Lt. Col. Hunt said, in discussing
a comparison of the Jap fighter of his squadron from this station.
Writs Home >
with Marines, that the "little men"
The award was made by Lt. Col.
were dumbfounded when their own T. J, McQuade, commanding the
"dirty tricks" were turned on them station, and Lt.Cdmdr.
W. R. Bartby the Marines, who later were
officer of VC-31,
commanding
lett,
blamed for "ruthlossness."
NAAS, CAMP KEARNEY.
In
Lt. Col. Hill said that "when at a ceremony held in the post one of the initial moves
to
extend
something goes wrong with the theater.
Activities of the air station in- its service to the Navy, the Red
Jap, he is flustered and may repeat his error a second time.
clude a 14-game winning streak Cross has opened a branch office
Col. Hill described, as the most by the station Softball team; and at this base.
heroic incident he witnessed, how reopening of the officer's club after
Under direction of Francis L.
one Marine outwitted six Japs in being closed a week for alterations. Castro, assistant field director, the
stepped
by
brush.
into
clearThree
the
1-t
games won
the
He
a
of
office has fulfilled more than 100
ing, heard a rustic, and fired in the the team were in the El Cunlro emergency cases since service was
repeated
leagues.
This
he
and
The
team
is
Brawley
brush.
until he'd
instituted 5 May, and is rapidly
fired six times. The firing ceased. tied for first in the El Centro extending its activities.
grenade
league
place
he
and
Later
tossed a hand
holds first
in the
Into a hut and wiped out all the Brawley circuit. The F.l Centro
Japs inside. For this the Marine competition will continue until early September and the Brawley
received a Silver Star medal.
league for about two months.
SERGEANT PRAISED

Col. Hunt described the daring of
Sgt. O. S. Bcrgner who wiped out

they're ready

forms of judo.

'LOBBY—U.

8. GRANT HOTEL
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Marty's
Check Exchange
"Coma Aa Ton Are"

DON'T JUDGE US BY YOUR RIDE TODAY
All public transportation is

havin' a tough time today—
there's seldom enough seats.
This makes it hard to realize how much fun it is to
travel by bus. Under normal
conditions there's plenty of
room and good service...you
can go practically anywhere,

any time

...andyou

save more

see more,
really enjoy

your trips over America's
scenic highways,
When thewar is won,I'm
lookin' forward to showin'
you how happy we con make
you with real Greyhound
service!

Bill-t&4/vadium*

COLLAR
ORNAMENTS
BRONZK or
On.T, pair....
Flue Sales

£4

fs.|-

9-L«UU

tax .03

LIMITED
SUPPLY
They are hard to get. Avoid
disappointment by ordering now.
Use our shop by mail service.
Orders filled san» day received.
Send for complete price sheet

WOSK'S
Army-Navy Store
334 West Broadway

3

Information Leakage Held
Against State
aWThotreldWAR An Offense
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MARINE AVIATION
guest Saturday at the Halls
modest
show.
The
aviator is not only
of Montezuma
typical but symbolical of Marine aviation. His appearance was an appropriate preliminary to this CHEVRON
Capt. Joe Foss was our

aviation edition.

The 2500 Marines and their guests who heard Capt.
Foss speak were thrilled and entertained with his stories
and his typically American manner of making light of
big deeds.
The fact that Capt. Foss has shot down 26 Jap
planes, is America's premier war ace, and has received
the Congressional Medal of Honor from the President,
only enhances the primary fact that he is a Marine
aviator—a particular "breed of cat" unlike any flier in
the world today.
Marine fliers by training, practice, all-around
"savvy" and an extra air type of Marine esprit dc corps
have blazed new sky history since 7 December, 1941.
Wake, Midway and the Solomons will remain in American history as places where Marine pilots performed
outstanding feats, quite frequently "above and beyond"
the normal call of duty.
concerning Marine
If any phrase could be coined
aviators and their observers, gunners and crewmen it
would be appropriate to call them the men who made
"above and beyond the call of duty" commonplace and
synoriomous with Semper Fidelis.

R U A DOPE

There are a lot of dopes walking around in Marine
uniforms. There are a lot of guys who aren't buying
war bonds and stamps every week. Any connection between these two strange types is purely intentional.
If you aren't getting some bonds every month then
you just don't belong in the Corps because a Marine is
a mighty savvy guy and always looks out for old "No. 1
Man.' And if you aren't doing that then you just ain't
on the ball.
Nobody's going to wave the flag at you. Just figure
what
a nice nestcgg you'll have after 2, 4 or more
out
years when this mess is finished; that is if you salt
away some lettuce. What with taxes and stuff civilians
aren't going to have much dough above expenses. What
you put away now will make you a bigshot when you
go back to your wife or your girl.
Could be! Could be!

THEIR'S BUT TO DO
The Industrial Incentive Division of the Navy has
released a stirring poster of a wounded Marine in a
loxhole. The lines on the poster are already famous.
Credited to a Marine, they read:
"And if our lines should form, then break
Hecause of things you failed to make
The extra tank, or ship or plane
For which we waited all in vain
And the supplies which never came
Will you then come and take the blame
For we, not you, will pay the cost
Of battles you, not we, have lost."
As Marines here and abroad read of today's strikes
of an immortal poem come to mind: "Theirs
lines
the
not to reason why, theirs but to do or die."
It is not for fighting men to "reason why"; other
minds and hearts are charged with that responsibility.
It is not for men who obey orders to shout reproaches;
sole Marine aim today is to
the press is on the job. Thewar.
this
strive mightily to win
4

Tbe

•eeurity

By PFC. James F. Rowe

following Is another In a series an Hp-silence and national
from a speech by the Chief, iiurnau of Naval Personnel.

power ia the avid dream

In Berlin, as In Washington,*
ttiere are intelligence officers work- because the enemy are painstaking
ing endlessly upon scraps of infor- and thorough; because they are formation which come in from many ever planning new ways for finding
different services all over the world. out what they want to know.
Bits of news which tell of troop
It is a formidable attack upon
movements; of the destination of us all, and there is but one answer
convoys and the position of battle- to it. The only people who need
ships, aircraft, tanks and guns. A never worry about careless talk are
scrap of conversation picked up those who say nothing.
by an agent in a bar may at first
No matter how distinguished a
vital coal mines.
seem to be of little value until pilot's operational record may be,
The fortunate features of striking another report, from some other
and no matter how many enemy
power:
source continues the story and aircraft he may have shot down,
links up with something else. An he is still of little use to his country
ALLIED STRENGTH
intelligence officer is like a detec- if he undoes all this good work
The grand offensive appeared tive—his work Is to look for clues by careless talk which results in
nearing readiness as Allied ship- no matter how small, and to see as serious losses to his own side
ping was reported forming at Gib- what he can deduce from them.
as those he is himself inflicting
A murderer has been hanged on the enemy. The net score of a
ralter.
striking
cigarette
appeared
power
;
that
because
of
a
end.
A batter who hits 400 and then misses
It
had at last been delivered to the ;battle has been lost because of a every other fielding chance is pretty
Chinese in air and ground supplies. careless word.
low, not matter how you look at
The combined forces of Chiang Kaiit, and the side would do better
Chek soundly trounced the Jap of- CARELESSNESS
without him.
fensive Tn Hunan-Hupen provinces
But is is not only a question of
and relieved the threat against carelessness. Some secret operaChungking.
tions entail so much preparation
Of this latter development, either and involve so many people that
the Japs are sending second raters only the most elaborate precautions
against their Oriental enemies, or can hide all hint of what is going
RIFLE RECORD
the Chinese have at last received on from the enemy.
sufficient quantities of arms and
It has not been our purpose to Editor, The Chevron.—An articleaircraft to enable them to press threaten, but it must nevertheless published in a recent Chevron rehome advantages against the in- be taken as a warning. We speak garding the 328 M-t score posted
vader.
because leakage of information has by the recruit at P.I. caused a bit
The German offensive in the Ku- become so widespread that drastic of conversation in the barracks.
ban seems sporadic and half heart- action is to be taken, and It was We'd like to have the all-time reed. A man doesn't fight well when i felt that one more effort should cruit record for both P.I. and San
he thinks the Rang is around the j be made to prevent this leakage Diego Rifle Ilanges. I claim tho
corner but he is desperate with his j by reasoning with all ranks, so that, national Marirle record by a
back to the wall. Hitler's back isn't if they
is 332
then refused to cooperate, early fired at Camp Matthews in
against the wall yet.
November, 1942. Right?
only punishment remained.
PFC. J. H. HUNTOON
POSSIBLE TKENDS
SECURITY OFFENSE
Kearney Mesa
Editor's Note: Hoik; you don't
Probably more significant than
i Those responsible for Security
columnists' views or enemy propa- IEducation believe that indiscretions have a wager on this. Here are
ganda reports arc such little news will stop as soon as the meaning official recrnit scores during 1942:
i
tidbits gleaned from the day's re- jof Security is understood. If some I'rt. Ralph E. Barnhart, 831, fired
ports.
of you have paid no attention to 8 Oct at Linda Vista; Pvts. Carl
Ccn. Sernet Dc La Laurcnclc, this message, then m your case Ebert, 3*9, 31 July; Howard
Mayer, 329, SI Aug.; and William
former delegate general for Vichy, they are wrong.
is arrested by the Gestapo. It may
Get quite clear in your minds the I>. Raff, 3*o, 27 Nov., all at Camp
Matthews.
be recalled that the Vichyitcs blew difference between an offense aneither hot nor cold at one time. gainst ordinary discipline and an
SilMsea Is fronton
Perhaps now. the appeaser is seeing offense against Security. The one
Salty Marine
the light.
means that a man is taking a
A technical sergeant was heard
Gen. Dc Gaulle met with Gen. chance with respect to his own
Ciraud in North Africa. Marcel career and safety, while the other to tell a recruit during a mess forPerouton, Giraud appointed gov- means that he is laying open to mation at Bombardier and Air
ernor of Algeria, resigned to Dc danger his country and his fellow Gunnery School, MCAS, El Centro:
"Why, I have more written on my
Gaulle. Pc:rhaps the desired "Holy- servicemen.
G" alliance is a reality.
Too often, unfortunately, it Is the dog tags than you have in your
Innocent who have to suffer. The record book!"
ON WITH CUFFS
man who talks about convoy sailWhile taxes are being taken off ings is not the one who gets
the cuff, and pants off the tax- drowned, but someone else. The
services
payer, the cuffs are going back on sort of man who tells what he
HASIHI COBP3 BASE (Protthe pants. Domestic woolen sup- jknows about a forthcoming Comestant): 0800 Cummunion. Baas
plies seem to have improved so j mando raid probably has nothing to
Chapel; 4700 Services; 0930 Servtrousers may again have cuffs. do with the dangerous side of it.
'/jfi,. .^?w Has * Auditorium:
(Catholic):
0800 Muss, New
But no zoot suits.
It is some other poor devil who
Auditorium; 0»30 Muss, Base
Base
Cuupcl. Daily Mass is said jn
Next rationed item is canned gets killed.
Catholic Chuplain's Chapel every
Those who give away information
milk. Reports disclose 1943 stocks
week-day at 1615.
Schedule of
must, be despised and shunned as
contcssions:
Saturdays 1231>-160v
will be 25 per cent under 1942.
Chaplain's Office,
Dldg. 123 IteNortheastern motorists face an- enemies of tho State. Yet we must cruit Depot;
l. ,30-1700 Catkollo
other curtailment in gasoline ra- never forget that we are all of us Chaplain's Office, Marine Corps
Base. (Jewish); 104S Base Chapel.
tions.
vulnerable, and all the more so
(Christian Science): Bvery Sunday
at 1030, lteceptlon Room. Rids-.
123 Recruit Depot Area.
CAMP MATTHEW IProtest!»nt):ll00
at flag pole. (Catholic):
Mass OfiOO BanßC .School Bids".;
Cotilessions Sat., from 1830 on.
(Jewish) 0945 Han** School Bide.;
Striking

of every general, every admiral.
Striking power is the birthright
of the American laborer.
Striking power became antithetic
this week to many an American.
He was cheered with the sound
bombings being laid on Axis Germany and Italy by his fliers. He
was depressed by strikes that took
more than 500,000 out of defense

SAFETY VALVE

-
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Jungle Amphitheatre Scene
Of Easter Sunday Rites
By 1stLt. Henry

(Christian Seisaoo): Sunday at
181.
Armorer's Room, Bldg;. 222.

c>

F. Childress Jr.

GUADALCANAL, Apr. 25 (Delayed)—Marines lifted
their voices in familiar hymns, and knelt before the altar of
Holy Communion here today
their first Easter Sunday on
war-scarred Guadalcanal. There was peace on the island

—

CAMP EldtfOTT (Protectant):
Service-, Camp Chapel.
Protestant Chaplain's office, 7th
and A avenues. (Catholic): Sunday Masses, 0800 and 1115. Monday, Miraculous kfedal Novena,
1830. Daily Mass 1630. Confesaions every day 1630 to 1745, Offices. Building; 22, Room a, and
OSOO

and briefly it seemed the war stood*
still as Protestants and Catholics For the Passion, Death and Resuralike assembled in their turn for rection of Our Lord, Jesus Christ,
services in beautiful Cocoanut Bowl, have one purpose, one meaning;
natural amphitheatre of worship.
that the thing we call your salvaCocnanut Bowl's altar had no tion might be accomplished.
"It was God's intention that men
beautiful white lilies for decoraition, nor incense nor quantities of should pass from a state of perfect
flickering
before heavy natural happiness, after having
candles
drapery.
proved their love for their Divine
There was a large wooden cross, Father, to a state of perfect happithe
of green bamboo behind
altar. ness,
where they would live wjth
Tall banana leaves were placed up- God Tike gods forever. This is
sides,
and on the platright at the
salvation.
form were large expended artillery
"Now the price of your salvation
shells which served as vases for
is love and the proof of love Is
bright green fern and small cocoaobedience. You are men in the milnut palm leaves.
itary service, an organization in
same
all
for
The sermon was the
which obedience, loyalty and courwho attended any of the services age are
held up to you as Ideals
Lt.
Adrian
(Jg)
as conducted by
to be attained. If these vlrtuse
Dwyer, Chaplain.
are the price of your possession of
Fr. Dwyer said I
how much
"1 would not have you think, an earthly kingdom,
gentlemen, if I say a few words more they should he the price of
on salvation, that I am striking a your possessing the Heavenly
note foreign to the Easter Theme. Kingdom."

Camp Chapel.

(Jewish): Friday

1845 at Reception Center.
MCAB, nTBAMITBT MBSA (Protestant) : 1900 Services; (CstthoUe):
DSOO Mass, Medical Lecture Hall,
Warehouse No. 10.
at

JACQTTjTB PABM (Protestant)!
Services, Thursday; (CatktHe): (1(100 Mass. Confessions ait
2000

0790.
übda rail (Protestant):
1015 Services; (Catkollo):
0915
Mass; Confessions heard at 0909
Sunday.

CAMP J. H..
f (Protostaat):
0115

BBKBJ.VXOM-

Services, Boat
130*. Ist Tank
Battalion. Office hours, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday,
1230 to 1S0». 12-A-1; Thursdays,
1600 to 1800, Boat Basin. (Catholic): Sunday Masses, 0800, 1009,
1100; Weekday Masses. IC3O except Monday and Saturday; Coh*
fesslons, Sunday from 0900 to
1000; Weekdays, before and after
the 1630 Mass; Saturdays. 1800 to
2000. All in 13-0-1.
CAMP KXAsUfXT (Protestant)
1000 at tho chapel; (vesper Bervice)
1700 at the auditorium;
(Catkollo) 0545 and 11H at tho
chapel.
Daily mass at
0615.
(Christian Volenee) 11»» and 1300
each Wednesday in the Chaplain's
office.
Basin; 1»»0, 14-T-l;
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PETEY GETS'"CLASS'FIED"
OR
TWICE THE BRAINS
MAKES A HALFWIT

with fowl enuf fer 3 guys fer 8
days, how many arguments you
gonna have with yer corp'rl
b'fore ya gits there?"—'r 'If ya
has 7000 pennies inna quart jar

By Corp. Leo B. (Duke) Pambron

"Now I done it," Petey is moanin' there on his perch in the PX.
Erma, in her quiet, nice way, tries

t'get the sad sack to drink his jo,

an' y'starts countin' 3 a second,
how long's it gonna take Hitler
t'go
screwy wonderin'
'bout
Roosha's next move?'

but Petey is just waggin' his GI
haircut fore an' aft. "S'matter,
sad sack?" I requests.
"I takes the clas'f'cashun tes',"
he pronounces with finality, like
he's caught the last boat from
Berlin an' found it bound for
Tokyo instead of New York.
"Well," I encourages. "How'd
you make out?"
"Make out? I creates a sensashun! Tlicy ain't heard o'no
one like me, they sez. Roy, I
wowed 'cm, Duke, I wowed 'em!
"Firs' some gink with a super-

"But til' payoff, Duke—th' pay-

off is th' li'l blocks o' wood. They
don't give ya blocks o' wood,
y'unnerstan'.
No,
that there
would be too easy. They draws
'cm fer ya. An' they don't use
dotted lines fer th' ones ya can't
see! No, y'gotta cst'matc that.

-

They

-

—

(3)

flowers. Naturally, as any fool
would do, I unnerscores (1) as
this is Friday, an' I heard th'
mess-sarge savin' we got catfish

fchow."
"No, Petey," I ejaculates, horrified.
"Yeah,"

he

counters.

"An

•nother question wants t'know
what color milk it—but it don't
mention is it chocolate milk er
not, so I 'sumes it must be, as
wouldn't nobody be so stupid to
ast a question like that-tbere if
it wasn't a trick. Bny-o-boy,

-

"Tsk," I said again, and hurriedly pays for Petey's jo. I
didn't want him askin' no questions as to who was that other

moron!

—

With the slogan "What You
CAMP MATTHEWS.
Learn Here Pays Off in Dead Japs Over There" constantly
in mind, recruits at the rifle range here have won top spot
in qualification standings over their East Coast brother

On record day, San Diego Marines turned in an 87.3 per cent
qualification here and a 91.2 per
cent qualification at Linda Vista
while New River and Parris Island
hit the 80.8 and 72.5 marks, re•pectively. The overflow from Camp
Matthews fired on the Linda Vista
range under direction of Camp
Matthews staff personnel.
6

Marines stationed at MCB were
warned tills week in a Base memorandum not to make application
for Red Cross loans solely for convenience or pleasure since men arc
expected to make provision for
such things as leave and other
normal expenses from regular pay.
It is the purpose and desire of
the Red Cross, it was pointed out,
to assist in cases of emergency or
distress by loans or gifts of money.
Loans made where no emergency
exists tends to discourage thrift
and incur indebtedness.
A quotation from Red Cross regulations on the subject of loans

Characterizing

America's

Allies To Honor
Flags On June 14

war

dead as "not those who have gone
from us, but those who have gone
before us," Bishop Charles F.
Buddy, Catholic Bishop of San
Diego, spoke at a Memorial Day
Solemn High Mass at St. Patrick's
Church, 30 May.

Attention of all men on MCB hail
been directed in a Base memorandum to a Flag Day proclamation
issued by l'resident Roosevelt urg*
ing Americans to honor not only
their own flag but those of all
United Nations on 14 June.
The observance Is a symbol of
common purpose and cooperation!
for total victory. Other member*
of the United Nations similarly
have adopted this day as an occasion to honor the American flag
along with their own and those of
the other Allies.

"The Cross and the flag are the
symbols in America," he
said, "and loyally and patriotism
are exemplified in the sacrifice of
our armed forces."
tion. These mothers fight th«
Speaking to members of the greatest battle of all. All honor to>
Army, Navy, Marine ■ Corps and your mothers, imitate their hero-

highest

Veterans' organizations, Bishop ism. We arc great today because!
Buddy, Military Delegate for the our mothers were valiant women.'1
San Diego area, stated that the
The Bishop said that "the great
security of the
commonwealth army that never returns" Is keep*
rested ui>on the Army, Navy and ing a "silent, and eternal picket."
Marine Corps.
Father Walter A. Mahler, Basa
of
"While honoring the dead,'' he Catholic chaplain, was celebrant
by Army
reminded, "let us not forget the the Mass and was assisted
gold star mothers who have offered and Navy chaplains from most of
their sons on the altars of our na- the service camps in the area.

Duke!"

Local Boots Lead Eastern
Buddies In Qualifications

ancestors.

Red Cross Loans Cross And Flag
For Emergencies Symbolize Faith

MARINES Look Smart

they wasn't a-gonna fox me!
"Then they hadda couple red
hot. numbers as really has me
snowed, Duke, "wasn't easy-like
as wuz the catchy ones. 'If you
git IB jaspers onna 7 days' march

Leathernecks at New River and<
Parris Island.
According to the latest figures released by lIQMC, Camp Matthews
has the highest percentage of qualifications with the M-l rifle, firing
the regular course "A,"of men in
all Recruit Depots.
The records indicate that the U.
8. Marine is still the world's best
military rifleman and that in due
course a lot of "Japrats" on various
islands in the South Pacific are
destined to join their honorable

CHAPLAINS OF ARMY, Navy and Marine Corps pose with the Most Hey. Charles F.
Huddy, Bishop of San Diego, at St. Patrick's church Memorial Day services. Left to right
are Maj. Kenneth C. Stack, USA; Lt. (jg) Anthony J. Conwav, (ChC) USN'It; Lt. Corrida
VV. A. Mahler, (ChC) USN; Bishop Buddy; Lt. Comdr. M. C. Chambers, USNR; Lt. (jg),
Francis Duffy, (ChC) USNR, and Lt. (jg) A. J. Czelusniak, (ChC) USNR.

on tli' radio!
"Finally comes th mckanikal
ap'tude tes'. Now this-here Is a
ding-doozle. Yikes! 'When Is a
ohm not a ohm, an' how long,
does a craniswheezit take to
climb down a rainspout when th'
sun is in th' dark o' th' moon?'
'R 'If ya kin squeeze 2SO volts
outta 'lectrameter onna hot Tuesstates:
day, why is a swab twice as hard
"To make loans to service men
t'ring nut Rat'dy night?'
to return home on account of dis"Great day in th' moxnln', tress, sickness, or death In the
Duke—Moidcr!"
immediate family when a man or
his family is without sufficient
"Yeah." I agrees.
"This time I don't head fer th' funds; such loans to be made only
door—th' guy pushes me out! upon recommendation of commandThey held that-lhere paper o' ing officers and after verification
mine delicate-like 'sif they's has been made."
'fraid it'ud crack unner th' strain
o' totin" it! When th' man comes
'roun' t'grade us, he looks at me,
an' looks at me, an' looks. Me sez
somethin' 'bout 'submentality' ■
somethi-n' 'bout there bcin' only
one other such a 'moron' on th'
Base. Oh, he wuz very nice.

-

feline,

but

sounds sounds like circles an'
dashes t'mc. Sounds like static

—

fish, (2.)

analyz'm',

"Tsk, Petey, tsk," I clucks at
him. Besides I too often wonder
what all this has got to do with
the price of Japs on Tulagi.
"When th' bell rings," Fctcy
says, slirrin' his jo, "I makes fer
th' exit, poisperashun pourin"
down m'brow. I'm weary an'
tired an' riisgustiriatcri; but thatthere gink gits his storm-warnin' signals up an' ushers me back
t'my seat. I cocks m'skull on one
side then t'other while a record
plays 'tic-tac-toe' an' Tm supposed t'put down li'l circles an'
dashes onna paper. IlcavcnsNone o'them there
t'betsy!

papers."
"No!" I cjcculates.
"Yeah," Petey continues. "But
on th' way outta th' door, nother
gink with a wider forehead grabs
m'arm an' explains the pcrccedin's ain't even b'gun yit ain't
Wowed up no steam atoll.
"So I gears m'trackfl topside
fer an IQ an' scuttle m'scuppers
if they don't gimme 'nother piece
o'paper fulla writin' crimenetlies!
"Somebody whacks a ruler onna
table, yells 'go,' an' all th' other
yazoos aroun' me leans to on
their pencils. Such questions!
Holy jumpin' Tojo onna yoyo! It
sez 'A cat is:' Then y'unncr(11

it

— you know!"

wide forehead, fresh from a sycourse,
int'views me.
•What does yourio?' inquires thishere gink. I tol' him I'd been
a-totin' a rifle since bcin' in th'
Marines, but I ain't shot at nothin' but Maggie's drawers yit. So
th' gink breathes kinda hard an*
explains he means before that. I
tol'm I ladled soup inna beanery.
Then, judgin' by the' big report
they makes up, I figgcr the war
is over an' this is my discharge

kology

scores

calls

shucks-amighty, it's plain an'
simple gucssin' an' I guess you
know I ain't no good at gessin'

Courage In RD
Crash Cited
CAME' MATTHKWS,

—

Belated

recognition has been given StfSgl-

Robert Driscoll, Camp Matthews
fire chief, for heroism he displayed
when .he pulled from a blazing
plane the body of the pilot. The
crash occurred on the MCB RD
when a four-motored ConsolidatedVultce Army type experimental
plane 10 May, killing the pilot and
three Marines.
"Sgt. Driscoll rescued the pilot's
body at the risk of his own life
and I for one think he merits full
praise for the heroism he showed,"
said Lt. Comdr. 11. E. McMahon,
(MC) USN, on duty here.
Lt. Comdr. McMahon and StfSgt.
Driscoll were visiting in the RD
area when the accident occurred.
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Marines Aloft
Flying Leathernecks, Pioneers Of Aviation
History, Are Carrying Out Old Traditions
Though Marines took to the air
a brief 31 years ago—a short time
in Marine Corps history they
have distinguished themselves as
being among the world's most
competent, courageous and versatile flyers.
Marine flyers, especially lauded
by their comrades in arms and
the American public since the outbreak of the war, are among the
pioneers of aviation history, the
Corps' flying command having
been organized in 1912—the days
long before, complete destruction
of cities by air power was considered a possibility.
The history of the Marine Aviation Division, the story of its
growth from a struggling organization to the present high powered unit coupling its activities
with the fleet and ground forces,
is told by Capt. T. J. O'Mara,
Division of Aviation, HQMC, in a
recent publication "Flying With
The Marine Corps."
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MEDALS
FOR IMMEDIATE
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man Lieut. Gen. Ernest TJdct that
"it's a wonderful idea. We ought
to try it in Germany."
Udet did try lt in Germany a
few years later when he organized the revolutionary Stuka dive
bombers used by the Nazis.
Continuing to set the pace in
the aviation world, Marine aviators, led by Lieut. Col. Thomas C.
Turner, made a flight in a land
plane over both land and water
when they flew from Washing-

ton, D. C, to Santo Domingo City,
Dominican Republic.
More recently, Maj. Jack Randolf Cram, with no previous in-

truction in the technique of torpedo bombing and with no torpedo
planes available, hooked two torpedoes under his lumbering Catalina flying boat and took off. He
dived to within 75 feet of the water, fired two torpedoes and sank
a transport loaded with Japanese
troops off Guadalcanal.
With the exploits of Marine
flying heroes of 'Guadalcanal still
fresh in their minds, airmen are
now pounding at the. Japanese
Pacific arc and will continue to

-

-

in a seaplane and proved for the
first time that a seaplane could
be brought out of a spin. In 1923
Major Gem, Ross E. Rowell's team
of "Hell Divers", giving an exhibition at the Cleveland National
Air Races, provoked the statement about dive bombing by Ger-

MARINE

orro*n§

Facts About Marine Aviation As a Career

leave their marks of destruction
on enemy concentrations of shipping, supplies, fortifications and
troops.
LIST GROWING
Other names will soon be added
large Japanese warship.
to Uie list of Marine airmen most
Two aviators at Wake Island feared by the Japanese. That list
who had no dive bombers, took is now headed by Capt, Joseph
off in their Grurnman fighters
Jacob Foss, Major John L. Smith
the only planes they had and and Capt, Marion X, Carl.
dropped eight 100-poundbombs on
As long as there is a United
a Japanese cruiser and sank the 'Stales Marine Corps, someone will
I ship.
remember to tell aviation rookies
about Capt. Foss, who when lie
COLORFUL
Marine flyers have added to the first sighted Jap torpedo planes,
colorful traditions of the Corps dove so fast that the cockpit hood
since their division was formed. on his plane burst and the pads at
As early as 1916 Lieut. Col. Al- tho end of the fuselage used for
fred A. Cunningham, the Corps' climbing aboard the plane were
first aviator, made the first cata- blown off. Foss and his accompult takeoff from a warship un- panying seven Wildcats came down
Uerweigh. Col. Francis T. Evans from 29,000 feet so fast that they
in 1917 performed the first loop hit Lb>? enemy planes before they

MAJOR OPERATION
Capt. O'Mara pointed out that
the Marines' Aviation Division
has grown slowly and only recently has become large enough to
carry on major operations in many
different zones of action.
The chief mission of Marine, aviation is to support landing operations -the establishment of beach
heads for which the Marine Corps
has been famed since that type of
a

offensive was first put into practice. But where tho flying Marines
are not needed for this type of
work, as in the World War, they
fill in on any job where they can
be of service.
In 1917 and 1918 they conducted
a submarine patrol from the
Azores; and in France they operated in Northern Belgium, bombing German submarine bases.
TRADITION STILL
Since the Marine Corps has always been quick to change from
old methods to new when the
changes meant more effectiveness
and a saving of time, equipment
and personnel, the addition of an
air arm was a natural step early in
the history of aerial warfare. The
Marines proved their effectiveness
as sea and land fighters when the
Coips was first organized and flying Marines have proven their
value many times in their relatively short history.
The Aviation Division still clings
to the traditions and distinctive
traits of the parent organization,
as was proven by flyers early in
the war when their versatility was
responsible for sinking the first

The Marine Flyer

•

completed their runs.
Growing stride for stride with

other older units of the Marine
Corps, the Aviation Division will
have an estimated 11,519 officers
and 71,000 enlisted men by the end
of the current year, according to
recently disclosed figures on the
prospective size of the Corps before 1944.

Gliders Blazing
New Air Trails

WASHINGTON- Marine Corps
glider pilots are pioneering today
for the air war of tomorrow at
Eagle Mountain Lake, Texas.
Marines, always active

in the

development of new techniques of
warfare, went in for gliders back
in the summer of '41.
Marine glider pilots have five
stages in .their work and are not
designated "gliderpilot" until they
have successfully completed some
1000 take-offs and landings.
The training syllabus includes
auto, winch and airplane towing;
multiple towing by plane; cross
country towing; precision landings
and strange field landings.
During the course, ground instruction and lectures are given to
officers and enlisted men of the
crews. The naval aviators also
must assist in piloting the power
planes. Familiarity with ground
handling of aircraft and lines and
with towing mechanism is another

must for the Leathernecks.
Climaxing the training are the
flights made to strange fields
aided only by wind and compass.
Pilots are given the map designation of their destination and are
told to cut loose at a signal from
the plane. Then, on their own,
they must approach a designated
area In tac.tical maneuvers after
a free flight of several miles.

Where does the Marine Corps get its aviators?
Most of the new pilots at present are selected from among
the naval aviation cadets who are undergoing flight training at
the Naval Air Stations at Pensacola and Corpus Christi. Any
naval aviation cadet may apply for a commission in the Marine
Corps; the commanding officer of the training station would be
an appropriate person for Uie cadet to consult about his application if he knows of no other arrangements at the sfation for
handling applications.
All Marine flyers are trained at one of the two naval air
stations just mentioned, since the Corps docs not conduct flight
training schools of its own, except the multi-engine school at
Cherry Point, N. C, which offers advanced work. Out of each
class the Marines are allotted a percentage of cadets, who are
chosen from among the applicants by a Selection Board at the
station.
What are the first steps of a new Marine pilot?
tie is commissioned a second lieutenant and usually is given
advanced training at the Jacksonville Naval Air Station. The
course includes such training as formalion flying, gunnery and
combat maneuvers. Then the new Marine officer is assigned to a
permanent duty station.
What further training might be received by new Marine
pilots?
Selected men are continually being sent lo lhe various Army
and Navy schools for specialized training. Correspondence
courses on aviation and olher subjects are maintained by Ihe
Marine Corps Schools, and many aviators in the combat zones
today arc enrolled and keeping up their studies in these courses.
In peace time, all Marine aviators are required lo take the Corps'
one-year basic training course. This provides study of infantry
combat tactics, enabling a pilot to coordinale perfectly with
ground operations.
What are the duties of Marine flyers?
A Marine flyer can express a preference for any type of duty
he desires, although there is no assurance that he will be picked
for the assignment he requests, He may become an instructor
at one of Ihe naval air stations; he may be assigned to a Marine
Corps air stalion, where he may both fly and handle administralive mailers or he may be assigned to one of ihe Marino
aircrofl wings—lhe units which are employed in tactical
operations.

Do Marine flyers serve aboard carriers?
For limited periods while being trained in carrier duly. Until
recently Marines functioned as replacements for carrier-based
naval aviators. In the early 19305, two Marine squadrons were

on aircraft carriers.
Where are the Marine Corps air stations?
The most imporlonl ones are at Cherry Point, N. C; Quantico, Va.; Parris Island, S. C, and St. Thomas, Y. I. The Marino
Air Base Group ol the Naval Air Stalion at San Diego is Ihe
Corps' chief aviation base in the West.
What kind of planes do Marines fly?
The typical Marine planes are fighters and scout bombers.
The Corps uses few seaplanes and not a great number of large
bombers arid patrol planes. There are some large transports,
however, wilh the utility squadrons. The craft now used by the
Corps in combat areas are the F-4F (Grurnman Wildcat), F6F
(Grurnman Hellcat), the F4U (Vought-Sikorsky Corsair), PB4Y
Consolidated Liberator (designated 824 by tho Army), SBD
(Douglas scout bomber), 1 BF (Grurnman Avenger), R4D-I (Douglas transport), and the PBYSA (Consolidated Calalina, an amphibian patrol bomber).
Who services the Marines' planes?
Marine aviation is charged with the operation, maintenance
and overhaul of its airplanes, engines and equipment. There are
two large overhaul bases, one on the West Coast and one on the
East Coast. Each base is supplied with complete shop equipment and trained personnel.
What ts the Marine Corps' connection with the Navy?
The Corps is a part of the Navy—a combat force trained
primarily for land fighting and intended chiefly to engage landing operations to seize advanced bases for the Navy and to defend advanced bases. Under the law, the Marine Corps must
be one-fifth the strength of the Navy.
Funds for tho Corps are derived from appropriations for the
Navy, and the aircraft used by the Corps are purchased by the
Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics. The Bureau is advised as to the
needs of the Marine Corps by the Division of Aviation, which is
the headquarters administrative unit of the Marine air arm.
What pay is received by Marine aviators?
They receive the same pay as Navy aviators of equal rank.
The uniform gratuity of $150 is also the same as the Navy's.
What are the Marine flyers' chances of promotion?
Because of the continuing expansion of the air arm, promotion
normally is rapid. Under the present program aviation personnel
eventually will comprise one-third the total Marine Corps.
While aviation cadets are at first commissioned in the reserve, mey are eligible for regular commissions after 18 months
of active duty if they were not more than 25 years old when they
completed their flight training. The regular commissions are
given upon recommendation of the flyer's commanding officer.
Is there any opening in the Corps for aviation cadets who
"bust out"?
Yes, it is possible that they could render valuable service OS
ground officers in the air arm. Such men should apply at Marine
Corps recruiting offices For commissions in aviation Marine
Corps non-flying duty, under what is called the AYS program.
Do the Marines have parachute troops?
Yes, they have been training them for several years, and
they have also trained a number of glider pilots, who are
needed in the operations of air-borne infantry. There are now
several thoroughly trained and equipped parachute units.

permanently based
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Gen. Geiger, Fifth Marine

to

Win Wings, Now Director Of Aviation

and was awarded the Navy Cross with the
citation:
"For distinguished service in the line of
his profession as Commanding Officer of
Airplane Squadron No. 2, in which capacity
he trained, and led the Squadron on bombing raids against the enemy."
He commanded aircraft squadrons in
Haiti and at Quantico, Va., and served four
years, 1931 to 1935, as Director of Aviation at H.Q.M.C.
In 1930, he piloted one of the three naval
planes carrying medical supplies for relief of the victims of the hurricane which
struck Santo Domingo. He also flew a
plane with relief supplies from Washington,
standing.
D. C, for victims of an earthquake at
General Geiger has served at various Managua, Nicaragua, in April, 1931.
posts in the United States and on foreign
He is a graduate of the Command and
duty in Cuba, Nicaragua, Panama, the PhilGeneral Staff School, the Army War Colippines, China, France, Haiti, and in the lege, and the Naval War College, Advanced
Pacific.
Course. In May and June, 1941, he served
During World War I, he served with as Assistant Naval Attache for Air at the.
and since
the First Marine Aviation Group in France American Embassy in

13 May, Maj. Gen. Roy S. Geiger became the Director of Aviation, Marine
succeeding Maj. Gen. Ralph J.
Corps,
Mitchell.
General Geiger was born 25 Jan., 18815, in
SCiddlcburg, Florida. In 1907 he graduated from Stetson University, Deland, Fla.,'
with Uie degree of LLB. Beginning his
career in the Marine Corps as an enlisted
man 2 Nov., 1907, he was appointed second
lieutenant 5 Feb., 1909. He was designated
Naval Aviator at Pensacola in June,
1917- the fifth Murine Jto be so designated.
His record since that time in the development of Marine Aviation has been outOn

October, 1941, he has been the Commanding
General of the First Marine Aircraft Wing.
Major General Geiger has been awarded
the Gold Star in lieu of a. Second Navy
Cross with the citation:
"For extraordinary heroism and distinguished service in the line of his profession as tJommander of Aviation Units at
Guadalcanal, British Solomon Islands.
From S September, 1942, to 4 November,
1943, Major General Geiger commanded all
aviation units stationed at Guadalcanal including units of the Army, Navy, ami Ihe
Marine Corps. During this period the aviation units under his command shot down
286 planes in aerial combat and inflicted
damage on a number estimated to be as
great. Twenty-three additional planes were
destroyed on the ground or water. Aerial
attacks made under his direction resulted
in the known sinking of <> enemy ships, in-

command."
In addition to the Navy Cross and Gold
Star, he holds the following medals and
decorations: Nicaraguan Campaign Medal,
1,412; Haitian Campaign Medal; Victory
Medal with Ypres Lys Clasp; Marine Corps
Expeditionary Medal with two bronze stars;
Second Nicaraguan Campaign Medal; Docluding 1 heavy cruiser. In addition, 3 deminican Medal of Military Merit; Nicarastroyers and 1 heavy cruiser are thought guan Medal of Distinction; American Deto have been sunk and 18 other ships in- fense Service Medal; Asiatic-Pacific Area
cluding a heavy cruiser and 5 light cruisers Campaign Medal.
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VOUGHT CORSAIRS SUPERIOR TO
ZEROS, COMBAT RECORD SHOWS

Marfair West Coast

—

above and behind his adversary.
The Jap then made a short turn
to the left which Walsh anticipat-

Fighting in
WASHINGTON.
the South Pacific has proved the
Navy's Vought Corsair decidedly
�ropcrior to all models of the Jap
Zero, according to a message from
Adm. Chester W. Nimilz, Commander in Chief, U. S. Pacific
Fleet.
"Our Naval and Marine pilots at
Guadalcanal are enthusiastic about
this plane, which so regularly turns
out a first-rate job," Adm. Nim-

.

ed with a 180 degree turn. He got
the Jap in his sights and gave the
enemy a burst, shredding his left
wing and sending the Zero down

in flames.
After he had shot down the
plane missed by Walsh, Lieut. Raymond went alter another foe, but
at almost .the same time observed
a Zero firing on the tail of another
ttz declared.
These pilots say that the Navy's Corsair. Raymond tried a long
newest fighter, designated the deflection shot which was successF4U, has the Zero licked in every ful in that it caused the Zero to
phase of combat performance: in- break off and pull tip. Raymond

:

terception, maneuverability, climb, then chased this plane through an

speed, firepower and armor.
intricate scries of evasive maneuvIncluded in the action on which ers and was able to close in on the
their conclusions arc based are two Jap even though the Zero was
engagements with mass Japanese■ climbing rapidly, Raymond finalfighter 3weep.s over the Russell ly was able to get in a good burst
Islands. In one of these —against' but the Jap got away by rolling on
25 Zeroes—Corsairs accounted for j his back and skidding lo his side
15 or 1G enemy planes shot down and down.
by U, S. fighters. Two more Jap BEST INTERCEPTOR
liScperiences of the other pilots
planes were listed as probables.
In the other engagement, 2nd Lt. in the squadron were similar to
iKenneth A. Walsh, Marine aviator, those of Walsh and Raymond,
I ted his squadron of Corsairs .to the IThey expressed confidence in folski of six P-38's which were taking lowing any evasive movements of
,en 25 Zeros in a dogfight at 20,000 the Zero. Due to its superior
speed, they asserted, the Corsair
feet.
Lieut. Walsh's own experience, : achieves a faster rate of climb
-fci which he shot down three Zeros, ! than the Zero. Its greater speed in
JsVas the highlight of the squadron's level flight was reported all along
action, described in detail by re- the line with no qualifications.
ports analyzing the Corsair's per- Likewise, all pilots reported the
plane successful as an interceptor.
formance.
As Walsh and his wingman, Ist I Kquippcd with a Pratt and WhitLt. Dean B. Raymond, made con- | ney motor and Hamilton Standard
tact with £he enemy, two Zeros propeller, the Corsair is the Navy's
dove on them with negative re- ! first fighter plane with a 2,000
■ulLs, a report said. A third Zero, ! horsepower engine.
tn a ci rcling turn, was overshot by
.Walsh. However, Raymond cut inBide Walsh and shot down the Jap
plane, which rolled on its back

.
.

!

'

:

_

I

and fell burning.

PUCK SOUP

::

The two Marine fliers were then
passed by a two-plane section of
Zeros diving on ,them from an
angle of 45 degrees. Walsh caught
the second of the Zeros in a burst
and followed his adversary down
to see him hit the water. Walsh
then took to the cover of a cloud
bank and, emerging, got on the
tail of another Zero, fired at 300

Coveted Trophies
Given To Pilots
SOM'iaWHKRIC IN THK SOUTH
PACIFIC, June 3 — (Delayed) —
Raiders, who did yeoman
Marine

duty in the Solomons fighting,
were among the first to express
their appreciation with Samurai
swords presented to accurate
shooting Marine pilots.
FFC. Guy J. Urown, Raider, re-

vealed how members of his unit
gladly presented the Marine pilots
straight the swords they had captured from
the Japanese.

yards and sent the Jap
Into the water.
Pulling back up, Walsh saw one
35ero, trailing wiiite smoke, fall
Into the water. Continuing to
he saw another ship in j
flames torn in so many pieces
that he could not identify it.
Climbing still farther, he saw two
dive bombers and dove to intercept

—

them but lost both in a cloud.
From this dive, Walsh climbed
to 18,000 feet and got on the tail
of another Zero. The Jap made a
tight loop which Walsh followed
■With a larger loop, coming out

It was in appreciation, he said,

damaged. During; tfte period of t*ene «p-erations, Major General Geiger directed
operations from a field which was subjected to almost daily bombings by enemy
aircraft, which was tho principal target
for hostile naval gunfire on several occasions and was also for a considerable period
under harassing fire by enemy shore-based
artillery. Under these conditions General
Geiger, although personally endangered
many times, demonstrated a degree of fortitude and courage that served as an Inspiration to all officers and men under his

By PFC. WILLIAM A. WHEELER
NORTH ISLAND—Carrying its heavy share of America's
pilot and air unit training load, Marine Fleet Air West Coast
under command of Brig. Gen, Lewie Merritt, has expanded rapidly during recent months.
In its place as administrative and directive head of all
Marine aircraft units on the West coast, the organization directs
training and assembly of all Leatherneck aviation units located
in the area. In this function, the organization, commonly known
as Marl'air West Coast, not only trains personnel for combat
and new conditions encountered there, but it equips pilots and
crews for their mission with the armed forces.
Among' important, phases of the perpetually modernized
training program is the full use by Marfair of pilots returned
from actual combat zones to keep fresh groups informed on

combat strategy and weaknesses of the enemy.
These men usually take furloughs and rest periods before
returning to duty as trainers.
Through Marl'air West Coast, squadrons are assigned to
air stations in the vicinity lor training anil equipping. During
this transition and operational training period they arc located at
the several stations from Santa Barbara to North Island.
Other Marfair West Coast stations are located at El Toro,
El Centra and Mojave, Calif.
Assisting Gen. Merritt are Col. William J. Wallace, chief
of staff, and Ist Lt. Howard H. Tarter, adjutant.

Screen Target
Trains Gunners
NORFOLK, Va.— (AP) —In a
small, blacked-out room at the
Norfolk naval training station, the
illusion of aerial bombing and
strafing is created by a new

scientific device designed to make
American anti-aircraft gunners the
most deadly in the world.
A projector and amplifier reproduces on a screen the sound and
three-dimensioned sight of speeding planes of all kinds. A machine
gun which "fires" electrical tracers
instead of bullets faces the screen.
As the student, gunners man the
weapon an automatic computer
records hits and misses.
Known by the navy men as the
"hell-on-wings chamber," the
room's value in training gunners
has been proven at the Dam Neck
anti-aircraft training and test
station.

The device is economical to operate. The units, costing about
$20,000 to construct, make it possible for trainees to fire the equivalent of 100,000 20mm shells a
day, thus saving about $15,000 to
or approximately the cost
Twice winner of International $20,000
Lt. Mur- of the machine, every day.

KEARNEY MESANS BANK AND TRUST
IN ONETIME BANKER'S RIFLE SKILL
—

MCAB, KEARNEY MESA
An erstwhile banker who made
small arms a hobby, Ist Lt. Albert
C. Murphy, is now imparting his
knowledge to Marines at; air stations in this area.
One time manager of the First
National Hank and Trust Co., in
West Haven, Conn., and now on
military leave, Lt. Murphy and his
staff left here recently to add finishing touches to Leathernecks'
education in small arms.

Police Championships,
Instructors shout instructions at
has been intensely interested in small arms since a boy. the men as they "fire" the machine
lie was official weapons instruc- gun in the dark room while the
roar of airtor for three Connecticut munic- walls resound with the
ipal police
departments—New craft engines, the explosions of
machine
Haven, ITamden and West Haven, I bombs, the clatter of

phy

H
,

J

'guns.

The officer was a member of
Sailors and marines who are to
the Connecticut State civilian rifle j
man guns on ships and ashore are
!
team and fired in the national jgetting practical experience in the
matches at Camp Perry, Toledo, 0. "hell-on-wings chamber."

I

Officer's Shop at Camp Elliott
Large Slock of Greens and Khakis
Garrison and Barracks Caps

Barracks Caps & Covers ...$7.10 &
Green Oversea Cap, $2.10; Khaki..

9.75
.85

At Our Main Store in La

Jolla we have Shirts, Ties, Sox, etc., etc.
FOR'ENLISTED MEN at La Jolla

for the pilots' accurate bombing
and sinking of Jap troop ships.

Ties from 50c, and dozens of other items of need. Also now in stock:
cap ornaments for greens and blues.

SAVES THE DAY
SOMEWHBItE IN THE SOUTH
Converted Douglas
PACIFIC,
DC-3, airliners, the same type airplane which spans the commercial
airways of the United States,
helped save the day at Guadalcanal
by ru3hing supplies to the fighting Marines when surface transportation failed.

Campaign Bars

Saturday Morning, June 5, 1943

—

■

are regularly being sent to Marines in the four corners of the globe, and
oversea shipments we make a point to mail out within 24 hours.

ILLER S MILITARY SHOP

-■
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Preparing For Japs
Big New El Toro Air Base, Home Of
Heroes, Training New Combat Groups

-

MCAB, EL TORO. Situated in
the center of a huge natural bowl,
surrounded on all sides by mountains, is the newly-commissioned
air base here. Land that was once
covered by acres of beans and onions is now laid out in symmetrical rows of barracks, hangars,
and warehouses bordering a large
airfield.
Commissioned less than three
months ago, El Toro is the largest of several such Marine Air
Bases in t'he country. Like a large
hotel, El Toro provides accommodations
for Marine
Aircraft
Groups which are being reorganized or newly-formed to go out to
the combat area. All the facilities

and stationary targets are being
made constantly, while fixed gunnery runs, and instrument and
oxygen flights are but some of
the routine in the preparation for
going out. Day and night the skies
around F.l Toro are filled with the
roar of planes. Fighters, dive
bombers, and torpedo planes are
landing and taking off nearly
every minute of the 36 hours they

'

fly each day.

At the termination of these
activities and when the groups

are fully complemented with men
and equipment, they will be ready
to go out on another mission to
better their past records for
knocking down Jap planes and
necessary for the equipping, re- sinking enemy ships. At that time
groups will be organized and
complementing, and training of new
sent to El Toro, for this "hotel"
these groups is present at Ifil Toro.
Under the command of Lt, Col. | will not be long unoccupied nor

BRINGING IN THE PLANES is a three-man job. In the convex glass enclosed tower at MCAS,
El Toro, one man talks the ships in and out, giving wind direction and velocity, altimeter settings,
etc.
With many ships taking off and landing, another is needed to signal with the light gun. A
third identifies an incoming plane that is preparing to make a landing.

T. B. Millard, with Lt, Col, J, r, idle.
Adams as executive officer, the
base offers every accommodation
for the two groups now stationed
here. The administration of this
unusual enterprise is carried out
on the island several years recall
with few hitches—for catering to
NORTH ISLAND—Of the var- early in 1942 it acquired its pres- aviation men traveling through
! the area. It also schedules regu- that the organization began its
the needs of many squadrons is a ious Marine Corps aviation or-1 ent title.
an operating unit
tremendous undertaking.
ganizalions in this area, Air Base I
As BAD-2 it began the trans-; lar flights to nearby bases to train evolution from
to a base air group in 1941 when
Group Two is the oldest.
; formation from an operations Paramarines.
BACK FROM COMBAT
ABG-2's pilots are among the certain squadrons took off westOf the two groups now stationIts history can be traced to 1924 ] unit, dealing in flights and in'
best, a number of them with thou- ward to play roles at Fearl Hared at El Toro, one has returned when Marine aviation first was i
kinds of training, into a sands of hours of civil and/or bor, Midway, Wake and other
but recently from the British Sol- set up on the island, though at j various
Pacific areas,
omon Island area where it garner- that time and for many years primarily engineering unit: for military flying to their credit.
ABG-2 is commanded by Lt.
Until fairly recently AHG-2
ed many honors. The possessor of later the airmen served different such things as overhaul,
probably the most outstanding functions than at present.
gency repair, modifications, i was a unit of many transfers to Col. Valentine Gephart. Its execMaj. William 11.
record of any aircraft unit in the
Today it is concerned largely j air wings and to other aviation utive officer is
Through the years as the aviatendency
today
jr.
Adjutant
the
is
Klenke
is Mar. Guntype
bases
but
Corps, MAG-23 returned with inmodification
on
a
of;
fluctuated in with
dividual and squadron honors Lhat tion organization
soon destined to, to stabilize it as more of a per- ner Warren Il'. Lear. Assembly
fighter
plane
stationed
where
size and the units
■
have yet to be duplicated. Disenemy. The assembly manent personnel unit for the and Repair Officer is Maj. Milchanged jjmeet the
Operations
tinguished Flying Crosses, Air ABG-2 now holds forth
repair
men, and the more than main purpose of working on lard T. Shepard and
and
Medals, and Silver Stars on both from one name to another, thou- ja score of kinds of specialists! planes.
Officer is Maj. Kenneth A. Wool-,
j
officers and enlisted men are a sands of Marine aviation men have
Men who have been stationed soy.
.serving them, have an enviable
common sight. Citations and dec- received training and gone to;
speed
and
r
eputation
for
effi-j
j
orations for 14 men were present- other parts of the globe.
ciency. A reputation so good that
ed at recent ceremonies within
At present ABG-2 might be i
i ABG-2 is now handling work for !
the group and many more have considered a sort of mother base j
other organizations.
j
been previously awarded.
to various other Marine air cenBesides its four aviation en-.
While new supplies are being ters in the Southern California
shipped in from the factories, and area and to other Marine' air gineering squadrons, it has a
The Armistice of 1918 didn't and to defend American lives and
warehouses are being filled with units over a much wider area. quarters squadron broken into the I
were endangered
ground
the aviators of the Marine interests which
operations,
■
equipment for the squadrons, the For instance the newly-establish-' 1following departments:
by the bandits' depredations. They,
ground
the
Marine
personnel of the groups is not ed MCAB, Kearney Mesa, was' quartermaster, garage, pay, rec-1 Corps. Like
established a patrol service in
idle. Daily physical conditioning is formed more or Jess by breaking reation and welfare, post office, i forces, they operate abroad in Guam, an air station in the Virmess
and
;
for
member
of
classification
section,
every
held
the or- off a piece of ABG-2. The ail- j
! peace or in war and sometimes gin Islands, a reconnaissance unit
ganization.
Calisthenics, judo, niiiiistrative personnel for ATS- '■ medical.
!
j
are engaged in actual combat in China during that nation's civil
Ii
knife-fighting, the new bayonet
131, located at the Mesa, was fI LARGE AVERAGE
while the rest of America's armed war.
I
technique, and unorthodox boxing formed by men from
They capitalized on the aerial
Avn. Eng, j Once maintaining an average of j forces must slay quietly at home.
are taught by experts. A swimSquadron 23 of ARG-2.
two decades that followed combat lessons of the World War,
officers
and
the
men,
In
2000
to
instruct
ABG-21
i nov; averages a little less. At the World War, Marine aviators carrying on the development of
ming program
every
j
man in the essentials of taking FILL MANY JOBS
a total of al-1 were in action again and again aerial warfare where the World
care of himself in the water is
And Kearney Mesa now per- ! one time it reached
4000 with many of the men and did some of their greatest fly- War fliers left off. They instialso a part of the training.
forms a function once carried out JI most
stationed
at Camp Kidd (Balboa j ing. They went into Haiti, the tuted entirely new techniques and
to
training
of
men
;
MEWKSr TRAINING USED
by ABG-2: the
irark).
jDominican Republic and Nicara- laid the foundations for the most
Nor is the technical phase neg- fill various aviation jobs after:
flying
The functions of Kearney Mesa j gua and aided the governments important innovations in
lected. Key personnel of flight they leave boot camp.
which are being used in this war.
combat
bands
of
outlaws
recruit
there
to
sending
newer
ABG-2
are
of
men
from
mechanics are sent to various
than
i
Much
I
schools for training on new types \ MCAS, El Toro; MCAS, Mojave;|I'depol to various schools once were'
ABG-2
of planes, engines, and associated | MCAS', Santa Barbara, and MCAS, j| performed by
squadron::!
equipment. Specialists in tactics! El Centro. Various of these sta-'123 and 24. Now squadron 23,
in ground defense and operations j tions have drawn on A BG-2 for | like squadrons 21 and 22, contains
receive schooling in the latest in- | trained personnel.
j| men with sufficient training to
shops or offices.
formation and techniques at shops,
Old-timers recall that Marine j work in ABG-2
men making
factories, and schools in all parts'
contains
24
Squadron
started
on
-North;
aviation was
of the country.
I Island by transfer of personnel i up the guard, police details, mess
casuals: men awaiting
A complete outlay of synthetic
and installations from Santo,I force and
training devices at ha Toro aftraining or other type of
flight
|
then
1924.
From
Domingo in
fords further schooling for pilots
til recent years the unit was an transfer.
and gunners. Link trainers which
The ABG-2 quartermaster's debase. For instance in
produce simulated flight are ex- operations
was known as the partment serves Marine air wings
1940
the
base
cellent for ground training purMarine Aircraft Group of i over a wide area as does its iransposes and familiarization with Second
the
Later it became known | porlation department. Its operaFMF.
flight instruments. For gunners
A couple of years I tons office provides a great many
as
BAD-2.
and pilots there are two types of
was
severed
from FMF and ! services to Marine pilots and other
SEND AN EXCITING (iIFT BY MAIL
equipment which provide excellent ago it
One
is
similar
TO SOMEONE AT HOME
to
those
practice.
devices seen in amusement arYou will find thousands and we will rftake a perf i
cades; it is a motion picture film
Ii
of lovely gifts on display sonal selection for you
t ,~.
ami an electric machine gun with
at Quon Mane. Order one from China, Java, or other

West's Oldest Air Group Still Trains Marines
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Armistice of 1918 Spurred Marine
Interest in New Air Technique
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today for someone at.
home. Or you can order
by mail, sending us the
amount you want to spend

a scoring device operated by a
photoelectric cell. The other, a
more complicated equipment, is a
fixed gunnery device which aids
instructors in teaching and helps
the pilots analyze fixed gunnery
tactics and related gunnery prob-
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Romantic Gifts From Ail Over the World

lems.

Utilizing all available aircraft

to the utmost, pilots are obtaining
intensive training in every angle
identified with flying. Formation
flights, navigation hops and dive
and torpedo bombing on moving

W '■9O

1179 FIFTH AYE.

AT THB CORNER OF FIFTH AYE. AND "B" STS.

San Diego, California
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High Altitudes
Reveal Hidden
On Daily Patrol Missions
14
prey for Decay In Teeth
GUADALCANAL,

Royal Welcome By Natives
Given Marooned Marines

Scout Pilots Court Death
By Gordon A. Growden

Apr.

Jap pilots, if sighted, the

naissance nights.

(Delayed)—Easy
scout pilots daily carry out recon-

I have recently returned from such a (light, originating
at Henderson Field, and which*

lasted for better than two hours.
The flight was made without a
fighter escort in an American-made
plane, and flown at altitudes as low
as 10 feet. Often the altimeter'
would barely register above the
zero mark.
The sensation of speed at this
wave-skipping height is increased

Japs, it was thouglrt, wouM allow
us to pierce their lines as far as
we wished, to learn our mission,!
for they had no fear of an attack'
by a single plane, and no dangerl
from one at such low altitude. We
feared that if they were in the
clouds above us, now was the time
they would attack. Our altitude
would afford the enemy an easy

tremendously.

Driftwood, cocoanuts and other objects on the water victim.
pass below so fast they arc unThen we sighted a plane high
recognizable.
above us. We swung our guns into
The pilot, in addition to casual position waiting breathlessly as it
felanccs at the sky for the enemy, turned and, gradually dropping,
'must keep his eye on the water, followed our course. If it had been
watchful for wind riffles which in- possible we would have hugged the
dicate direction and velocity of air surface even closer but as it was
currents. The slightest mixjudg- we could only close ill on the shore
ment in these might prove dis- and gel out of the area.
! astrous.
The plane finally turned south
over the island and we all relaxed
VISIBILITY LESS
The reason for tins water-level our tense grips on the guns, but
flight, is that it makes the plane remained on the lookout for many
minutes more.
less visible to planes above.
We continued wave-to-wave skipOur immediate mission was to
spot a suspected enemy air strike ping to the tip of Guadalcanal. Now
we felt safe, climbed to 500 feet,
headed for our base.
The waist guns were swung out, and soon sighted Henderson Field.
Just two days before the Japs
loaded and tested with quick pulls
on the trigger. The turret guns had made their first daylight attack on the island since their rout
j were next tested and last the belly in
early February. The anticipated
guns.
As
we
finished
this
we
j
heard
the cannons in the nose bark out strike of this day did not materialbut it was a mission well done
j and wo were as well prepared as ize, the part
of the crew.
; possible for any approach of the onThe
patrol fliers also conduct
enemy.
anti-submarinn searches in these
As we
deeper

:

,

-

i

■

flew

into the enemy

j territory we became more

appre- I waters.

I hensive. A watch was posted In an
j open hatch of the cabin roof and

Superiority

entire crew alternately scanned
: the
the shore and the sky.

I

American flyers displayed general superiority in combat over the
Japs from the outset in the Solomons. Heavy enemy losses mounted proportionately to fantastic extremes. In the period of 25-28
Sept., 42 Jap planes were shot
down without a single U. S. loss.

We finally reached our farthest
point of the mission, cut wide to
the south, to cover the lower is-

lands, and turned back toward
home.
Now was the ticklish time. The

By Sgt. John R. Hurley

Three Marine fliers who were marooned for five days
Toothaches Begin In Low last August on a South Pacific island after their planes were
Atmospheric Pressure Of forced down in a rough ocean paid high tribute to the natives
who came to their assistance/
Upper Air, Study Shows
The three are back now. They
WASHINGTON.- Four Naval of- arc IstLt. John Zuber, Sgt. Duanc

Ground Crewman
Lauds Pilots Of
Smith's Group

ficers have reported to the Naval
Medical Bulletin a study which indicates a definite relationship between toothache and Ihe low atmospheric pressure of the upper
air which is encountered by airmen
in high altitude flying.
In at least one case Investigated
at tho Naval Air Station at San

L. Rhodes and Corp. Fred Thlesen.
A fourth flier, Capt. Ruben Iden,
was lost when the planes were
forced down.
NATIVK BANQITKT
The island chieftains received
Although
the Marines with open arms. An
SAN FRANCISCO.
invigorating meal of yams, foo-foo, Corp. George H. Kittredge jr_lost
roasted nuts and shredded cocoa- a leg on Guadalcanal, he is filled
Diego, where atmospheric condi- nuts and green cocoanut milk was with the highest type of courage
tions of high altitudes can be s!mu- ] provided the wet, cold and tired as he faces the future.
lated in the low pressure chamber, filers. Then they were shown beds Corp. Kittredgc, an aviation
X-ray examination failed to reveal and the natives were ordered by
mctalsrnith, was attached to the
dental trouble which bothered the their chiefs to remain quiet that Marine aircraft group commanded
aviator at low atmospheric pres- evening so that the Americans by Maj. John L. Smith.
sure.
might rest.
lilt by shrapnel from an antiStudying an undisclosed number I Four days and four nights were
personnel bomb dropped by a Jap
spent
of cases officers found that:
with
a
natives,
Navy
the
then
I
plane, Corp. Kittredgc was hosFifty-seven per cent of those who plane picked up the three men and
pitalized after two weeks of action
suffer toothache were subjected to carried them to Guadalcanal. Their
low atmospheric pressure inside three parachutes, spread out to dry, with the famous fighter group.
The Marine non-com, convalescthe chamber which was equivalent had been spotted by a patrol plane.
to a height, of 28,000 feet before
And, though IstLt. Zuber didn't ing here, devoted bountiful praise
pain was felt.
talk about it, there's another Ma- to the Leatherneck fliers, who,
rine here who has flown with him under the most, adverse conditions,
MANY AFFKCTKD
Twenty three per cent experi- and who told about the day over destroyed at least 72 enemy planes
two weeks Kittredge was on
enced pain at a reading equivalent Guadalcanal when they shot down in the
Guadalcanal.
to 18,000 feet.
I two Japanese Zero planes.
"The ratio of loss was about five
Marine Sgt. Virgil S. Ryrd was
Twenty per cent began having
symptoms before reaching the riding with Lt. Zuber on a patrol or six to one," Kittredge said.
"I've seen our planes come down
equivalent of 10,000 feet.
mission when they encountered the
In the case of one dive bomber enemy. Asked when it was that he —Grurnman Wildcats—shot all to
pilot who reported that he was al- shot down the two enemy planes, ] pieces. We of the ground crews
ways beset with a severe toothache Sgt. Byrd modestly replied, "I had little or nothing to work with.
just before going into a dive, a lest can't tell you because it's so long We robbed obsolete ships, used
wire that could be found anywhere
in the pressure chamber quickly ago."
around Henderson field, strengthbrought forth his symptoms. He
ened the planes with screws anyhad previously thought his pain
High-Powered
thing that had tensile strength, we
was due to sinus trouble.
The dental clinic restored four Five American warplanes are put into operation.
decaying teeth but the high-altitude now using 2000-horsepowcr engines. "Those officers, real men, all of
They are the Vought Corsair and them, thought nothing of the dangtoothache continued.
fighters, ers involved. Day after day, they
Further examination in the den- Republic Thunderbolt
tal clinic revealed a hidden de- Vega Ventura and Martin Maraud- would take those ships up and
cayed condition which had eluded er bombers, and the Curtlss Com- knock out the Japs.
"As for Maj. Smith-well, he Is
the X-ray and after it was repaired mando transport, AH are powered
the aviator no longer had high- by the Pratt & Whitney Double probably the finest man I've ever
Wasp.
known.
altitude toothache.
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to the Pilots and
Ground Crews of the United States
Marine Corps who, with their Grurnman

::

|

"WILDCATS," have created new Combat
Records that will be a Source of Inspiration
to all who Fight with Them.
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Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
Wildcats and Avengers
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Battlewise Vets Train Marine

Clearing House

Flyers, Men Of MAG-15

Kearney Mesa Aviation Base Is Starting
Point For Men Beginning Marine Air Career

Lakehurst, Corpus Christ!, QuanNAAS, CAMP KKAKNKY—
Pilot officers who complete their
tico, or some other training center, or they're just back from From the men who tune their mo- training here, having won their
Guadalcanal, or Alaska, or some tors, to the navigators who set wings at bases elsewhere, learn
By PFC. JAMES ROWE
a motor and put it together again other
their course; the gunner who fighter tactics, ground strafing,
outpost. If they're
MCAB, KKARNF.Y MESA—Tt or who knows how to handle an latter, they will probably of the trains her guns to the pilots who observation, photography, amphibbe given

wasn't many years ago when the acetylene torch.
a furlough before being reambitious, young man was advised
A good many of the men who assigned. Tf they have just come
to "go West." Today, he doesn't arrive here are directly out of from school, they
will be assigned
wait to be told the way to get boot camp and undergo further
to some wing and to some duty

handle their sticks—the planes of
MAG-1S are ready for any assignment that calls for out-smarting
and out-maneuvering the enemy.
The "works" in aviation training is provided at this base where
MAG-15 is steadily growing into
a tightly-knit organization with
its own hangars, barracks, mess
halls and shops.
The instructors are men who
have learned their business on the
battlcfronts

"up" in the world- he just pitches processing and interviewing here
somewhere along the world front.
his wagon to a star—one of those with their previous classification
To realize how Marine aviation
that adorn the wings of an Amer- records on hand for reference.
is growing one has only to obican fighting plane.
GIVEN CHOICE
serve the expansion of this camp
High scorers arc permitted to in the short space of
That there Is plenty of room
five months.
for tht qualified Marine in avia- choose their schools of future
There are now some 200 buildings
tion is evidenced in the emphasis study such as navigation, torpcflo housing
the activities of MC aviathat is being placed on this branch or aerology, if the interviewing
tion. And more to come—plus
of service by the commandant.
officer concurs.
the men who will fill them.
Only last week it was anMen who have had civilian
nounced that approximately 82,- trade experience related to avia-000 of the Corps' anticipated tion are interviewed by the offistrength of 300,110(1, would be as- cer in charge of shops at AlUi-2
signed to aviation.
and immediately transferred to
POPULAR CHOICE
shops or wings if found qualified.
By comparison, a new branch i Camp Kearney Mesa then, beOf the Corps, it already merits comes a clearing house for men
nearly a third of the personnel. beginning a career in Marine aviaThat the enlisted man is as in- tion. While awaiting transfer to
terested in nvi»tion as the higher one of various schools, the newlips, is disclosed in classification comers undergo a training schedrecords showing that approximate- ule designed to familiarize them
ly 75 j.'«ir cent of the recruits make with future subjects and lo rethis their first choice for assign- orient their thinking in terms of
ment,
Naturally, all applicants aviation.
are not successful either because
Aviation Training Squadron
they lack adaptability or are bet131 has the job of selecting,
ter fitted for some other branch. screening, and classifying begin"There is no hard and fast, rule ners of aviation who are about to.
in determining which recruit, is embark on careers as bombardiers,
best qualified for aviation," base gunners, ordnance men, or any
classification officers asserted. one of CO specialties open to Ma"The needs of the Corps come rino recruits.
first naturally, and then there is
All of these activities arc un- j
some clement of luck and fate." dor supervision of Col. Caleb T.
INVOLVES LUCK
Bailey, commanding ATS-131, and
In explaining the "luck and Lt. Col. L. K. Stedman }r,, execuGround crews work on a dive bomber.
fate" element, classification offi- tive officer.
(Sketched by Chevron staff artist at MCAS, Mojave)
cers said that sometimes aviation i OTHERS READY
might have place for ari unusualRight next door are Col, Stanly large number of men. In such ley F„ Ridderhof, commanding, and
cases, nearly every man of a re- Lt. Col. Francis F. Pierce, execuMCAB, KEARNEY MESA—, I duty with a fighter plane contincruit detail might get his choice, tive officer, who direct the activi- With enough material
to "fill a gent.
while under contrary eireum-j ties of Service Croup—the men
by my cousin Booth Tarking- j "I guess I came pretty close to
book
disappointmentsi who are transients but unlike those
stances, many
! getting it a couple of times," he
might occur.
! of ATS, are experienced special- ton," Corp. Stewart W. 'Parking- jjsaid, "During the Matanikau
Basic factor in determining fit- j ists -riggers, mctalsmiths, aero- ton is back from nine action- river battle the Japs were shellness for aviation is adaptability, gi-aphers, navigators, torpedomen, packed months on Guadalcanal,
ing,, our positions and I was
while work history might deter- or of one of the many other
Attached to a special weapons knocked flat by one of their 70
qualification. bra riches.
mine
additional
unit, young Tnrkington went in mm. shells. The concussion was
They're the men who have been with the original Marine landing terrific. I was rolled over a couple
Aviation likes a man who can solve
problems in algebra, geometry and or are going. Kifher they're re- force on the island.
Later, he of limes, but came up with only a
"trig," or one who can tear down I porting here from Jacksonville, transferred to aviation mechanical' few scratches and bruises."

Novelist's Cousin Back from 'Canal

j

Aide Just About Needs Aid In
Attending Marine Air General
Maj. (lon. Geiji-or is the ponior
aviator
of the Corps in point of
TEARL HARBOR, T. 11., April!
years,
having
been a flier in World
man
20 (Delayed) The
who
slipped a tin fish into a big Jap War I.
Maj, Cram's torpedo attack on
transport from a PBY patrol
transport, made October lfi,
the
bomber in broad daylight, thereby setting aerial precedent in the was publicized widely at the time
By Sgt.

GENE WARD

been awarded
Pacific, is now a general's aide. and he .since has
Navy
the
Cross.
The
attack took
But if you're thinking this "aide"
period
at.
a
when
the Japs
place
business means a soft job, think
were attempting to reinforce their
again.
For Maj. Jack K. Cram, up garrison and we did not have
"north" here for a breather, is much aviation. "Kvery plane availthe aide and pilot for one of the able was mustered for the attack
flyingcst generals of this war— on six transports approaching
Guadalcanal and Maj. Cram reMaj. Gen. Roy R. Geiger.
"He never calls; on his men to go ceived permission to load a toranywhere he won't, go," said Maj. pedo on a TBY and make a run
Cram, " and more often than not in daylight.
he goes first. He asks endless
lie sank his ship but staggered
questions then answers them him- homo with part, of his plane's tail
self. We have made flights in all shot away, .1!50 Zero bullet holes
weather and under all conditions. and a prayer of thankfulness on
"I never know what lo expect liis lips.
next," he continued. "Once when
a certain type of plane needed
WINS NAVY CROSS
testing, Gen, Geiger went to the
KEARNEY MESA.
MCAB,
field (Henderson, Guadalcanal),
and
and found it with a 100-pound Though wounded in the arm
Ilaberman
leg,
Roger
Ist
lit.
A.
attached.
He
took
off,
fcomb
circled and tested, then casually stayed in the air battle over Guadflew over the Jap lines, dropped alcanal and got the Jap bomber
acit on their A-A positions and re- that had done the damage. His
tion won him the Navy Cross.
turned home."

required.
Their courses of instruction take
them on long non-stop cross-country hops—sometimes us far as
Florida—so they may prove they
have mastered navigation and in*
strument flying. And they, too,
spend many hours in the class
room.
Similar instruction is provided
for the flier whose specialty is
air photography. They'll plot the
enemy's territory in detail with
photographs or report with a flick
of the lens the damage that the

bomber has dealt.

They complete .their schooling
here along with their squadron
and the pilot who may depend on
their aim from behind a machine
gun to down an attacker or upon
their care as a mechanic to keep
the bugs out of the machinery
that keeps him aloft.

.

WE SALUTE
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SPECIAL

I
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ious convoy, escort flying and
many of Ihe other duties which
might be required of them. They
watch training films and study
recognition of enemy planes and
ships, and they study "blind" flying and night fighting.
These are the pilots who train
under the supervision of Capt.
.Stanley S. Nicolay and Lt. C. S.
Winter,, flight officers who are
post-graduates of the South Pacific battle fields.
In another corner of the base,
Chief Flight Officer C. C. Myre
puts his men throutrh the paces.
Under the experienced eyes of
instructors, wing winners of Corpus Christi, Jacksonville or Pensacola undergo finishing instruction
in the heavier planes.
They practice wingovers, chandelles, steep and shallow banks,
feathering and the other tactics
the experienced pilot must have
letter perfect.
They practice obstacle take-offs,
and heavy load and short field
take-offs and landings. They prove
they are equal to landing under
poor visibility and with a single
motor or under any other unusual
condition that might some day bo
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WARRIORS
of the Sky

They're Not All Aces, But Flying Marines 'Are
Adding To The Hard-Won Glory Of The Corps
Five weeks of action in the Solomon Islands, during which time one Jap destroyer, an 8500-ton transport and possibly a
small destroyer or corvette were sunk, has
been concluded by Capt. Roscoe M. Nelson's
dive bombing squadron.
During their five weeks of action, members of the squadron added to the laurels
of the Marine Aviation Division by knocking down enemy planes, dropping high
explosive bombs unerringly on Jap oases
at Muncia and Vila, serving as an anti-sub
patrol and sinking ships.
Despite the risks of their achievements,

no members of the squadron were lost in
battle.
Lt. Brooks Young, popular member of
the command, was the only man to lose
his life during service in the Solomons, He
was killed when his motor failed and his
plane crashed. His gunner, Owen K. Rossi,
escaped with a broken leg and is now near
recovery.
Lt. Edward Ochoa led 15 SBD's in an
attack on the Jap transport after Capt.
Perry H. Aliff, flight leader, had been
forced back with two other planes because
of engine trouble. In the bombing, direct
hits were scored by Lt. Harlin Morrison jr.,
Lt. George R. Brown, Lt. Thomas S. Ferdinand and Lt. Saul Millstein.

SCORED HIT ON DESTROYER
Diving low through a heavy ack-ack
attack, Lt. Abraham M. Daniels scored a
direct hit on a destroyer while the enemy
was evacuating from Guadalcanal. Tech.
Sgt. Eldon E. Ballard proved his ability at
the controls when he and his gunner, Corp.
Albert E. Weddle, were attacked by seven
Zeros and brought the plane back to Henderson Field despite injuries to both men
and severe damage to their dive bomber,
Capt. Nelson was thankful for the blazing machine guns of MTSgt. Ernest Needham, his gunner, who knocked two enemy
planes out ol the sky as they attacked.
When the Japs attacked, Capt, Nelson wa3
"blacked out" by the severe dive out of
which he pulled his ship.
Throughout the South Pacific, Marine
aerial fighters are continuing to write their
names into Marine Corps history with their
courage and versatility.
From "Somewhere in the South Pacific"
comes the story of two aerial gunners who
were trapped in the rear cockpit of a torpedo plane and were blasted free
10,000
feet over Guadalcanal by a second buret
cannon
of enemy
fire.

cooking, according to a dispatch from the
Pacific area.
Lt. Grove swam 500 yards to shore
when his rubber boat sank with his plane.
He was welcomed by a band of natives.
After spending two days with them, he was
taken to a missionary—who had refused
evacuation when trouble started
with
■whom he lived until he was spotted by a
scout bomber and a boat was sent to pick
him up.
While convalescing from an attack of
malaria in the Pacific, MarGun. Edward
L. Zielinski, who downed three Zeros over
the Solomons, agreed that a cloud is a
celestial port of refuge for an airman if
his plane is crippled and half a dozen hungry Jap planes are on his tail.
Believing his plane on fire, MarGun,
Zielinski ducked into a cloud after his ship
was spattered with bullets.
Diseoveiing
that the smoke in his cockpit was coming
from the radio wiring, he started out of
the cloud to get back into the fight and
had to play hide and seek with the waiting

—

'

Japs.

Members of the crew of a PB4Y considered themselves on the "inside rail"
when they made a 1700-mile round-trip
course from Guadalcanal, searching the
South Pacific sea lanes for an enemy fleet
believed in the area.
The left flank of the search was a string
of islands on which Jap t>ases are located,
while the right flank was farther out to
sea. The 13 men aboard were all thankful
for fog and low clouds into which the huge
ship could duck to hide.
Capt. Vernon Ullman, commanding, and
Ist Lt. Lynn Stewart, co-pilot, alternated
at the controls.

READY FOR ACTION. Marine Corps fighter pilots on Guadalcan;
of home at their very unhomelike operating base as they await o

enrei

Pilot Escapes Hit
Grumman in Fight
GUADALCANAL.—Lt. Howard
K. WindfleJd' escaped with minor
injuries 7 Apr. when he was
engaging the enemy in his Grurnman fighter and a Japanese shell
hit the cockpit of the plane.

dog-fight and owes his life to the teamwork of his fellow Marine pilots.
Forced to bail out when his oil-cooler
Was shot away, Lt. Bate thought he was
a goner when he Saw several Jap planes
racing toward him. Men of his flight, however, realized his predicament and dived in
around him. At one crucial moment, Sgt.
Pilot Palko went to work on three Japs
and beat them off. Sgt. Palko was killed
on 11 Nov., before he received word of his
promotion to Marine Gunner.
Though his buddies claim he gained
weight while spending 18 days behind the
Jap lines on Guadalcanal after being shot
down by a pack of Zeros, Ist. Lt. Lowell
I>. Grove still prefers his mother's home
14

After an hour of numerous runs in a
formation of Douglas scout bombers, IstLt. Thomas Mann—who has been officially
credited with blasting 10 Jap planes out
pulled him3elf from the
of the skies
cockpit with the remark "that was swell i
practice for us."
AH 10 of Lt, Mann's aerial victories
were won in 86 hours of flight time during the eight weeks ne was stationed at
Henderson Field, Guadalcanal.
In a single encounter with the enemy,
the lieutenant got four Japanese dive
bombers before a fifth hit his plane, dam.
aging it so that he was forced to make a
crash landing.
The following day, he was rowed to an
island near Tulagi by the natives and
picked up by Marines. He lost two front
teeth in the forced landing but suffered
only minor cuts and scratches otherwise.
A delayed dispatch from Guadalcanal

While recovering from malaria in a Pacific hospital, Pfc. Earl E. Jacobs told
how he, the other gunner and the pilot
escaped. Before reaching their objective,
their ship was attacked and an enemy
shell jammed one side of the plane against
the opposite side, closing the passageway
to a door up forward. He said "we called
to ttie pilot to jump because he could be
of no use to us. While we were wondering
how we were going to get out, the Japs

From the Pacific also comes the story
of Lt. Oscar M. Bate jr., who had a parachute seat in the front row of a terrific

Leathernecks, Undau
Take On Anything F

—

ENEMY AIDED ESCAPE

came at us again. A Taurst of fire from one
of their planes struck directly under the
seat of the gunner ahead of me, ripping
open the plane. The trio, all injured, were
picked up by a Navy flying boat after bailing out and landing in the water.

All In the D

SOMEWHERE IN THE PACIFIC, Capt. Joe Foss' squadron of Grurnman
Wildcats wings through the air on a deadly
for Japs.

Remembers The 13th

—

—

SOMEWHERE IN THE SOUTH PA(Delayed)
Ist. Lt. J.
CIFIC, Apr, 5
Powell, a Marine fighter pilot, is not the
least bit superstitious but he'll always remember the night of Nov. 13.
"It was my first night on Guadalcanal,"
recalled Lt. Powell, "and the last one of
its kind I'd like to happen into again.
After we landed shells began bursting all
around us. Around midnight there was a
terrific explosion and pieces of shrapnel
pierced the bulkheads and started to bounce
around us.
"We started out to look for a foxhole
with only our 'scivvies' on. Finally we found
one about 18 inches deep with about six
inches of mud and water in it. We weren't
too particular at this point and stayed
there for 3V& hours, while Jap battleships
shelled the shore with the 11-inch guns.

Wants Another
SOMEWHERE IN THE SOUTH
PACIFIC.—Having suffered head

lacerations when his plane overshot Henderson Field, Lt. Harold
R. Trenchard, is anxious for another crack at flying Nips.
He was returning from a raid
on Munda when engine trouble developed and .though he was able
to get the plane back to Guadalcanal it overshot the field and
crashed. Lt. .Trenchard's plane
was following in the wake of another plane which suddenly pulled
up, causing the resultant pressure
to force his plane off the field.

disclosed that two fliers in first contact
with Jap airmen over the Russell Islands,
on 1 Apr., accounted for two Zeros and
possibly a third.
Second Lt. William Eugene Dillow
downed two planes in a dog-fight while
2ndLt. Warren C. Duncan is certain he
blasted another.
Dillon picked a Zero, gave him a short
burst and he "seemed to explode in my
face, about 150 feet away." He said "the
second plane was more trouble. He was
trying to get on my tail ia a climbing left
turn. To get my guns on him, I went into
a high-speed stall and just sprayed him
with fire, like water from a hose. He was
about 400 yards away, at long range, and
I kicked back and forth on the rudder
and let him have everything I had."
Also on 1 Apr., 2ndLt. Warner O. Chapman shot down his first Jap plane in an
air battle in the Russell Island area. It
was the first engagement for his squadron

Dive Bomber Fights Off
By 1st Lt. HENRY F. CHILDRESS JR.,
Marine Corps Public Relations Officer

—

Seven
GUADALCANAL (Delayed)
Jap Zeros surprised a lone Marine dive
bomber, and it was a helluva fight for the
35 minutes it lasted.
Then the Japs
turned tail, either out of ammunition or
afraid the Marine might pick up help.
It happened on 6 March to a pilot and
gunner operating out of Guadalcanal.
The pilot was TSgt. Eldon E. Ballard;
the gunner was Corp. Albert E- Weddle.

Japanese Receive
1000-Pound Eggs
GUADALCANAL, Apr. 25 (Delayed)—lt was the day before
Easter, but Marine dive-bomber
pilots didn't want to wait to carry
the Easter Bunny tale to the Japs.
Flying yeserday from Hender-

Field, they determined to lay
their "eggs" on the Nippos at a
certain location. They flew over
Munda Bay on the southwestern
tip of New Georgia, and when the
Marines had finished the job there,
no egg-rolling on the lawn nor
egg-hunting in the brush was necessary. Each of the eggs had
weighed 1000 pounds.
On Easter Sunday our divebomber pilots rested and didn't
son

Fighter Pilot Shoots Down Two Zeros,
Cracks-Up Fourth Time; Uninjured
By 1st Lt. Henry F. Childress, Jr.

GUADALCANAL, May 6 (Delayed)—The aerial bookkeeping
of Ist Lt. Wallace E. Hallmeyer shows two Zeros blasted out of the
sky in his first engagement against four crack-ups.
His final crash came following the* combat—a crash landing
near Florida Island—his fourth in six months.
In his first accident, Ist Lt. Hallmeyer crawled out on the wing
and rolled off on to the runway after the landing gear collapsed
and t.he ship burst into tlames. He was hospitalized.
Second crackup occurred when his plane ran into a quarry-at
the runway's end. Again he was hospitalized.
accident, his engine
A week later, first time up since the second and
floated for 16
the
ocean
in
out,
landed
He
bailed
failed
Again, he was
saved
him.
His
life
jacket
hours before rescue.

hospitalized.
The flier

drop an egpr.

was

unhurt in the last crash.

Cheats Death,
Downs Jap Plane
SOMEWHERE IN THE SOUTH

PACIFIC—Ist Lt. Wallace Wethe,
Marine fighter pilot, had a date
with death in the South Pacific
which was never kept.
By all the rules of life and death,
Lt. Wethe is living on borrowed
time—the time borrowed from two
Japanese airmen in an evening
aerial combat.
Returning from a patrol flight
late one evening he lost his bearings.
So busily engaged was he
trying to locate himself that he
failed to see the enemy plane until
he was nearly on top of it.
"Due to the uncertain light I
mistook the plane for a one-man
Zero fighter," he said. The plane
was a two-seater and the rear gunner cut loose at me with his cannon as I swept down on them.
"I crouched down as low as I
could in the cockpit of my Grurnman and started firing. Just when
it seemed as if I would crash into
his tail, the Jap burst into flames
and fell out of the sky."
Lt. Wethe was awarded the DFC
for shooting down one Zero fighter and two and one-half bombers
in three consecutive days.

anal attempt to enjoy the convenit orderi to take off.

Day's Work
[illegible] By OverwhelmingOds,
From Zeros To Jap Battleships

and every plane and pilot returned.
Lt. Chapman was in a flight of four
planes 16c, by Lt, Walter J. Shocker.
Chapma i,: who recently escaped injury in
a forced 'jVater landing, said "a Zero made
a long l"r>i' pround Schocker as we contacted t;> enemy while I was climbing
like a Sou-1 f-a-gun trying to catch up with
him. I g<i< on the Zero and caught him
in the topi >f the loop. I let go at him and
the last I' taw of him he was going down,
gas sprayjing out the sides and bursting
into
The plane was at long range
and I guess it was just a lucky shot that
I downed hin."
In «J& Mego, lst.Lt. Glenn Loeffel,
dive bomber pilot, said: "I know I dropped my bomb, that there was a big explosion and that I wanted to get back to
Henderson, Held," when asked to describe
his reaction after scoring a hit on a Jap
crui3er diirmg a night attack off Savo
Island near Guadalcanal early in October,
1942.
Lt, Lo< ffe> and his rear gunner, StfSgt.
Warren Van Kirk, took off from Henderson Field: at night and found the fastmovin,

Grurnman Wildcats on Henderson Field

Unarmed Photo Plane Ordered to Flee
Into Clouds When Enemy is Spotted
By

—

montihs in a photographic plane operated under the instructions
contrary to Marine traditions—of "when you see an enemy plane run

r;u!ser.

"I i,i>-€.;; my run and dropped my bomb,
a thousand-pounder, from 3500 feet," the
lieutenant (said. "The Japs never threw a
shot at usi. I heard only one explosion
that of ou|r bomb. It was then I was ready
to head Ibaek for Henderson Field," he

—

continued.!

The fallowing morning, the hit was
the Navy when the cruiser
was found) burning amidships and slowly
sinking but still afloat. They gave the Jap
Ship two iorpedoes hi her sides to finish
her off. j
The
record of Lt. Loeffel's
squadron ;is two transports sunk, two
cruisers siiuik, seven destroyers sunk and
three plania shot out of the skies.

confirmeii by

official

Seven Japs
Before the Japs finally turned tail,
Weddle may have knocked one of the
Zeros out of action early in the fight.
When Jhe plane landed here, it was
found rubber had been shot off the tail
wheel by ;a 20-mm, shell, and there were
large, jaggofi holes in many parte. One
fll had cut hydraulic and oil
;
lines.
But what hadn't been shot away had
been flovKn home. Seven, or perhaps
just six y&P planes hadn't been able to
daunt the Marine pilot or beat his plane.

SERGEANT THEODORE C. LINK

SOMEWHERE IN THE PACIFIC, May 15.—A Marine aviator who
braved the dangerous skies over the Solomon Islands daily for three

THREE FLYERS from the "Fighting 212 th" are now at El Toro
as members of a new fighter squadron. Seated is Ist Lt. Jack
Conger. In rear are Capts. George Bagtian and Loreti D. Everton.

Three Enemy Planes Blasted By Marine
Fighter In 90-Second Pacific Battle
GUADALCANAL, May 3 (Delayed)—Shooting down three Jap
Zeros in /lis first engagement with the enemy, all in less than 90
seconds, is the record set April I, by Ist Lt. William N. Snider.
Lt. Snider was in a flight of planes which intercepted and shot
down a total of 16 Jap Zeros seeking to attack the Russell Islands.
Explaining his part in the tray, he said: "I got up there and. saw
a Zero in a bank on the tail of a P-38. I just led him in a full deflection shot and he ran right through my fire.
"About 10 seconds later, I saw another Zero in the sarnie maneuver, going in another direction and started firing. A foot of flame
leaped from the side of his plane.
"I looked around and couldn't see any of my buddies, but a
Zero was coming at my tail from the sid*e. The Jap pilot tried to
pull up and over me, but gave him a full burst from all my guns
and he broke out in flames.

I

..

like hell for the clouds."
The aviator, Capt. Herman Hansen jr., was constantly a target for
enemy gunners as he skimmed
over the Jap-infested jungles taking aerial photographs, but it was
malaria and not Jap bullets which
brought him to the Naval hospital
here.
Capt. Hansen's sanctuary, which
many times saved him from being
shot down by heavily-armed Jap
planes, was the bank of cumulus
clouds which invariably hung over
the mountainous islands at an altitude between 1500 and 3500
feet.
Close friend and best man at the
wedding of Capt. Joseph J. Foss,
Marine ace, Capt. Hansen dryly
commented to this correspondent:
"I spent as much time hiding in
the clouds as Capt. Foss and his
bunch spent fighting."
Aerial photos were taken anywhere he noticed anything suspicious and for routine mapping,
Capt. Hansen said.
"The Japs would always shoot
at me from their lines, revealing
their positions with tracer bullets,
I would pretend I yas going away
and then whip back, get my pic-

All stories from battle fronts on these pages have been supplied by Marine combat correspondents
the men who fight in the battles, when necessary, and are always on the scenes of action with their
weapon, a pad and pencil. Stories on these two pages were written by Sgts. Gordon A. Growden,
Earle W. Johnson, Dick Gordon, Theodore C. Link and Leodel Coleman.

ture, and scram in a hurry," Capt.
Hansen declared.
On one occasion off Savo Island
in February, Captain Hansen flew
over a U. S. destroyer, waved at
some of the crew members on deck
who responded and turned away
to resume his mission. A few seconds later he looked and the sky
Japanese dive
was filled with
bombers.
"At the instant I saw them, they
saw me," he said. "They took me
for a fighter and I thought they
had an escort of Zeros with them.
Everybody ran in all directions,"
he said. "The dive bombers are
the most vulnerable of all planes
and they thought I was after them.
I was afraid of the Zero escort
which I learned later was in combat with our fighters miles above.
Although Capt. Hansen eluded
Jap planes on his regular missions,
he was shot down on Jan. 15, while
over the Japanese lines in the last
combined Marine and Army push
against the Japs. Capt. Hansen
crash-landed in the water half a
mile off the shore of Guadalcanal.
LOOK AT IT NOW
Starting with five officers and
30 enlistees, the Marine Air Corps
was inaugurated on the day the
United States entered World
War I.
15

FLYIN' FARMBOY

South Dakotan and his team gave Japs plenty
of "suicide" practice in air.

FOSS' JAP BAG
Oct. IS, 1 Zero; Oct. 14, 1 Zero; Oct. 18, 2 Zeros, 1 bomber; Oct. 20,
2 Zeros; Oct. 2X, 4 Zeros; Oct. 2ft, 5 Zeros; Nov. 7, 3 Zeros; Nov. IS, 2
torpedo bombers, 1 Zero; Nov. 15, 1 Zero; Jan. 15, 3 Zeros.
Destiny plucked him from a
South Dakota farm and placed
him in the cockpit of a Grurnman
Wildcat.
Capt. Joe Foss answered destiny
by blasting 20 Jap planes out of
the air in the Solomons to win
glory and the Congressional Medal
of Honor.

Combat aviation, he confides, is
a game with one differ-

Just like

ence.

"You're more interested in the
You want to win for
sure."
But if there's one thing of which

outcome.

.

he's proud it's the group of men
with whom he flew and fought.
"Without a good team
well,

.

one good man by himself won't last
long. My outfit worked as a team,
not as individuals. The recipe for
success in combat of any kind is
to be with a good team."
That his squadron was a good
team is evidenced by the record
more than 135 enemy planes downed
with a loss of only Id of its own
pilots. Foss' flight got 72 of the
enemy. The squadron, led by Maj.
Leonard Davis, reached Guadalcanal last 6 Oct., just when aerial
reinforcements were vitally needed.

—

Flyer Best Remembers 60
Seconds of Luck. Thrill
rine pilot. "It was flying low on
Wallace R. Mclain
KEARNEY MESA.— the water and Bate and I maneuv"Every flight has its exciting mo- ered for position. Suddenly, the
moments,' 1 said IstSgt. Thomas W. Japs met our challenge. They
Furlow, "but for 60 seconds of luck wheeled around and headed diand thrills, TH take the skirmish rectly into me and we both came
that IstLt. Oscar Bate and I had
in firing.
with a Jap observation plane."
"I banked sharply to keep from
The flier was recounting advencrashing their ship. As it was, our
tures in the skies over the Solo- wings passed directly over each
mons and some of the experiences
other. We passed so close I could
which brought him the DFC.
Japs' eyes
they were as
ASTRIDE the cowl of his Grumman Wildcat on Henderson Field, Guadalcanal, is Capt. Joe Foss, Marina
"We engaged this two-seater Jap see the
big as saucers! I guess I was ace.
are members of his squadron the boys who knocked 73 Nip planes out of the skies
observation plane just north of scared, too, because it was a close duringWith him
bitter fighting of the first Guadalcanal attack to win aviation immortality.
Guadalcanal," continued the Macall.
By Sgt.

MCAB,

—

Squadron Blasted
94 Enemy Planes
By Sgt. Gordon D. Marston
MCAS, EL TOKO.—Tf the aviation unit here follows the example
set by Capt- Ixiren D. Kverton,
some brilliant new chapters arc
due to be written into Marine aviation history of World War 11.
Capt. Kverton saw service with a

"Rate and I had both registered
hits and the plane caught fire and
nosed into the sea. Afterwards, we
matched for the credit and I lost.
Rut I still think it was my lucky
day."

He recalled the following narrow
escape he and Capt. Joseph J. Foss,
leading Marine ace, had:
"We were escorting a group of
our dive bombers in a mission
against a Jap task force about 160
miles off Guadalcanal. A flight of
fighting squadron which officially Zeros showed up and Capt. Foss
knocked 94 Jap planes out of the and I singled out one and jumped
skies and helped to send two de- him.
stroyers to the bottom, against a
"We were right on his tail when
loss of four Marine pilots.
j Capt. Foss let him have it. About
Before he got a hurst of shrapnel the second burst, the Jap plane litin his side last October, Capt. ! erally blew up.
Kverton wrote the final chapter on
"It disintegrated in mid-air and
10 Japanese aircraft. When he pieces scattered like a smashed
finally went, down himself, the cap- clay pigeon. Lucky for us, we both
tain cheated the enemy with an old peeled off. Capt. Foss narrowly
but timely aerial coup dc grace. He missed the falling tail section and
put his damaged plane into a 5000-! I just missed the Zero's motor by
foot spin and pulled out only after inches."
a Jap pilot thought the job was
done and had flown off.
That was a day when the squadron more than proved its mettle in
one of the most one sided dog [
fights of all time. Four Marine
Jap
planes rose to take on 39
By Sgt. Leodel Coleman
planes. 18 of them bombers, the

—

Edward L. White Jr.
IN THE SOUTH
PACIFIC (Delayedl—"When you've
scored a hit on a Jap plane and it
starts falling, it's had business to
follow along," advised IstLt. Roger
Haberman.
"Usually the gunners stay
aboard," he added, "and are killed
when the ship crashes. But on the
way down, if you get close, they
may nail you. I found that out."
By Sgt.

SOMEWHERE

'

"When I could see again, the
bomber was heading down into a
cloud bank. Keeping on the Jap's
flight path as closely as possible,
I followed him in. But on coming
out tho other side, I found I had
overshot him, and one of the gunners got me. I picked up a bullet
through the right knee.
"I got mad and began blasting at
the bomber again. Then my guns

I Rear Gunner Shot
Down Two Zeros

MCAB, KEARNEY MESA.—
martial

Against a background of

music and khaki-clad Marines, Che)
Service Group is scheduled Monday
to turn out for its first full regimental review and inspection.
All regulating units, including
the Supply five and Headquarters
squadrons, will participate. Routine
drills and military procedure will
be set to tho strict tempos of the
30th Provisional Rand, which recently joined this group.
Col. Stanley Ridderhof, commanding, will review the troops, with Lt.
Col. Francis Pierce acting as regimental commander and IstLt.

jammed.
"Wo were down from 24,000 to
3000. I wheeled away and watched
the Jap Crash in the ocean, then
returned to the fighter strip. I was
evacuated next day to a nearby
Bernard liowold, adjutant.
hospital base."

Lt. Haberman is an original
member of Capt. Joseph J. Foss'
flight of Marine fighter pilots
which downed 72 Jap planes in nine
! weeks.
"It was last Nov. II over Guadalcanal," he recalled. "Twenty-seven
Jap bombers, in two V-formations
with one lone bomber between and
beneath them, came over Cape Esperance at 24,000 feet. I peeled out
of formation and took after the
lower one, winging its left engine.
Gas started leaking and I should
have been satisfied and let her go.
rest Zeros.
"Instead, I closed in and got the
Two Japanese Zero fighter planes
Capt. Evert on and his pals tore
tail gunner. Then I drew across
guns
22-yearof
j
flaming
fell
to
the
into the pack and started firing old Marine air gunner Sgt. Lewis
shot out the right motor. But
away. At first, the captain saw rhillips Macis in the three months in doing so, I must have hit their
only 18 bombers and six Zeros, but
oil-lines. Oil spurted back over my
he lie spent with a dive bomber squadas he climbed up past them,
windshield, blinding me.
ron
at
Guadalcanal.
saw directly ahead 15 additional
Sgt, Macis, currently on duty
Zeros.
near San Diego, says his first
knew
help
but
I
for
"I radioed
victory was like a dream.
we were shorthanded and too busy aerial
believe it," he said.
"I
capthe
couldn't
in,"
so
sailed
it,
I
to get
MCAB, KEARNEY MESA.—
"It was like a dream. I was rear
said.
tain
gunner for Lt. Donald B. McAf- "We'd be in our foxholes maybe
that
posted
score
was
the
When
for hours, maybe for days at a
ferty in a dive bomber. One monight, 7 Zeros and 3 bombers stood
every ment we were flying along quietly time. Some of our boys got what
enemy
while
for
the
as losses
next we were In the mid- we call 'foxhole happy.' You
one of the four Marine pilots re- and the
of a dog fight.
couldn't blame them because falldle
turned, safe.
helpfray must have lasted for ing bombs are fearful. It's a
"The
Bny More Bona*
feeling, just sitting there."
about five minutes, which is a long less
Speaking was PFC. John J.
time as air battles go. But when
Marine Airliners
all Lardner. For two and a half
you
you,
lose
helped
get
Zeros
after
airliners
Converted DC-3
by track of time. Finally, one of my months he took the hell of Guadalsave the day at Guadalcanal
Jap and he canal to keep 'em flying. An orrushing supplies to the fighting twin-thirties caught a
dnance man, he had the job of
goose."
was
a
cooked
transportaMarines when surface
origofficially loading the guns of the Marine
the
was
Only
one
of
His
Zero
second
tion failed.
of the big scored in the early part of last fighter planes.
inal 12 Marine pilots
arc
still
others
"Sometimes we hardly had time
September on a reconnaissance hop
■hips was lost. The
air over Rakata Bay, a Jap seaplane to clean those guns," he said. "We
on the job. More than 1,800,000
hardly knew when lo tear them
miles lias been flown to link Pa- base near St. Is«bel Island.
lines.
because we didn't know when
cific key bases with the front
"We ran into this baby by acci- down,
dent," Macis recalled, "and I guess the Japs would be back."
'Writ* Boms
my training took hold of me for I
Lardner was attached to an air
Power An Officer
began firing without thinking. The squadron commanded by Capt. Joe
Placing
17th
QUANTICO, Va.—
Japs were Foss, America's premier ace- He
Power, next thing I knew the
in a class of 234, Tyrone
Zero."
has spent most of his time since
minus
another
|
as
former film star, was graduated
by
joining the Marine Corps in the
confirmed
were
victories
Both
OCS here

-
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Barrage Balloons
Keep Enemy High

Men From Skies Worlds Deadliest
students arc assigned to combat and is senior life guard and swimparachute organizations and are ming instructor.
then authorized to wear the paraRigger maintenance men, whose
chute badge—testimony that the responsibility it is to teach packman has fulfilled the qualifications ing and repair and who determine
and training of the "raiders of the when a parachute is no longer
By Pvt. Richard Looman
sky."
safe for use and must be surveyed,
The toughest fighters in the
More tlian 10 per cent of Col. were lauded by Maj. Pollock for
world
.the kind that fall out of
the skies and spread destruction
behind enemy lines while other
men make a frontal attack—are.
being turned out at Camp Gillespie, San Diego, the Marino Parachute Training School.

Camp Gillespie
Busy Turning Out
Tough Paratroops

—

American Paratroopers

were for

all time immortalized when Marines went on tho offensive laat
their surprise attack on
the Solomon Island group. The
men now being trained at the
school—where everything is, done
"on the double" and physical fitness is a prime requisite for success—will have their chance for a
showdown with the Japanese and
due to their training here will turn
in performances to equal those of

7 Aug. in

-

Marine operated barrage balgett, loft officer. He is in charge loons now are rising protectively
of an elaborate loft fully equipped over units of the FMF.
from cleaning and packing tables
Where, is information .the enemy
to glass topped inspection desks
have to collect the hard way,
will
and sewing machines.
Students are taught to make but it is NO secret that the men
minor repairs in their 'chutes un- operating these highly temperader supervision. Major repairs are mental sky cows probably were
trained at Parris Island, S. C,
In establishing the base at Parris Island, the Marines were profiting by the experiences of the
British during the terrible postDunkirk blitz. The British learned
that barrage balloons kept dive
bombers high, thereby disturbing
their aim, and that they made

ground strafing by low flying enemy planes a highly hazardous and
unprofitable affair.
These hydrogen or helium filled
balloons flying between 6,000 to
10,000 feet, over a base make an

almost perfect partner for antiaircraft batteries. By keeping the
planPM up, the balloons force them
into the most effective ranges of
the battene. 1
Handling barrage balloons i3
like nursing a sick old cow. The

their predecessors.
Under .the careful guidance of
Lt. Col. Charles X, .S'hepard jr.,
and lis staff of officers and enlisted instructors, many of whom have
returned from the war zones, vol-!

-.

men have to eat and sleep within
distance of the balloons, which are bedded down in
natural or artificial clearings in
the wooda. They have to cater to
whims as variable as the weather.

Untccrs for Paratrooper duty are
given three weeks of ground training, then taken to the jumping
towers and finally for graduation

rock-throwing

!

leap.

MEN TOUGHENED

j

The ground training is first do- i
voted to physical conditioning, all
important because, "to jump, a.
trooper must bn in excellent condition," according to Maj. Daniel C.
Pollock, training officer.
While students are being conditioned, through a progressive
course, they also devote much of

their time to the fundamentals of
tumbling, packing and care of their
parachutes.
Many men enter the Pamehute
Bn, immediately after completing
recruit training and thus are in
good physical shape when they
start the course.
i
It is in the courses of packing
and caring for parachutes that
"the men behind the scenes" at
the school—.the rigger maintenance
Ready to swing into, action against the enemy the moment they hit the earth, these raiders from the
men prove tho value of their
skies drift swiftly downward. Inset, Col, Charles E. Shepard Jr., commanding officer, Camp Gillespie.
work since the duly to which a.
parachute is put will not permit 1i Shepard's staff has had combat ex- their work.
made by other Marine Corps units.
the slightest lack of care or
He pointed out that if a man is
Maj. Pollock said applicants for
perience while a total of 00 men
tention to detail.
! recently returned from the South 'adapted to that work, he is given training must be unmarried, beOnce through the first three
an opportunity to attend a Marine tween the ages of 18 and 32 years,
Pacific are now stationed at the
School in Lakehurst, N. J., where have completed recruit training,
weeks, students, who long have
been eyeing the 250-foot jumping school.
after IB weeks of training he is be of athletic type, well proporCa,j>t. .Tames 11. Meyers, jr., rec- assigned to duty with a regiment tioned, weighing between 135 and
towers, are given the first "feel"
of the jump. They ride to the lop reation officer, sa.w action on Gn- of Paratroopers,
190 pounds. They must be between
Though their jobs have hundreds 66 and 73 inches in height,
of the "controlled tower"—one
have
vulu, Tanambogo and Florida I
which allows the man to come only
of details the rigger men are con- normal blood pressure, no organic
MarGun.
Islands
the
Solomons;
in
straight down and with their parcerned primarily with inspection, heart disea.se anil have no medical
achutes in full blossom are re- Lemoin Cox, who was wounded in repair, instruction and experiment. history indicating congenital or acleased. Towers used in this type action in the Solomons, is now asSince each man must pack and quired weakness of either bones,
of training are the same a.s the sistant training officer; IstLt, P. "jump" his own parachute, the rig- joints or muscles.
'chute jump at the New York W. Pottgelher, who was aboard a gers teach them first the care and
World Fair.
ship in Pearl Harbor on December, packing of their equipment. Each
1941,,-is the school adjutant; and parachute that is packed preparaJUMP FROM TOWER
Sgt. Anthony J. Miksic, cited for tory to a jump must be inspected
The next step in making a Paratrooper from a recruit is the "fly- bravery on Guadalcanal in wiping and approved by a rigger.
Such work at the school is under
away tower," from which students out a Jap machine gun nest, has
now recovered from his wounds the direction of Maj. v. C. Clagare released to float to earth.
Sunday,
After thorough grounding in the
art of leaping from a,n airplane,

inat-'

Tile balloon itself ta 900 pounds
of rubber impregnated cloth of one
or two ply capable of holding 25,-000 cubic feet of gas and costing
some $7,000. Inside the bag" are
elastic,
cords which
hold the bag in shape at any pressure. Attached to the stern arc
four stabilizers, three filled with
hydrogen or helium, and the other,
the bottom one, with air. The technical name of the bag is: four lobe,
dilatable, low altitude barrage balloon.

Flyer Hits Target
GUADALCANAL, May 5 (DeA Jap bullet skittered
around the cockpit of his divebomber, finally came to rest only
inches from the back of his head,
but Ist Lt. Aubrey Morse, Marine
flier, was not deterred in planting
a 1000-pound bomb plumb on a Jap
power plant.
layed).

—

Tile pilot had his narrow escape
in the 1!> Apr, bombing of Vila
airfield.
Anti-aircraft shells burst all
around his plane as he went Into
the dive over the target. As he
released the bomb, a bullet tore
through the left wheel of the plane,
passed through the left wing and
fuselage, then ricocheted around
the cockpit.

FATHER'S DAY
June 20th

Wherever lie Is—
Whatever He Does—

istudents

"hit the silk" in their
first plunge toward earth from the
clouds. They learn jumping technique in wooden airplane bodies
constructed off the ground.

Recently provided facilities at
school now make possible
training in the art of slipping from
a 'chute harness seconds before
making a landing in water -all-important in 20th Century w-arfarc.
A hew training pool, used for

DAD'S YOUR HERO!
Mail Early to Assure Delivery to Out-of-town
Addresses!

the

recreation when not for instruction, has just been completed. Every man learns to be a qualified
swimmer. At the pool, students
simulate dropping into the water
and escaping from their harnesses.
Upon completion of the course.

You can save yourself many an uneasy moment if you convert your travel
money to safe American Express Travelers Cheques before you leave.
They are spendable like cash everywhere. But if lost or stolen uncouniersigned, they arc refunded to you promptly. No identification required
except your signature.

Issued in denominations of $10, $20, $50 and $100. Cost 15i for each
$100. Minimum cost 40{ for $10 to $50. torsale at Banks, Railway Express
offices, at principal railroad ticket offices and at many camps and bases.
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TO KUHK PRODUGION FIGHTERS
OUR ARMY NAVY "E" AWARD MEANS

"EVEIIYTHING!"
EVERYBODY going all-out

of every day—

every hour

to make every minute count

toward a quicker victory!
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SCHOOLS

GUNNERY SCHOOL GIVES LOWDOWN

ON BLASTING JAPS FROM SKIES
By

SGT.

MCAS,

the air gunner undergoes. But few

JACK PEPPER

ML CENTRO.

—

Guys

quit.

Most of the recruits who arrive
here have never fired anything
Those are the men who gradu- bigger than a .22 rifle before enate from thi3 Marine gunnery tering the Corps. Some 90 per
school.
cent have never been in an air"It's tough and we know it," plane. But the qualifications are
says Captain Jack Julian, com- not beyond reason. Men must be
mander, "A free gunner's job is less than five feet 10 inches tall
at the Naval Air Technical Training
The following artirle describing- schools for Iledslins Marines Murine
one of the must important of any and weigh not more than 160
Corps
Gazette
permission
o£
The
is
reprinted
by
*'la.,
Center at Jacksonville,
in the crew of an airplane. An en- pounds, have no defects of hearFrom An Article By CAPTAIN THOMAS HOLCOMB 11, USMC.
tire bombing mission of not only ing, be physically fit and have
Those with wings don't neecs-, ence with an operating squadron to apart to discover structural de-1 one but many planes can fail due a normal voice with clear diction.
fects.
season him.
sarily fly.
to inability of a gunner to deliver Their training begins with radio
well
the
Marine
who
so,
he'll
code
And
comemerge
men
who
from
the
learn
accurate fire. He must see that the code, aircraft recognition and
However,
The
Maine Aviation Detachment as enough to communicate rapidly plete any one of these schools has plane arrives amT returns safely small arm instruction.
During the second week they
mates, and intelligibly. He learns air- obtained an education that neither to and from its destination."
ordnancemen, machinist
metalsmiths or radio students have craft communication procedure of time nor funds would enable many I Basic traimng is a picnic com- have further radio instruction,
of them to acquire in civilian life, pared to the tough schedule which shotgun practice, gun sighting and
earned their wings just as de- all types.
He, too, becomes familiar with Jand they are provided with avalwarship identification.
servedly as any pilot.
The third week gives them .30
Shortly after the United States
Browning automatic machine gun
entered World War 11, the Marine
and shotgun practice, simulating
Aviation Detachment (MAD) was
rapid firing with an automatic
formed. It's expansion was rapid
machine, blinker code and radio
through the use of Navy facilities
materiel.
and tho addition of Marine inThe fourth week covers further
structors to the staffs of these
instruction in radio procedure, sigvarious service schools of the
nal instruction, and BAR gunnery.
Navy.
who
learn
on
The sixth and seventh weeks
aviation
Marines
give daily practice in planes firing
the ground for the ground work,
live ammunition at aerial targets.
receive their instruction under
The gunner learns that he J«
Navy tutelage -at Jacksonville,
used defensively.
Fla., one of the many training
"They must never forget this,"
schools operated for various cateexplains Capt. Julian, "The pilot
gories of aviation technical trainmust take the plane to its destinaing.
tion and deliver the bombs. He
School does not always mean a:
depends in a great measure on his
classroom and textbooks. On the
gunner to keep off the enemy. And
contrary—he must be a Marine
that takes guys with just plain
and
a
first
then specialist.
guts."
So there are drill3 and physical
This station was established
conditioning and the other trainearly this year, having formerly
ing that makes the Leatherneck a
been located at the Naval Air Stafirst c)a.ss fighting man.
tion, North Island.
Aside from bis fundamental inThe first class was graduated la
struction, if he has chosen ordApril, 19+3nance school, here's what he must
In the classrooms and field are
learn:
enlisted instructors and five of41
readtools,
The use of hand
the
ficers who teach by day and study
ing of blueprints, application of
new tactics and methods by night.
mathematics and the fundamentals
Many of them are graduates of
electricity.
He
learns
be
self
of
lo
the original North Island school.
reliant in making a wrench from
Their Instructors constantly rea scrap of steel, or to draw the
mind them that their task invited
complete diagram of the wiring
death the second they relax while
of a Grurnman'.? switchboard.
in their plane over enemy terrifundamentals,
he !
Upon digesting
tory. Synonomous, 3ay the inreally goes to work. He learns the I
structors, arc "dumbness and
why of a ,30 or .DO caliber aircraftI
death."
machine gun, and he can spout the
The recruit in this school really
name of their parts like the alpha- j
pays attention to business as there
bet. He knows how to align their I
are no post graduates in the war
sights or synchronize them with
If the man who mans the
zone.
the propellor.
MARINES work on the motor of a primary trainer as pari of their training course at the Aviagun
of
an aircraft doesn't know
look
at
a
rack
He learns to
bomb
tion Machinist Mate's School at the Naval Air Technical Training Center, Norman, Okla.
his business when he goes to work
without wondering about its type,!
on the enemy, it's just too bad,
or what hoist to use in emplacing ji blinker, sttmapiiore and signal flag uable trade that may pay even
higher dividends in later life.
Navy in current operations because say the instructors.
a bomb or how to arm it so .the communication.
The men who graduate from thia
In the study of radio theory, the
deadly missile is sped accurately
a considerable extent of the water
school with a pair of wings ramstudent learns the fundamentals of
toward its target.
area in San Francisco's Lower Bay
pant on a machine gun as the gunAnd finally he learns to fire the■; electricity ami radio itself. He beis too shallow to permit the operat
ners' insignia for their sleeve, are
practices
guns
and
tcrminmachine
■ comes familiar with the
ation of naval vessel3. This condi- proud of that simple reward and
trap shooting so that he'll become ology and theory of operation of
tion has
it necessary to make secure in the knowledge .that they
proficient in leading and .timing each type of equipment on which
WASHINGTON.—The Navy ex- use, to made
the
extent, of all have the "guts" to be an aerial
when firing at a flying target.
fullest
to
use.
Here
he may be called upon
pects to retain Treasure Island, deep-water areas in the Bay.
gunner.
again, an understanding of what
MKTALSMIJ.H SCHOOL
in San Francisco Bay Harbor, as a
Now for the mctalsiniths. After each piece of equipment will do,
unij. of the Pacific Coast fleet
basic instruction in the funda- and how to make it perform under key
mentals and theory of their trade combat conditions will be of in- base which i3 planned for the San
they go into the more skillful I estimable value. In this phase of Francisco area.
highmethods of applying their knowl- 1 the course many men become
At the same time, the Navy is
SPECIAL, I'lltCKS AT NKWIWAIM'S
■ly interested in radio as a tcchniedge.
urging the full development of
every
for
member of the family. Lockets, Bracelets, Birthfor
Gifts
They learn aerodynamics, metal- cal field, and study and plan
stonen. Itinera, Dresner Seta, et4i,
Field, San Francisco's mulurgy, related welding, mechani- an opportunity to enter one of the Mills
cal drawing and are brushed up in Marine Corps' radio material nicipal airport, to provide an adean oat- |H
their mathematics. They receive schools.
quate base for the operation of
taaainirW.aß
■
After months of intensive school- military aircraft in time of war as
introduction in Morse code, blinker
■** V
B
ing, the radio gunner has comWadding- Binsand semaphore"communication.
-■
well as a great commercial air-f
Hord on the textbook phase pleted his basic training. He is an field for the city.
man
and
communications
comes simple jobs, such as weld- efficient
Treasure Island is at present
ing two pieces of steel or cutting dead-eye with a machine gun.
used by the Navy as a Jtectiving
a square patch of aluminum. Even- MACHINISTS MATES
and Training Center for personnel,
tually these little tasks become
As in other courses, the recruit
more complicated as the student's has two weeks of basic instruction and as a maintenance and repair
SPECIAL —FKI). TAX INCLTJDKD
base for escort vessels and patrol
skill improves.
concerned principally with the reA complete stock of Fine Ladion' and Men's Omen, Bulova, 3ind
nas proved ideal for these
In culmination, his course takes pair of .30 caliber machine guns. craft. It
other nationally advertised watches at lowest fair trade prices.
area
providing
sufficient
purposes,
on
planes under He has class work in mechanical
him into work
for the housing of a large number
BAVB AT
actual oudoor conditions, so that drawing, hand tools, signal instrucof personnel and a sheltered water
he is not only an expert fighter tion and simple mathematics.
of adequate depth for the
but an expert technician.
He is given a general course of area
berthing of naval vessels.
study in the structural phase of
AVIAION RADIOMEN
HHH VVeit Kmadway at India St.
The availability of the deepDirectly Opposite New Tower Tnaater
Actually, the radioman is one aircraft, thorough grounding in
lagoon
at
Treasure
Island
and
instruwater
Jewftlsry Keauouaxtera for Servloa Kan
who doesn't complete his educa- brakes, hydraulics
'i here.
It takes actual experi- ments, and how to take an aircraft has been of particular value to the

Marine Must Spend Many Hours
in Class and at Work Bench
Before Wings are Full Grown
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Schooling Keeps 'Em Fightin', Flyin'
Pilots Rely Heavily

Marines Study Radio

On Dope Provided
By 'Wind Guessers'

Operation Deep In
The Heart of Texas

LAKI-JHLTKST, N. J.—Their buddies call
them "wind gucsscrs." Their real name
is "aerographers." They are the men who
make the weather observations upon which
arc based the forecasts used by our pilots
of the Marine Corps. Theirs is an important job and involves three months of
highly intensive training to become qualified for it. This training is received at
the Aerographers' School Training Unit,
N. J.
NAS,
Until December, J 941!, the school was
located on the station. Hut with increased
enrollment and demands for more qualified
weather observers in both the Naval and
Marine Air Corps, the lack of space and
facilities on the station .necessitated moving
the school to the locale of a near-by former prep school better known to the natives as Newman School. Here, in the setting of Jersey pine trees, men are taught
how to take balloon soundings, take cloud
observations, read barometers, encode and
decode weather information, as weU as
enter, plot, draw and analyze weather maps.
They t;ain a fundamental knowledge of
meteorology and experience in weather
forecasting. Upon graduation from the 12
weeks course the.se Marines are promoted
one rank and are presented with a diploma
certifying that they arc qualified to servo
in the capacity of an aerogiapher. tioo.l
they are serving in that capacity either with
a Maririe squadron or in an aerology office
of some, air station.

MARINE AVIATION DETACHMENT,
NTS, College Station, TeNas—A total of
800 enlisted men of the U. S. Marine Corps
is now one of the principal attractions of
Texas A. & M. College as they inarch across j
the campus daily to attend classes in radio
operation conducted by the Marine Avia- j
tion Ilftachinent., Naval Training School !
here.
MarGun. J. W. IVden, commanding officer of the Detachment, announces that
one new class starts at the school each
month and one is graduated. The radio
course, which includes mastering the International Code, Naval Procedure, Hadio
Theory and Tactical, is completed by students over a period of 16 weeks.
Students arc all sent here from two main
centers MCAI), Kearney Me.-a, San Diego,
and Cherry l'oint, N. C. Immediately after
being selected to attend the school and
arriving at College Station, the new students start their training in classes from
0800 until 1700 daily.
The course is approximately 10 weeks
long and is divided into four specific
classifications. The first four weeks are
devoted primarily lo mastering the International Code, in itself a difficult task.
The second four weeks the student masters
Naval procedure, code sending by hand
key, code copy by hand and typing. At the
end of this period he will find himself
capable of taking code over the receiver
much faster than lie ever thought he could.
The re'iilt is that, after eight weeks, the
student, has a well-rounded knowledge of
radio operation (and incidentally has become acquainted with Texas and its

I

EVERY MINUTE COUNTS
While in school the men find themselves
constantly busy. Their daily schedule accounts for nearly every minute of their
'time from OS3O to 208(1, six days of each
week. Actual claas time amounts to more
than eight hours per day and additional
;tudy outside-of class is necessary in order
for the a\cragc student to keep up with
his work. For those students who find
themselves deficient, in one or more of their
subjects, an hour and a half of required'
study is the procedure every evening after
chow. Organized recreation, calisthenics,
and military drill are part of the regular
program.
Still, with this heavy program the men
find time to take advantage of some very
excellent athletic facilities, including a

people).

THEORY AND PRACTICE
Starling ihe third four-week period, he
takes up Radio Theory, plus the applies-1
ton of all he lias learned in the first eight!
•weeks, grouped under the heading, Tac-■
tieal.
During the final four weeks, the student spends most of his lime in the "Eox
room," getting a taste of what actual radio
operation in the field is alike. The "Fox
room" is one set aside for the reception
of outside sending. lt i* here that the j
man learned to develop speed in code and !
test their qualification for radio.
Following graduation, which is marked
by a dance in the students' honor, some of
the trainees enter gunnery, flight training
or other more advanced training schools
and some receive appointment:- to Officers!
Candidate School.
MarGun. I'eden said the administrative |
force, responsible for handling the necos-;
sary paper work behind each student, is |
now composed of 12 enlisted men. An additional 1R men, all former students of the j
school, have been retained as class room
j
instructor:-.

swimming pool, a well-equipped gymnasium,
a baseball diamond and eight tennis courts.
The recent installment of a motion picture
projector makes it possible for the school'to
have its own movies.
An element of co-education is soon to be

introduced with the arrival of Marine
women anxious to find u place for themselves in I lie Marine Corps. Their curriculum will be the. same as that of the
men. L'pon graduating, they will receive
identical ratings. 11l keeping with tho
women's pari of the military service, they
will make available for active duty men
now working in the aerology offices of the
Marine Air Stations.
Aerographers' School Training Unit Ts
rapidly establishing a fine tradition in its
successful output of qualified aerographers.
It is doing a big job and a good one.
J. S.

I

Control Towers Vital
In Handling Traffic

,

FOitT WORTH, Tex.--Through arrangewith the Civil Aeronautics Admin- i
islration a limited number of Naval personnel and Marines are instructed here
in the Control Tower Operators School.
A clans of 00 of these men, barracked ■
and fed in the Wostbrook hotel, is now
in attendance. For the first .two or three |
weeks, the course consists largely of leetures. Tliercaftcr, much of the work is
in laboratories which are constructed and
handled a.3 if they were control towers,
Maps and charts arc spread out in front
of the men, and .they are provided telephones just as if they were carrying on

ments

..

Marines Trained As
Air Traffic Cops

'

(Continued from first column)
that they jncrea.se their efforts.
Marines get training not only in operating territory within a three-mile radius,
but also in operating air traffic centers,
which cover a largo area.
At the end of the course, men 21 years

;

i

!;

:

radio communication with aircraft. Every
effort is made to simulate actual tower,

Operation.

|

Lectures arc informal and there are many

discussion periods,
j
During the six weeks' course, written
tests are given as often as the instructors j
deem it advisable. At the halfway mark,
Students arc carefully rated. Those placed !
on probation are carefully watched to see ;
(Continued in last column)

!
!

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC MISSION (top) requires plenty of teamwork from
both pilot and photographer. Both are students in the Photography School, NAS,
Pensacola, Fla. Second picture shows Marine aviation machinists replacing a
cylinder on radial-type motor at NATTC, Navy Pier, Chicago. Third from top,
shows a class of Marines delving into the intricacies of the I'hompson submachine
gun in a class at the NATTC Ordnance School, Norman, Okla, Schooling continues
(bottom) no matter where Marines are assigned. Capt. Daniel Topping, owner of
the Brooklyn Dodgers pro football team, instructs Marines at MCAB, El Toro.

of age and over are given a
certificate by
the CA.-V if they have successfully done
tho work.
The relative number of Marines and Naval personnel in a class varies. In Uie last
class there were 10 Navy men and 50 Marines. The current class includes 25 Marines and 34 Navy men.
This school is a NATTC school under the
jurisdiction of Adm. A. C. Head,
Chief of
Naval Air Technical Training at Chicago,

Saturday Morning,
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Grease and Glamour

In this connection, it should be*
noted that Marines have made ail
enviable reputation for themselves
for their accomplishments
practical
study
for
and
disposal
large perwork and the men learn how to in nil three schools, a
graduating well
keep bomber and fiyhter motors centage of lliem
running smoothly by actual work in the upper bracket in each mixed
on the real thing. Metalsmiths class of sailors and marines. For
work on the same planes to learn example, in a recent large class
by experience iiow to make both of marines and sailors graduating
emergency and major repairs, from the Machinist Mate's school,
and the ordnance trainees like- marines placed one, three, four
wise use the newest weapons in and five, and there were 21 malearning how to operate, adjust, rines in t':e upper 8.1 men gradrepair ami maintain the guns, ■ uating. Nor was that an isolated
cannon, bombs( lorprdoi s, pyro- instance, Marines in other classes
technic and smoke screen equip- having distinguished themselves

Maybe They Don't Mix, But Where
Would Pilot Be Without Ground Crews?

NATTC, NORMAN, Okla.—The

glory goes to the guys that fly
'em, but where would tSiey be it
it weren't for us?
That's what the men of the
Marine Aviation Detachment, attending school here, say about
their jobs. They Know that grease
and glamour don't mix, but they
the men attending the Machin-

-

Metalsmith and Ordnance
schools here—know that the fliers

ist,

wouldn't have a cnance if it
weren't for the men who keep the
motors in trim, the plane structurally in repair, the guns and bomb
mechanism in smooth working
ordi|
Aim here at the NATTC's three

PROBING mysteries of the weather are these Marine students
of the upper air at the Aerology School, NAS, Lakehurst, N. J.

ment with which the Marine bat-:
tie
are armed.
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
In all throe schools, classroom
work, while suffitient to give the!
big schools they learn to do those men the background n)ul theory|
jobs—ami do them well.
■ they need for Vnvir jobs, is kept i
INTENSIVE COURSE
at a minimum and the omplmsis ■
Especially
selected for Wits
is placed on "learning throughI
training,' on the basis of intellidoing' in tin- shops and lumgars. I
aptitude,
of
the
most
gence and
Once through their training!
trainees arrive here fresh out of here, most, of tne graduates are
"boot camp," most of them with sent to large AlMiinc Avn. bases
very little or no experience at the and are there assigned to
opcrat-j
job for which they wore selected. ing
units. Many sou action within
maTwenty-one weeks later in the
a few short weeks after graduachinist and nietalHiiiilh schools, tion. Others, however, are given
or in 14 weeks in the case of the
the opportunity for further trainordiiunccmcn, t'ney emerge, pering. Ordnance students may, if
not
as
trained
technicians,
haps
they are physically and otherwise
but as efficient helpers, ready to
qualified, be sent, lo gunnery
take their places ill the ground
school for tunning as aerial gun
that keep Marino war- nets: v, lew
trews
high-ranking men
planes in lighting trim.
may be selected for flight train.
Uecausc the time is short and | ing or college, a:»l still others,
the need for trained men great, if they meet flu; strict
standards,
the courses are necessarily inten- may remain
for a period of
here
sive, but at the same lime they time as instructors in one of the
are thorough and complete as cx- three

'

! pert

Marine Shutterbugs Play
Important Role In Air

'

instructors, advanced teachUie best in
tools and materials can make

ing

techniques a,ntl

them.
In the Machinist Mates school,
for instance, the latest-type airplanes arc placed at the students'

NAS, PEN3ACOLA, Fla.—l lighly important in Marine Corps
avialion is Ihe part of the Marine photographers, who are qualified
to perform every conceivable type of photographic asi'gnmen!
slill, motion or aerial—upon their graduation trorn Naval Training

Marines Trained

— At Two Schools

School (Photography) at the NAK
volving use of more complicated
here.
The Marine "shuttcrbuge," who equipment, is given.
The third phase is exclusively
are trained .for their highly spephotography. All students
aerial
cialized duties with the Navy's
are flown over specified subjects
photographers, are playing a big
and areas for oblique and vertical
part in the activities of the variphoto and mapping assignments
ous squadrons and wings of the
during this phase of instruction.
Fleet Marine Force. Their
In the fourth and final phase,
of possible assignments covers
the students devote their entire
such a wide variety of phases of
picture photogphotography as reconnaisancc, time to motion
raphy, from "shooting" through
mapping enemy objectives, battle
developing, printing, cutting, tiaction, damage to enemy objectling and editing to the projection
tives, record photos of damage to of the finished product.
our own installations and equipSliE I'AOK 23 I'OK
ment, public relations photographs,
MORE ABOUT SCHOOLS
copies of maps and documents and
many others 100 numerous to menOutstanding students in particularly specialized phases of photion.
Many of the photographs seen tography upon graduation are eliby the general public in newspa- gible to advanced training in such
pers and scenes in movie newsreels schools as Armed Services School
have been "shot" by Marine pho- of Life Magazine, Fairehild Camtographers and released to news era Repair School, Fox Movietone
picture and
movie syndicates Newsreel School and Vcctograph
through public relations offices in School of the Folaroid Corporation.
Washington.

FOUR-PHASE COURSE
The course of instruction in the
Navy photo school at Pcnsacola,
where enlisted men and officers
of both the Marine Corps and
the Navy study and work side byside, is set up in four phases. The
first phase, termed the basic
phase, includes instruction of the
most elementary nature in photo
chemistry, optics, sensitized materials, composition and practical assignments involving the use of the
more simplified types of cameras.
In the second phase, a more comprehensive study of photographic
theory, with a more extensive
range of practical assignments in-

Versatile Flyers
Marine aviators are versatile,
too. They pilot both seaplanes and
land planes. Like the Navy's aviators, Uiey operate from the flight,
deck of carriers, and, like Coast
Guard aviators, they
able
to make off-shore landings often
rendered perilous by high winds,
darkness and running seas.
Air Marines can improvise in a
pinch, and that is in the best tra-

tiitEAT LAKES, lll.—ApproxiMarines are in attendance at the U. S. Navy .Service
School here.
The basic period of instruction
in the Elementary Torpcdomau
School and the Ma.chinist's Mate
School, both concerned with
phases of aviation training, is 16
weeks. While ttrie great majority
of the personnel in both schools
is naturally comprised of sailors,
a total of about 300 Marines is
enrolled in the Machinist's Mate
School at all times, and about 80
Marines are enrolled ill the Torpedoman School.
The Marines are quartered in
separate barracks in the immediate service school area. Aside
from the period spent in the classroom, Marines are given periods
of drill and instruction to maintain their physical fitness and remately 400

main familiar with Marine Corps
methods.
The faculty in the Navy Service School at Great I-alkes is comprised entirely of naval personnel.

Graduation from the school
usually entitles a Marine to an
advancement of at least one rank,
and in the case of those finishing
their schooling and graduating in
the upper bracket of the class, a
promotion from the rajlk of private to corporal is possible.

Upon graduation, practically all
Marines are immediately assign-

ed to aviation units for additional
instruction with a view to assignment to active duty soon there-

after.
Marines in the service school
ditions of Uie Corps, whose fight- are members of the Murine
ers innumerable times have had to School Detachment which in turn
take inadequate materials mid is a unit of the Great Lakes Maweapons when they were the only rine Detachment under the comones available.
mand of Lt. Col. Arnold C. Larsen.
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in like manner.

MARINF.S FIRST
Meanwhile, although the men attached to the Marino Avn. Detachment work hard in the schools,
their training' as Marines is not
neglected. On the theory that a
Murine is a Marino first and a
specialist afterward, a substantial
portion of the trainee's day is devoted to drill ami comba! conditioning, -close and extended

order,

judo and hand-to-hand fighting,
bayonet practice, marches, basic
infantry principles, interior guard
duty and military courtesy being
among the subjects included in the
training. Discifiline is maintained
according to Marine Corps stan-

dards.
The Marine Avn. Detachment,
which is under the command of
Maj. Stanley W. Iluike. is currently ill the process of expansion, and is at present sri up to
include five training squadrons
and a headquarters squadron, A
Quartermaster department and
schools.
A close, record is kept of each I'ayma.-ter department are instudent's work in tin- schools, and cluded in the last-named organizathe graduates are rated in accord- tion, in addition to the adminisance with their .'-landing in the trative personnel, drill instructors
class. Those, who graduate in tho ami others.
upper 25 percent ;u c promoted to
DEATH BY THE TON
corporal, the remainder of lliomcompleting the course being rated
Boning B-17s and (Consolidated
as privates first class. Those who, K-24s are now fit.toil to carry twothrough lack of application or ap- ton block buster* under each wing,
titude, do not meet the required a* well a.s six .tons in the bomb
standards are dropped from school bay a greater load than carried
within a short time.
even by the big night bombers.

LIMITED NUMBER
OF

DRESS BLUES
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The Famed Consolidated Liberator B-24 Bomber

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation
. ...
. . ., .
.. ,, ..
. .. , ,
San Diego, CaL
Wayne, Michigan

Vultee Field, Cal.
Pa.
Miami, Fla.

, , Allentown,

Fort Worth, Texas
Tucson, Ariz.
�

New Orleans, La.
Elizabeth City, N. C

, Nashville,

Term.

Louisville, Ky.

Member, Aircraft War Production Council

~

Builders €00, of the Coronado, Catalina and P4Y Patrol bombers, the Liberator Express, Valiant, Vengeance,
Sentinel and Reliant.
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FIELD NOTES

SWABO ALOFT

by Cunningham

Men Behind the Planes
Top-flight machinists and metalsmiths
have opportunity to become pilots

Marine Pilot Spent Long
Month Behind Jap Lines

Santa Barbara
Readies Marines
For Air Battles

By Sgt. John R. Hurley
large Jap encampment. Hours of
sweating and maneuvering brought
more
a
Lt.
month,
For
than
Dale
NATTC, CHICAGO-Hundreds of course also and then covers exhim out of this, but he had only
M, Leslie lived on lemons and gone
from the frying pan to the
Leathernecks, the men who keep tensively work in hand tools. A
Japanese
cocoanuls
far
behind
the
Marine Corps planes in the air and full 10 weeks' course in sheet metal
fire
lines
on
after
he
Guadalcanal
had
ready to fight, are being trained as work follows. He is taught all
Home American flyers who had
parachuted to safety from his burnaviation machinists and metal- types of sheet metal work and
discovered the Jap encampment
dive
bomber
the
ing
.early
days
in
smiths here.
came over to strafe the enemy and
makes his own tool kit, various
of the offensive there.
MCAS, SANTA BARBARA.—Ofnearly ended the lieutenant's story
The Marino Avn. Detachment is funnels and learns to patch and
and
After
receiving
unloading
cargo
ficers
men
their
final
a
of
bombs for good.
commanded by Lt. Col. Carlton Hill, prepare all metal work of an aira veteran of World War I who plane- He then covers a course training here, from where one air on Jap forces attempting to land
Further down the coast,
on
Guadalcanal,
I_,t.
Leslie
was opposite direction from the in the
returned to active duty again when in welding for a period of nine group has already gone into the
airfield,
caught
Jap
several
by
war threatened,
Paid
fie
war
Zeros.
zone,
have the opporThe he found an abandoned native dugweeks with the last week spent
gunner
rear
Maj. Paul Putnam, who was in in rcfiiiisiiing class.
of
was
killed
and
Lttunity
spending their last few
out canoe which he used for some
charge of Marine Aviation at Wake,
The mefalsmith too, finds time months in this country at one of Ix.>slic was left defenseless against time to reconnoilcr the edges of
Jap
guns.
garden
spots.
'Tarts
its
the
said in one of his reports:
for the signalling course, drill and
the island at night. During the
and assemblies have been traded physical program. The specialized
When his plane caught fire he daylight hours, he slept in carefully
This air station, built on a forfrom plane to plane, have been work that he is in does not cover mer small civilian airport and on was forced to bail out over the open concealed spots along
the shoreline.
junked, stripped, rebuilt, and all the aviation ordnance and aerial farm and swamp land, during the sea about a quarter of a mile from
One day he awoke in a cave to
Japanese-held
It
is
to
the
shore.
but created."
traditions gunnery work which the machinists past rainy season was caustically
find a Jap's
dangling over the
such as this that the aviation ma- have the opportunity of taking.
dubbed "the Goleta Slough (the
He swam around in the surf for entrance and he was compelled to
and
chinists
metalsmiths are given
All this work in both classes has station Is actually at Goleta, sev- six and a half hours until night arch his back lo support the gradtraining.
its compensations, for upon gradua- eral miles west of Santa Barbara), fell. He swam ashore and hid in ually collapsing roof, weighed down
The courses, whether aviation tion, the top 25 per cent of the but such progress has been made the dense jungle. The next morn- by the Jap's body.
machinist or aviation metalsmitli, class are automatically made cor- iiin drainage, grading, and planting ing, he crawled to a hill-top and
He finally located friendly nacovers a period of 21 weeks of porals and the rest of the class during the last few months, lt is spied Henderson Field, then all but
just 30 days after the forced
intensive schooling both in the are advanced one rating lo private hoped the mudhole days are gone surrounded by Japs, only 15 miles tives,
landing. There he found another
classroom and in tho shops.
first class. The men have a trade, forever.
away,
American flyer rescued earlier.
which will stand them in good The Army first planned an air Lt. Leslie started for the field,
NO IDLE TIME
The two Yanks signalled to
the
they stay in
Ma- Center on the Santa Barbara site but a Jap patrol spotted him. He
Under the guidance of expert stead whether
American flyers and got temporary
rine Corps after the war Is over and actually moved in and con- was forced to
floe in the opposite relief.
Naval, Marine a.nd civilian instrucor return to civilian status.
structed revetments nearly a year direction. He then hid on the banks
tors the time spent is indeed not
There is also another advantage jago. The location was then turned of a large stream (possibly the Later a boat was sent out to pick
typical
day
four
idle. A
includes
them up.
for a man in aviation. With the lover to the Marine Corps and the
Tenaru Riveri and began building
hours of shop work, one and three- proper physical
and
mental
makeLeathernecks,
contingent
first
of
a
of
the
company
raft.
On
the
other
side
period. up,
foarths hours for
he can receive pilot training at under Maj. Kdward Authier, ar- stream he saw what appeared to
During company period, men drill
one of the Naval Air stations.
rived in July, pitched their tents, be a group of American patrol
are
which
taught many things
and
Upon completion of his flight and began their training program
A
the fighting man should know.
boats approaching from the open
training, he will be designated a before the
contractors were well sea. He abandoned the raft to
Aviation machinists arc taught
promoted
to
Aviator,
the started on construction of the base. swim out. to the group only to disnil there is to be known about the Naval
rank of staff sergeant and assigned
Soon after the commissioning on cover they were enemy craft. So
mechanical parts of an airiilanc.
to
one of the squadrons of Marine 4 Dec., 1042,
Col. W. L. McKitfrick he beat a hasty retreat in a hail of
A schedule is set up whereby each aviation.
anil his gang moved out and Lt. bullets.
man receives instructions in the
Stop liooae Tali
Col. L. B. Stcdman, the first comvarious aspects of aircraft mcchanAshore, he concealed himself in
manding officer of the station, was heavy
ics.
brush and slept. He awoke
transferred. A new group began to find himself in the middle of a
A two weeks basic course informing and Col. Stcdman was
cludes algebra, mathematics, mechsucceeded by Lt- Col. W. A, (Slim)
anical drawing and blueprint reading, propcllor construction, airWillis. Maj. George E. Congdon
was detailed as station executive
craft ignition, accessories, carbureNOB, NEWPORT, R. I. -Every
tors and lubrication. Three weeks two weeks a group of Marines and officer.
are spent in motor top overhaul sailors begins training here In the The new group was temporarily
three weeks with motor asSchool. Marine person- commanded by its present execu•and
sembly. The final four weeks of Electrical
nel constitutes about one-fourth tive officer, Lt Col. E. R. (Red)
the training include actual line
West.
Only recently assuming
the total number, and of the Marine
operations.
group approximately 8(5 per cent command of the Group was Col. L.
STUDY INCLUDES GUNNERY
are aviation personnel, the remain- H. M. Sanderson, veteran Marine
flier of many campaigns and a
They are given instructions in der coming from line companies.
The lop 25 per cent of men in noted athlete.
signalling. This includes wig-wag,
Colonel Sanderson, Univ. of
each class are promoted to the
flasher and some code work.
Kse»#er why
During the 13th to 16th weeks, rank of corporal, all other Marine Washington gridiron star, par- II 11
cwn
"■"J
Leathernecks receive a special graduates being given a private ticipated in tbe first flight of land
*•
planes over water, from WashingMwithw«>M(in(ch.Workcourse in aviation ordnance. Then first class rating.
ton, D. C, to the Virgin Islands.
naathip flawless... Prices
Stop loose Tali
If found physically and mentcrlly
qualified, they are sent out to a
In 1923, he held the world's speed
Midway Defenders
■•aerate...WWe here, ask
—range,- where they receive an inMarine aviators at Midway bore record of 293 miles per hour.
*bMt a oew-ttyie Kreitler
doctrination course in aerial gun- the first shock of the enemy's atIn August he went to the Solo- ■MB& Hemlock Natch Bind.
nery.
tack. On 4-5 June, the first two mons
where he was stationed
The aviation metalsmith is taught days of battle, they smashed most
NEWMAN'S
>n even more specialized type of of a large fleet of Jap bombers. throughout the first Marine ofwork than the aviation machinists. They severely damaged and Set fensive of this war as wing opera008 W. Brg.dw.y. S»n Diefc, C»llt.
Dlrectl/ Opp. New Tower Theatre
He receives the two weeks' basic) ablaze carriers And other warships. tions officer.
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Electric School
Trains Marines
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Groucho Marx,
Carole Landis

Bonds Offered
In Short Story,
Nearly 27 years after a Dominican revolutionist shot Cartoon Match
him through the right leg as he fought with Co.2G, 4th Ma-

Here Tonight

rines, in Santo Domingo, Corp. Greag E. Meriwether has
been notified by IIQMC that he can now wear the Order

Show Starts At 1900
Featuring Film Stars,
Gagsters And Singers

of the

Purple

Dickson, and Robert Armbruster
and his orchestra with a nine-voice SEEKS KEVENGE
chorus.
At 47, Corp. Meriwether is back
Miss O'Brien has chosen one of in the Corps doing, as he puts it,
her novelty songs, a "dead pan" all he can to help avenge his old
treatment of a torchy number, for regiment, the 4th, whose personnel
her feature tune. Dickson will offer was captured when the Philippines
the stirring "Song of the Vaga- fell to the Japs in the spring of
bond," with modern lyrics written 1942.
especially for this performance by
He gave up a job as construction
tile show's director, Dick Mack,
overseer in Panama and returned
Miss Landis' role, in addition to
to Atlanta, Ga., where, because of
giving the Marines an eye-filling age,
he couldn't enlist for anything
treat, will V* a comedy character
but service in the U. S. He went
in a skit with Groucho. He will through boot camp in San Diego
sing some of his comedy tunes,
1942, and to show his
among them "Rancho Groucho" and in July-Aug,,
eyes hadn't lost their sharpness be
"Sheik Ben Ali Groucho."
again made expert on the rifle
range.
Silence X« G-olflen
Proud also is Meriwether of his
family. His wife works for Consolidaled-Vultee Aircraft; a son,
G. E. jr., is an Army lieutenant; a
daughter is the wife of an Army
staff sergeant, and another daughter and her husband work In an

Spring Blossoms
Arrive at MCB

—

Indiana

powder factory.
Bny Bonds Por Freedom

Mobilization Director

QUANTICO, Va.

The United States' two-ocean I
will come into being this
year and the 100,000th airplane has
already left the production lines,
it has been disclosed in the east
by James F. Byrnes, war mobilizaNavy

'

tion director.
In making his announcement,
Byrnes warned that the cost of
victory will exceed the 233.1R4 casualties of World War I and that
more "self-discipline" at home will
be ncues-sary.
The mobilizing director said "we
have caught up with the Axis in

— Transforma-

tion of recruits to first class fighting men takes a brief six months
in the Marine Corps, according to
Lt. Ge-n. Thomas Holcomb, commandant, who has reported to the
House Appropriations Committee
that men are considered ready for
combat after a half year of train-
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\

* If

«-*

Ti/widson
portraits,

sth & Market Sts.

DRESS BLUES FURNISHED

-

6 I'ortrailH 3x5 SI-MI
12 Portraits 3x5 $2.75

1 Portrait ttxlO $1.50
3 Portraits Bxlo $3.75

San Diego, California

GREETING CARDS

—

NOVELTIES

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

—

JEWELRY
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j

Let's Go

EVERY
mte!

...

ICE SKATING
—

—
SKATES FOR RENT
—
— to

MORNINGS

KAI'A- SHELL ROOM

San Diego

- dinners

lunches

REMEMHER FATHER'S DAY —JUNE 20th

Visit our beautiful

• COCKTAILS
• FINE FOODS

"—^^--w—-*■*.^S—!

Finished Portraits In 2 Hours

DISCOUNT TO ARMED FORCES

America's Finest

w—.

aaaaHBHILHHLIHHL^LIi^HHHHL^L^Hia^HHHHiA

turlra '>]ii couUncmul Spas.
"■*• FDEASUBE MSOBT"
jft /I
"*.amW
fr£ If
Yes. Mzy flays al. Warner Hot
Springs I'or Ltial. perfect vacation.
/ 1 V
"Away from il all."
>"">■' _^)
<tr
"A DUDE &ANCH"
Tes. a duda ranch of 1/.000 acres rolling
ransren, 6000 lioud of rattle, wf-Kl.crn ponies.
wranglers & te»dorff-ct. Our Hlalion wnfton will
meet, weekly (or longer) yucsla at tho Julian
S'.uk'-" nt San Y.sab«l.

our preparations and are forging
ahead-

gan Dieg()

J

l\ I LL U U«I L

FOB REAL CHOW
Open 24 hra. a day except Sunday
One-half block south and onehalf block east of Gate i
Next to Pacific Rcc. Bowline

l M ill _— in I jiIJIIUBBH
S
"
«iUyR HOT Spot..
JT
V-«. "* * the. ccn.aW 1 I
"n/JUU
I

Cocktails-Good Food '
228 West C St.
)

specialty

E. H. DAVIS, Prop.
San IHego. Oallf.

MEET ME AT

VISIT THE

BAND BOX

■--«

Sunday—Mugl»\s n, Dead TCnd Kids,
Ti'yil.

j

New York Cafe

CAJffP MATTHEWS
and Lone Star

Montezuma."

Corp. Dimlvk, now a patient at
USNH, will appear on the program,
2030 Saturday, at Station KGB.
Halls is carried on Mutual network
-stations from coast to const. There
wilt be no studio audience. The
was moved lo KGB this,
ject. They must contain no military program
permit the "Marx" broadinformation. The cartoons may be week to
cast at Base theater.
done in pen, ink or pencil. Each
The coveted Silver Star Medal
entry must contain the home address, serial number and signature has been awarded the Marine corporal for his heroism ill the Soloof the author, and must be in the
mons.
hands of the Armed Forces Service
A machine-gunner, Dimick landLeague, 2030 Fidelity Philadelphia
|ed on Guadalcanal with the first
Trust Bldg., .123 So. Broad St.,
assault force in early August and
Philadelphia, Pa., by Sept. 1.
fought there many months.

ing.

«*»».»*

How Corp. Arthur J. J, Dimick
and two other Marines rushed
toward a Jap 37 mm. gun, destroyed the hostile gun crew and
captured the piece, placing it out
of action and permitting his company to carry its objective without
undue losses, will be told on this
week's broadcast of the "Halls of

has brought to your Base.
Rich red pomegranate and pink
and red hibiscus were in bloom this
week in areas north of the old parade ground, while geraniums added
beauty lo the entire Base, One of
the most unusual blooms was the
judged by Jerry Doyle of the Philavariegated* hydrangea, huge clusters of pink and white petals, beau- delphia Record staff and Capt. W.
tifying the west rear entrance to Victor Gunnis, TTSMC.
Stories are to be from 3000 to
the PX.
10,000 words in length on any subspring

HEY MAC!

Civilian To Fighter

Warns 'Self-discipline'
Needed On Home Front

Corp. Dick Dimick
To Tell Destruction
Of Jap Heavy Weapon

of the winning stories and cartoons will be awarded $11X1 War
Bonds and their work will be sold
for Army and Navy relief.
Armed Forces Service League of
Philadelphia sponsor the contestShort story judges arc Clifton
Fadimaii, book critic of The New
Yorker; Maj. Hartzcll Spcnce,
editor of Yank; and Lt. Max Miller, USNR, author of"I Cover the
Waterfront"
Cartoons will be

Rest your ruggedness for awhile,
Marine, and take a look at what

-

Completion Of
Two-Ocean Navy
In 1943 Seen

Valuable war bond prizes arc beoffered to service men of
America in a short story and cartoon contest. Authors and artists
ing

Heart. The President*

recently authorized Navy personnel
wounded
other wars to wear the
Personnel of MCB will see and Purple in
Heart.
hear one of the top comedy shows
Corp. Meriwether, police sergeant
on the air tonight when Groucho
of the Sig. Bn. Telephone Co., enMarx brings his "Blue Ribbon
the Corps in Nov., 1911, at the
Town" program and special guest tered
age of IS, enlisting for a six-year
Carole Landis U> broadcast his hitch
at a time, he said, when
regular Saturday night CBS prounderage youths were accepted
Base
stage
from
the
of
the
gram
provided they stayed in until 21.
theater.
Wounded in 1916, Corp. Meri1900,
The program will go on at
wether was considered unfit for
with a special half hour after combat in World War I, but saw
show.
service ill San Diego, Parris Island,
With Gagster Groucho will be his Washington and aboard the USS
singing beauty, Virginia O'Brien, Maryland until 1921 when he rehis great baritone warbler, Donald tired "lo raise a family."

Main 8171

Montezuma Show
To Present Hero
Of 'Canal Fight

Marine Gets Purple Heart
27 Years After Wound

i

-

I'sjJrVlsß

...

dine and dance
curnii
n. ii'C
9tIBKIVIJI.pI
9 STATi AND C STREETS
NO COVW

MINIMUM

EVENINGS

10 to 12:30
2:30 to 5
8
11
[Doors Open Half Hour Earlier]

and
• • • hi fan,ou» BAND
M ' Btar ENTERTAINERS with
Songstress ESTHER TOUD

*

AFTERNOONS

FUN ON ICE

I

SAN DIEGO
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Saturday Morning, June

24
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MARINES!

i

You've Seen The Rest
Now Get The Best!
We Offer The MARINES The
Finest in PORTRAITURE
Check either of our Studios for our' PLANITONE
PORTRAITS in Folders —or Pastel Water Colors

!V: '^|Pfs?*'^Pl|

j^^^^JoSll
tllll

f

Special Order of Leather Frames and Folders —All Sizes
We Pack and Ship Your Portraits for You

PROOFS SHOWN WITHOUT OBLIGATION
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MAIiUO
Operator and Manager

!

if""

At BIG expense MARGO has the EXCLUSIVE services
f PKOF WILLARD NELSON, NATIONALLY KNOWN
ARTIST who with his assistants will paint those beauIU o* 1 on canvas, pastel-water-colors en EASTMAN
SILK XOU ARE WELCOME AND DESERVE THE
VERY BEST *
See I>rof' Ne,son at work in our OCEANSIDE STUDIO

'

!

!

j

!
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*' ' - "

',
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:

MARGO DOES GIVE SPECIAL RATES
T0 MARINES

°

W. TEKKY NKLSON
Art Department Head

'11-.':;
|:

|

:

Dress Hlues Tailored to Fit You
Furnished Free

,-;.:.,,

■

fI

',

;i
~:.-■•■ .-^w:.::.:,,,.:,;:

OUR ENTIRE ORGANIZATION is

grateful for

'.

the

',

patronage of Marines which has contributed to the
steady growth of our studio. We will continue to
render you INTELLIGENT and EFFICIENT SERVICE
in order to insure you the very FINEST PORTRAITURE

]

AVAILABLE ANYWHERE.

______
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101 N. Hill St., OCEANSffiE 9614th Aye., SAN DIEGO
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Guardsmen Picnic Base Trackmen Major Leaguers
At El Monte Park Seek To Annex Win For Beach
Another Title

Half of the Base Gd. Bn. went
on picnic Tuesday at the El Monte
Oak Grove Park and next Tuesday
the other half will picnic at the
Same place. Capt. Iceland C McCauley, chairman of the recreation
and refreshment committee, and his
aides provided ample fun and re-

NAVY FIELD.— Two former

major leaguers —Max West of the
Boston Braves and Harry Danning,
New York Giants were the big
guns Thursday when Long Beach
Army Ferry Command team walloped MCB, 9-1. West hurled a
three-hitter and Danning got four
of his team's 12 hits. Ray Yochim,
MCB pitcher, went well until the

—

MCB Club Mops
Up MCAB, 13-5,
On New Diamond

Baseball Dope
(Courlesy of Associated Press)
The following matt-rial Is intended for men overseas who do
not see the daily newspapers;
Tuesday, 1 June

Already 11th Naval Dist. track
Mel Erdman Triples
NATIONAL LEAGUE
and field champions, the MCB
W I* Pet.
In Fourth To Score
track team Sunday attempts to add
Hrooklyn
25 13 .058
another championship in the third
St. L,ouiK
22 13 .029
Three Men On Base
Roslon
10 15 .510
and final track meet staged under
Cincinnati
17 18 .ISO
MCAB,
auspices
of
KEARNEY MESA—Tho
the Industrial and Rec1'ittHUiire-h
16 17 .485
freshments.
Philadelphia
10 19 Aiil fast-stepping MCB baseball team
reational Council of San Diego.
Mow York
15
21 .417
■Silence Is Golden
12 23 .343 helped dedicate the new diamond
In tho meet, starting at 1330 in seventh when the Fliers iced the Chicago
here Tuesday by handing the
Balboa
the MCB track- game by tallying six runs after
Stadium,
lEADINCI
BATTERS
Family
MCAB club a 13-5 licking in a
men face five other teams, but leading 1-0
Trey,
Cincinnati
350
for four frames. Other
a triple with
.;{4i) game marked by
Urooklyu
Applications
those feared are NAS and Consair. major leaguers with the Fliers Herman,
Alusiul, St. Louis
311 three on by Mcl Erdman in the
MCB racked up 46 points in the were Red Ruffing, ex-Yankee
fourth. It was not a league game.
Members of the USMC Women's first two matches against
LEADina PITCHERS
38 for pitcher, and Nanny Fernandez,
AV
1.
Reserve eligible for family allow- NAS and .10 for Consair.
Col. C. T. Bailey, commanding,
Alien,
Urooklyn
got
Braves.
for
five
3
0
Ruffing
one
i Nowsom, Brooklyn .*
ances are now permitted to file ap5
1 MCAB, threw out the first ball. It
As a warm-up, TFC. Ray Scars, and Fernandez three for five.
J n.very, T? or ton
....
4
1 was a sizzling pitch from
plications to preserve their rights
his seat
HOME SUIT LEADERS
Base track coach, is taking a sixShort Hcoro:
H II ]■: OU. N«w
in the event pending legislation man team
4 in the stands back of the plate into
S 12
to Tasadena today to T.Tt.vFC
i Maynurd. York
4
New
York
authorizing family benefits Is enMCU
i
:i
4
TJcwhiler, Philadelphia
compete in the track and field
4 the glove of Gene Tomey, who
—^
West and Danninjr: Tocliim, Gautstarted for the Fliers. Some 600
acted.
games at Pasadena Junior College. reaux (7)
and Crandall.
KTJNS BATTED TJSt
If current legislation is passed,
27 officers and men witnessed the
Herman, .Brooklyn
Pittsburgh
22 game.
allowances previously in effect and
■ Buy War Bonds
20
l:U)lott, IM.tRmirjrh
Tomey worked on the MCB batterminated recently on government
SKA SCHOOL WINS
AMERICAN
LKAGUI3
order will be resumed without Inters until the fourth when forced
homer
i,
|
Lawrence's
with
the
bases
ret.
w
requested
to
in reapplicaterval If
retire. Harold Jungbluth suc1!)
13 .091
full in the fourth was the big blow N'HW Turk
tion, according to a Base memo1H
10 -513 ceeded him. Les Crane hurled for
WashiiiKton
as Sea School walloped Personnel Philadelphia
IS
17 .528 the winners.
randum issued this week.
18 17 .511
Office* 20-2, Tuesday in an RD (Cleveland
Short pcore:
U H R
Detroit
10
10 .500
Softball League game. Stastney Boston
13 16 2
17 13 .472 HCI!
CAMP PENDLETON.
Marine also hit a homer for Sea School. In Ohioajro
..
S
4
1
.448 llC VR
13 IB
Ora.nf> and Tiuek; Tomey, Junfffishermen here are crying copiousSt. Louis
11 18 .379
other league play tho Rattalioneers
bluth and Moore.
iyLEADrNO BATTEBfi
overcame Pay Office, 30-1.
388 HOMKKS FOUNO RYAN
Stephens. St. T.ouia
The weeping of the gyrene Isaac
Short scores
It IT
303
.lig-KlnK,
Del roil
Fishing"
Sua
School
Waltons is over the "No
20 18
320
SAN DIEGO.- Bob Wiot's two
Linden,
New
York
Office..
2
S
signs on O'Neill fjake, one of the Personnel
Mitchell, Stewart and ITonien*;
homers, one with the bases loaded
pitchers
I.£Al>X2ra
bodies of water within the camp." Palm, Ellis and Reshel.
w
in the eighth, Sunday helped ABG-2
It
il
fi
CarrasuuL'l. Washing, toil
The lake has just been freshly ■LJaUalionffirs
defeat Ryan Air, 6-3 at Golden Hill
10 14 2 0<*n.n, Cleveland
r
3
i
2
stocked with 7000 fish, the bass in- Par Ofrice
5 Smilh, Cleveland
3
in a practice game.
Renson
and
TTaskins
Summers;
and
cluded in the delivery being large Arman.
Short score:
TE TT
EOttE BUN LEADEIfcS

-

_

_

Allowance
Due

■■■

State Stocks
Lake At Camp

-

—

..

—

LITTLE

..
..

TOMMY'S
CAFE

Mixed Drinks
Short Orders

760 2nd
San Diego

Aye.

Calif.

enough to eat.

*

.

*■■!**■*! I

Gate No 4

-

Cocktails
Dine & Dance
3919 FIFTH AVENUE

4095 Pacific L^i^^l^L^j
*7»4c

MEET YOUK

buddies at

VICK'S
I opular Prices

122 R BROADWAY

Opposite Spreckels

r

"*"A"A">V

YANKEE

MALT

SHOPS

„

No. I—6ol West Broadway
N 2—1049 Second Avenue

»*

..

RffAL HAMBURGERS
OPEN ALL NIGHT

BROWN BEAR CAFE

Sherman and llaffner; Lowery and
Walker.
Service Bn
..2
Elliott Bulldogs ....
.. 6 108 22
Miles and Frank; Ziegel and
Sanders.
II
Sub Hepair
3
3
6
ABC,-2 Ulues
13
8
3
Chovanee and Kuth; Rush and ]<3dj
wards.
At Naval Air:
Jl II
5
0
2
Marine (,d
1
4
0
Range! and jonua; Kulp and llarl.

S

_ __

AISO-2

MORGAN'S CAFETERIA
1047-1049 SIXTH AYE.

55
ROAST PRIME RIBS of BEEF
..06
&
.12
POTATOES
OUR OWN MAKE ICE CREAM
08
SHERBETS
06
SUNDAES
15
Cup .06—Pot .03
COFFEE
■.
Service 11 a.m. to I'M p.m. Daily Except Thursday
Closed All Day Thursdays

Opsin Sunday* and dialidatjA

Hollywood

_

19
17

Portland

25
2d

.432
.395

IS 27 .357
SeatUc
15 27 .357
OTHER LEAGUES
(Tested in order of .standings, 30 May)
1 American Association Irniianapo ■
lis. Toledo, Columbus. Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, Kansas City, St. Paul,
Louisville.
Toronto,
International League
Sacrnin«nl.o

K

3

1

—
—
—

R IT
3 I)
.-2
0 10
...
1
"Main. 'Wn.itfi and Routhas; Cerken
and Cudgel.
Short. Rcore:

ABtt-2

_..

"nllan

KI.I.IOTT TIES BASK
CAMP EU.TOTT.—Camp Elliott
and MCB teams played to a 4-4 tie

_

Montreal, Syracuse, Newark, Baltimore, ISuffalo. Jersey City,"KocliL'Sicrr.

—

W

3
3

..

——

Film Star Referees
MCB Boxing Match

Cafe $

Chinese

.,

/if fill y»^il

—

Cliff Pool's
a

a

ALPINE GARDEN
y ««...* n

««.•*.«•■•.*

IF YOU'RE HUNGRY
LET'S EAT BEFORE
WE BOTH STARVE!

camp

lijli

Dancing to the Music of

LARRY LOPES

MR. WALKTJP, Manager

NATIONAL CITY

N>w "York....

27 May. On 29 May the Elliott
sluggers defeated MAG-15, 5-4.
Tt TT
Short scores:
TJlrminpSouthern Association
Elliott
4
H
3
FAW Marines
7
2
1 ham, Nn.shvi.le, Chattanooga, Little MC.Ti
8
Now
4
2
lock,
Mania.
Orleans.
KnoxA
1 I
Marino Photo T.ab-.
3
2
Memphis.
1 *Hnier and ropevich; O'Neill and
Moeser and Jones; Rush and Kd-j viile,
Eastern Ijeagrue—Scranlon, Wilkcs- X uck.
wards.
Rarre. liinghamplon, Hartford. Fl.._ 4
f>
0
:if.\n-i!; ....
mira. Albany. UUea. Springfield,
5 11 i
Portsmouth, union.
Piedmont lieaffne
Coleman and...each: Scrabacz, DooRichmond, Lynchburg, Norfolk, Durlittle and Goyer.
ham, Roanoke.
Buy Bonds For Freedom
|
NOTES
The Yankees swetJt a twin bill with!
regain
Cleveland to
the American!
GEORGE JOE'S
loop lead. Pan Diego's Padres took j
six out of nine from the Hollywood I
Village
N
"Stars. The Athletics' Mexican hurler,[
won his seventh game. I
Jesse
(WTRAoROINARV NATIVE fOOD
"] beating
John Wayne, noted semen star,
the Browns, 4-1. A crowd of;
largest of the year, turned oul.
1
came to RD Saturday to referee
W So.fiC
628 THIRD AYE.
Nt St. Louis to walch th« Cards and
split a doubleheuder Sunday his first boxing match.
Jfl Dodgers
SAN DIEGO. CALIF.
they fought for the National lead.
The actor refcreed the night's
$r us
PHONf. MAIN 4&14
The Major Leagues' All-Slur tramp. 13
July will be played at Shibe Park, first bout in which Howard Dalton,
Philadelphia, at night for the first Plat. 393, decisioned Edward Beytime in history. "Rival managers will
McCarthy and eaux, Plat. 402.
be the Yank
*»«*«' .lot*
tlio Cards* Billy
SouthwOrlh.

DANCING 7 NITES A WEEK

26

—

(3

FOR A GOOD TIME
Come to

29 W. Bth ST.

Krtll«r,

!j

TSyoii Air
3 6 a
The State Fish and Game ComChartak, St. Louis..
■■:::::::
'
TTirtle, Main and Southas; Halline/cr
BEATS HOSPITAL
| and
RTJWS BATTED IV
Spahr.
mission delivered a total of 5000 BASE
It loot,worth. PHroil
NAVY" FlELD.—Although held to Tohnson,
%Yashing ton..
21 I THREE-HIT riTCinNG
crappie, 1800 blue gill, and 200
two hits, MCB Personnel defeated
bass.
I CAMP
PACIFIC
COAST
LEAGUE
Hospital,
Naval
5-4, Monday In a
CALLAN.—Gerken's threeAV 1. l'et.
league softball contest.
L.OH AnBelua
33 10 .707 hit pitching was too much for ABG25
17
.595
Short score:
San
Francisco
It IT K
-2 Wednesday as Camp Callan won,
SMARTEST NITE CLUB MCTl Personnel
25 20 .5-jij
5 2 2 San Diego
Naval Hospital
23 20 .535 6-2, In ft baseball game.
-.4 7 4 Oakland

SHALIMAR
intown
HILLCREST
CAFE
CLUB CAFE
Closest to Main

**»■ ■

* *

_

3911 Pacific Blvd.

J-4548

DO YOU ENJOY A LAUGH?
Do You Enjoy Music?
/
Do You Enjoy Songs?

THEN BY ALL MEANS
VISIT THE

Xfj

B

J

jt

|f

CHUCK & CARL
across from the
MAIN CAM? ELLIOTT SATE

hank milan

CONTINUOUS
and Be Merry"

Second St., Bdwy. & C Si

*
<<,

£

S

STAGE SHOW
�

I

jS> O

r

*

*// 852

V

Q

sth Aye.

Saturday Mornifcg, June &, 4943

MCB Baseballers Hoffman Wins By T. K. O.
Drub NAS Nine Over Jack Vanderlinde
Dick Hoffman, a rifle
coach who was a tackle
In Weekend Tilt on the Univ.
of Tennessee team which defeated Tulsa Univ.,

THE SPORTS FRONT
BY PFC. WADE LUCAS

rIiOTJD OF HIM
Out at Camp Matthews, where
ruggedness is not at all unusual,
the fellows are singing the praises
of Pvt. Richard M. ("Dick") Huffman, 20-year-old 230-pounder, following his gory win over Pvt. Jack
J. Vanderlinde, MCB :90 pounder
who'd been touted as a comer in
the ring. But on Thursday of last
week Huffman took time out from
his duties as a rifle range coach,
went to the Base and won over
Vanderlinde by the TKO route in
the third in the first MCB outdoor
boxing show of the season.

-

SIMPLE TRI7TH

Huffman was just too much for
the 17-year-old Vandcrlinde. Without discounting Huffman's workmanlike job one iota, he was just
too heavy for Vandcrlinde. And
plainly too strong, although Vandy
fought like a wounded tiger until
his second and trainer, PFC Marty

Schwartz, threw in the towel. Both
like to box, both show promise. Incidentally, Huffman said he played
58 minutes at tackle for Ihe Univ.
of Tennessee football team In the
Sugar Bowl game at New Orleans
New Year's Day against Tulsa
Univ. He was a sophomore.

GOOD

IX)PE

When Owner

Bill Cox of

the

Philadelphia Phillies recently offered to (rive a pass to every fan
who'd donate a pint of blood to the

Red Cross for overseas use. Some
1000 fans took him up. Another
good reason we'd like to see the
Phillies go places in the National
League this year.
Silence

la

Golden

Pvt,

14-7, in New Orleans' Sugar Bowl game New Year's Day,
spoiled Pvt. Jack Vanderlinde's opening bid for pugilistic

Navy Held To One Hit
By Boot Hurler As

Marines Take Game 4-0

—

NAVY FIELD, SAN DIEGO
MCR's sensational boot hurler, Ray
Yochim, limited Naval Air to a lone
hit Sunday as the Leatherneck
nine won, 4-0, in an nth Naval
American League game. Heinic
Mueller provided another highlight
by scoring from second in the third
on an outfield fly.
11 TI
Sliort score:
K
ft
4
7
won
0
WAS
1 3
Yochlm and Grandall; Kanagry and
ZiguLman.

Elliott Team
In Exhibition

Sportscope

Directed by Lt. Lee F. Bennett,
SATUBBAT, 5 JUNE
(Baseball)
the Camp Elliott judo team gave
MAG-15 Blues vs. Mlramar Serv.
exhibitions Monday evening at the Grp..
1.400, Navy Field.
AliC-2 vs. NTS, 1400, at NTS.
Base theatre and Tuesday evening
MCB vs. Section Base. 1400. Navy
at tho RD amphitheatre. Included Field.
SUNDAY, a JUNE
was a comedy scene.
FOTJITO
Camp Elliott vs. NTS School's MaTho cast: TlSgt. Ray Bclnap,
at NTS.
GOLD Naval Academy closs Tin. Fvts. Robert Higginbotham, Charles rines, 1400,
MCII I'nNlurrice vs. Camp Elliott,
Owner mny rocovw by identifying.
Bysers, Robert Itink, Fred Gartell, ACPF, 1400. at .Elliott.
Communications office, Adm. Bidf.
MAG-15 Beds vs. Ship's Jte.pn.lr,
Leo Kulick, Robert James, and 1400,
LOST
Navy Field.
Camp DUlott v.«. NTS School's MaON BUS enruuLv SD lo Kearney George Hudson.
Mny,
rines,
1500, at NTS.
■wallet con tain in;?
Mesa, 16
Return perI SO, pergonal topapers. liny
MONDAY, T JUNE
A. Paffsonal effects
WC. l
11-3-4141,
Kett jr., no qursTions.
(Softball)
local 333, or Mrs. Pliny Daggett, 4555
Kflgeware rd,
MCB Personnel vs. ABG-2 Blues.
Navy
1745.
Field.
FOB »VT
F.lliott Tigers vs. Sub. Hep&ir, 1745,
ROOM, twin beds. On bus line, two
Navy Field.
$4,50 encn
blocks from cafe.
vs. Naval Hosp., 1745. Navy
weekly.
2183 Frond st., Ocean
Field.
Beach. Bay. 6790.
E. Beyaux, l'lat. 402, La., lost to
NTS All Stars vs. Serv.Bn., 1745,
HoneyTil.;
DaHon.
Plat.
303.
H.
B.
Field.
WANTED
man, Plat. H9B, decisioned J. Hair. Navy
I*l TUNISFTTTD hoiiPn or apt, to rent, I'lal. 400, Mo.; K. Champion, l'lat.
TUESDAY, 8 JUNE
Baniell,
decisioned
G.
Plat.
$1(10.
304, Tex.,
nftar transportation, l.'p to
NAS vs. Hl>., 1745, Navy Field.
Couple with dauKlucr. 9. J-it. John JJ. 404 Ark.: J. Sntariano, Plat. .195,
AIICi-2 vs. Scot. Base, 1745, Navy
Bennett, El>, MCH. F.t. 610.
won from C. White, Flat. 407, 111.:
J. llallinan. l'lat.. 353. 111., decisioned Field.
rOB SALU
A. Cotton, l'lat. 398, Tex.; Tt, Ttoar.h.
Fllliott Timers vs. NTS Golds. 1745,
BET Simmons twin beds with innrr Plat. 300, outpointed a. fellow Texan. at NTS.
rest,
springs,
beauty
matt reuses,
1.. Parker, Plat. 304; K. Owens, l'lat.
WEDNESDAY, 9 JUNE
double bed, wardrobe, dresser. Con- 404. Miss., decisioned M. Crawford.
iae.t Sfft, W, "Y. "Workman, Camp Fl- I Plat. 398, T>t.; K. Peloza, Plat. 4.07.
Kearney Mesa vs. MCB Hq.Bn.,
JII., and J. Holmes, Plat. 394, Toy.,
liott po&Lofflcu, or call at 1002 llendrfeks Aye, Ran
1745, Navy Field.
I draw.

Bear A Hand

J

Recruit Boxing

,

range

honors in MCB's first open air*
show of the summer's season last
Thursday at new outdoor arena,
Hoffman, a 230 pounder, outpunched tho 190-pound Vandcrlinde
almost at will throughout the gory SAN FRANCISCO. Maj. Wilbattle, although Vanderlinde stag- liam A. ("Navy Bill') Ingram, 46,
gered his opponent in the second USMC, died
in his sleep Tuesday
with a stiff right to the jaw. PFC, night
at his home in Los Gatoft, SO
Marty Schwartz, Vandy's second,
tossed in the towel midway of the miles south of here,
third.
Vandcrlinde is a Base
A famous football coach, Maj.
swimming instructor.
Ingram returned to the Marines in
Pvt. Ernest "Red" Andrews, Base January and shortly thereafter
athletic coach, announces another
swore in his son, William A. jr., 17,
boxing card is slated 10 June at
1730 at the arena.
in the Marine Corps Reserve. He
Other rcsuUs: ri'C. Joliri Nniilry, coached the Navy eleven at Anrifle runne, defeated Tternlft ration, napolis, Md, from 1926 to 1931, and
Ft. Ttosocrans: T*vt. I.oulw Gross!. J?'t.
KosHrrHii;*. outpointed Jake TTcvman,
was head coach at the Univ. of
Consair: Pvt. TVTdie rutnam. MCH,
defpntod T*.'t. .Tim Ttenson, M('l>; I'vt. California from 1931 to 1934. At
John Hilda., MCB. cmluuiuU'd Pvt.
OurriK-'llo. Ft, T!n,<;ppranp; 7'vt. Annapolis, Maj. Ingram was an AIITtill Anfivpr.op. Vt. Ttopprrans, defeatAmerican halfback.
ed Ralph Mendoza, Consair.
His widow, son and two daughWrite Home
ters survive.

'Navy Bill' Ingram

-

Succumbs In Sleep

—

Pitcher Wins Own
Game With Homer

Buy

War Bond* —~

Goldbrick Keglers
League Lead

— After
the NTS Postofficc team to a lone Take
NAVY FIKLD.

holding

run and hit, Pitcher Jack Fultz
Wednesday night liieed a homer in
the 11th for the deciding run as
Base Hq. Bn. won, 2-1. Trlnchard
got two of Uie winners' hits. It
was the eighth game in which he's

hit

safely.

THURSDAY, 10 JUNE
Boxing, 1730. new Lolt. Field.

Coast Gd. AS vs. MCII Gd.Bn..
1745. Navy Field.
NTS Leathernecks vs. Camp Mlramar Serv.. 1715, Navy Field.
Ship's "Repair vs. Fleet Air Marines, 1745, Navy Field.

CAMP ELLIOTT.—By defeating

the Gizmos Saturday night at
Tower Bowl, San Diego, the Goldbricks moved into the lead of the

Camp F.lliott Pay Office Bowling
League,
The standings:
Goldbricks, 1 and 5; Gooks, 4 and 2;
Gizmos, 3 ami 3; 8 Balls, 3 and 3;
Boots, 2 and 4; and Brass Hats, 1
and 5.
Silence

Is

G-olden

Horse Show

Invitation is extended to MC personnel to attend the Solar Aircraft
FRIDAY, 11 JUNE
sponsored
horse
show,
Polo
TllllnH Hears vs. MCB Hand, 1745,
Navy Field,
Grounds, San Diego, Sunday, 13
Navy A I'' vs. M4JB Corpsmen. 1745, June, at 1300.
Navy Field.
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Operators thoroughly experienced

in Marine Portraiture.
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Dress Blues furnished Free.
appointment required.
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—NO OTHER PLACE IN CALIFORNIA
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SEE OUR

display

and

judge

Sundays--" 10 to 8

Studio of Photography
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MARINE PORTRAITS

Come in for Your Sitting TODAY!

110 HILL STREET, OCEANSIDE

.9 I

IN

STUDIO

EXCLUSIVE STUDIO FOR
ELTONA PRINTS in FULL COLOR

jj

t

£A%

713 BROADWAY, SAN DIEGO

%
\

for yourself
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SPECIALIZING

jj-

Proofs may be seen within 48
hours after your sitting.

■!

COMPLETE STUDIO
from the bus depot

Inl C J

-i
Portraits wrapped and mailed
direct from our Studios.
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For Your Convenience We Are
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Cite Carrier 'Enterprise'
For Battles In Pacific

Marine Tickles
Nose Of Jap

Pendleton Host
To Dutch Chief

The Outpost

—

By Sgt, Wally

McLain

Camp
Marines found the aircraft carrier Enterprise and her SOMEWHERE IN THE SOUTH CAMP PENDLETON.
Combat Correspondent
planes of material aid in South Pacific fighting in the first PACIFIC, May 9 (Delayed) —"I Pendleton recently was honored Quewtion: Is the training and
year of World War I, according to a delayed Associated Press couldn't tell whether the Jap was with a visit by Rear Adm. G. W.
experience you're now getting
dispatch, dated 7 Dec, and released by the Navy this week. asleep, unconscious, or playing Sloeve, Royal Netherlands Navy.
to you

The record of Jap ships and'
planes sunk or damaged by the sank or damaged 20 warships begallant Knterprise and her planes tween Pearl Harbor and the Battle
was described by the AP as of Guadalcanal in Nov., and that
"amazing."
her planes brought destruction to
The carrier participated in the at least 140 Jap aircraft. The AP
landing of Marine pilots and planes correspondent, Eugene Burns, credat Wake Island 3 Dec, 1941; at- ited the Enterprise with sinking 19
tempted later to relieve the hardJap ships, including three carriers,
pressed Wake garrison; landed damaging 13 other ships, while her
Marine pilots at Efati, New HebAA fire and planes shot down at
rides, th™ the farthest base in the least 185 planes from 7 Dec, 1911,
South Pacific; helped cover Ma- to 7 Dec, 1942.
rine landings at Guadalcanal 7-9
The ships sunk, Burns wrote,
Aug.; and figured prominently in totaled approximately 211,200 tons
the first Solomons holding battle and ships damaged 157,000 tons.
24 Aug.
The Enterprise steamed 96,000
And refuting Jap claims, the miles in sinking more enemy tonNavy said the Enterprise is ".still nage than the combined total of
afloat and fighting."
British and German tonnage sunk
The Navy said the Enterprise in the Battle of Jutland

OFFICERS
of the

UNITED STATES

MARINE CORPS

dead, so I picked a blade of grass
and tickled his nose with it," said
PFC, Roland F. Underwood.
"The Jap's face twitched and
then he came to. He tried to put
up a fight, but we

pinned

down.
"It seems three

him

Japs had slipped
through our lines the night before
and heaved a hand grenade into
our command post. We threw
grenades in return and the Japs
beat it. Next morning we searched
the area and found this one laid
out peaceful as could be and still
breathing.
"After we had roused him, the
Jap claimed he was knocked out
by the concussion from one of our
grenades. Tlie other two Japs were

killed."

going to be of

Admiral Stoeve is senior Dutch representative to tho combined Chiefs
of Staff, United Nations, Washing-

PFC. WILLIAM STOCK, AKS-*
Machinist Mate.—"We take a
Avn.
ton.
most complete six-month course at
The Admiral showed particular
Air Base.
interest in amphibious and com- the Jacksonville Naval planeseverything about
VVe
learn
operal
ions.
He
inspectmunication
construction, etc.
ed the Boat "Basin under guidance engines, props,
most guys couldn't
of Col. John J. Flynn, commanding It's something
to buy. The practice of
officer,
Communications School, afford
checking an.: overseeing repairs on
and Lt. Col. C. A. Lassiter, execuall types of parts and equipment
tive officer.
come in mighty handy. We'll
should
Prior to the fall of Holland, Adfitted for most anything in the
he
miral Stoeve was in command of mechanical end of aviation. Maybe
the Dulch East Indies Squadron.
T'll make a good line foreman or

He was later made commandant of
get an AE (Aeronautical Engineer)
the Dutch Naval College, Sourabaya, Java, which position he held license."
V
PFC. WILLIS DONOVAN, ARBuntil the Japs' invasion in Feb2, Avn. Supply. "There is no doubt
ruary, J Pi 2.
about it. The Marines' 10 week
course in aviation supply is equal
to a two-year college program. We
get a little bit of everything pertaining to aeronautical parts, the

-

-

Twice Wounded Veteran
Buys First Elliott Bond

handling,

the bond, the latter*»
replied: "I wa.nt to get back into
this scrap and since they won't let
me now, I'm going to buy bonds
and more bonds, I intend to allot
part of my pay every month to
King

purchase War Bonds."
PF'C. King, who has a brother in

PFC. Wins Medal
In Heroic Act

SOMEWHERE IN THE SOT7TH
the Coast Guard, said his father PAClFlC.—Remaining all night in
and two other brothers back in a bullet-swept, Guadalcanal foxhole
England, Ark., operate a farm and to protect three wounded comrades,
chicken hatchery and "are putting last November, won I'FC. Myron L.
everything they can into War Guarnctt the coveted Silver Star
Medal for heroism.
Bonds."
Preparing to withdraw temporBuy War Bonds
arily with his small patrol, after
action against the Japs, he heard a
call for water from a foxhole. Inch
by inch he crawled toward it. Bullets splattered all around him. He
flopped into (he foxhole and found
three seriously wounded Marines,
CAMP ELLIOTT.—A new Dental
There was no opportunity to reClinic building ncars completion move them as the patrol had withhere. The wooden building, H- drawn. He gave them what water
shaped, will have two wings, each he had in ills canteen and pre100 feet long. The clinic is now pared to "stick it out."
housed in the hospit.nl building.
All night, machine-gun and rifle
Capt. H. A. Daniels, USN, head.? fire peppered the vicinity of their
the new clinic. Heading the dental refuge. They huddled as best they
laboratory is Comdr. D. W. Ryan, could to avoid the murderous fire.
Next day, a strong Marine patrol
USN. A school for training of dental technicians is planned, Tt will swept into the territory seeking
be supervised by Comdr. A. M. the missing men. They found the
four in tho foxhole, with Guarnett.
Swanson, USN, who arrives soon.

Camp Clinic To
Be Completed

AS YOU

distribution

and main-

tenance. Now all I need is lo put
what I've learned into practice. I'll
get that over seas. Then, when I
go home, I should-be plenty qualified for most any of the commer-

CAMP ELLIOTT.—Camp Elliott's War Hond sales drive
got started Friday with PFO. Karl D. King , twice wounded I
in action in the .South Pacific, buying- the first bond.
As Maj. Gen. Holland M. Smith, commanding the FMF, cial

handed

after

value

the war?

airlines."

I'FC. HF.IIBKRT L. PKICE, AKS2, Avn. Metalsmith.—"I had the advantage of practical experience iti
metalsmith work with Boeing and
an aerial construction company.
So, I know what Marine training"
will do for you- They can take a
kid right off the street and school
him well enough to work in a
plant. Tho experience we get here
naturally will help us to grab.off
better pay jobs. We all know that
post-war aviation will be a big
field—wide open. That's for me!"

PFC. KITS SELL GIBBONS,
Avn. Ordnance. —"Yes, Fna
going to to' to get back Into the
Army Air Corps Supply Armament. This work will be a big
help. Our schooling is thorough—
you can't put a cost value on the
ARS-2,

practical experience. As aviation
expands we guys who know the

problems and answers will get m
on the ground floor. I'm aiming
for civil service work. It should be
a big field!"
Write Home —■

Speaking Of Rommel
Right now it would scorn that thft
desert fox is less a menace to
America than the domestic wolf*.

WERE with HartSchaffner&Marx

Columbia Clothiers have the situation well in hand
and you will agree when they show you the beautifully tailored green uniform they are featuring.

COLUMBIA CLOTHIERS
Fourth and Broadway
San Diego, California

HOME OF
fiait Schaffner £ Marx
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